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needle probe characterization (Each signal pair 1-4, 2-5, and 3-6 are in the 
same plane with the center of the specimen and distributed every 120°). 
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resistivity. (b) Tomographic reconstruction using magnetic resonance imaging; 
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different sediments (bounded by empty circles) as afunction of mean pore size. 
Laplace’s formula is superimposed for different values of the geometric fabric 
factor Ψ (Eq. 8.5). Notice that much higher breakthrough pressure is expected 
from Laplace’s equation for high specific montmorill nite sediments than the 
ones measured experimentally.  The theoretical prediction bends at high 
breakthrough pressure because of lower interfacial tension (Ts: 298K isotherm). 
We added two experimental values for similar test conditions with filled circles 
[Horseman et al., 1999]. 180 
Figure 8.6: Water permeability (filled circles) and CO2 permeability after breakthrough 
and after CO2 flushing (empty squares connected by solid line) for different 
consolidated sediments. 2:1 slope curves in the log-log space predicted by 
Kozeny-Carman and Hazen models are superimposed. Note: CO2 permeability 
increases after breakthrough mainly due to a decrease in water saturation. 181 
Figure 8.7: FEM analysis of the porosity and stress field in the clay specimen using a 
modified cam-clay model (parameters Cr=0.0384, Cc=1.67, e1kPa=5.68, M=1.2). 
The simulation has two stages: (a) vertical loading – consolidation, and (b) 
lateral capillary loading. Results show the localization of stresses and plastic 
deformations around the collection pipe. 182 
Figure 8.8: Order of magnitude analysis of CO2 leaks for a cap rock thickness th. (a) 







-4Pa·s). Notice that the time to 
achieve steady state diffusive flux is proportional to th
2/D*; (b) upper bound 
advective flow rate estimate for different CO2 stotage sites due to buoyancy 
and a 10MPa pressure gradient. (Note: Kozeny-Carman equation is used to 
evaluate permeability when permeability data is not available from Table 8.1)
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Figure 8.9: Analysis of sealing capacity at existent and target CO2 storage sites in 
dimensionless ratios: π1 ratio of capillary pressure over buoyancy pressure.Eq. 
8.10, and π2 ratio of effective stress over buoyancy pressure, Eq. 8.11. 
Overburden, cap rock thickness, and CO2 storage capacity are key parameters 
for evaluating the safety of storage sites. Note: buoyancy pressure is calculated 




This thesis explores fundamental concepts related to carbon geological storage, 
including the possibility of CO2-CH4 replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments. CO2 and 
CH4 have pressure-temperature dependent physical properties and interaction with water. 
These complex interactions in the pore space of natural formations call for specific 
experimental and analytical research methods to study ensuing chemo-hydro-mechanical 
couplings in geological systems. This research is based on experimental methods, and is 
complemented with numerical and analytical techniques to gain a fundamental 
understanding of the following phenomena: 
Interfacial properties of water, mineral, CO2 and CH4 systems. Interfacial tension 
and contact angle are needed to define multiphase interactions and fluid flow in enhanced 
gas recovery operations and in CO2 injection and storage in geological formations. Two 
sections document interfacial tension and contact angle measurement for CO2-water-
mineral and CH4-water-mineral systems and their implications. 
CO2 sealing capacity of clayey cap rocks. The interaction between clay particles 
and CO2, and the response of sediment layers to the presenc  of CO2 affect the sealing 
efficiency of clayey cap rocks as CO2 trapping structures at injection sites. This study 
includes a specially designed device to test over-consolidated clay plugs to determine 
CO2 breakthrough and CO2 permeability in highly compacted fine-grained sediments. 
Coupled processes and anticipation of potential implications for CH4-CO2 
replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments. The replacement of CH4 by CO2 in methane 
hydrate requires specific conditions and affects the behavior of the host formation. 
 xx
Results include physical monitoring data gathered for pure CH4 hydrate and for CH4 
hydrate-bearing sediments during and after CO2 injection. These studies investigate the 
time and space scale of CH4-CO2 hydrate replacement and the hydro-mechanical 
implications. 
 Experimental and analytical results highlight the pr vailing chemical, 
hydrological, and mechanical processes, their couplings, and emergent phenomena that 










The dependency on fossil fuels faces resource limitations and sustainability 
concerns. This situation requires new strategies for greenhouse gas emission 
management, and the development of new energy sources. Both carbon geological 
storage and hydrate-bearing sediments have become important research themes because 
of their potential applications. Carbon geological storage presents new challenges to 
geotechnical engineering, such as the identification of target formations, injection 
engineering, assessment of trapping mechanisms, and final monitoring. Additional 
challenges arise in CO2 enhanced hydrocarbon recovery processes, such as in CH4-CO2 
hydrate replacement in sediments.  
The main objective of this thesis is to gain a fundamental understanding of the 
chemo-hydro-mechanical processes and couplings involved in carbon geological storage 
and CH4-CO2 gas replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments. This research is based on 
experimental methods; complimentary numerical simulation and analytical solutions help 
identify couplings and implications relevant to thereservoir scale. The study is organized 
into 7 central chapters as follows: 
 Chapter 2 explores geotechnical concepts relevant to carbon dioxide geological 
storage. A review of the chemo-physical properties of water-CO2-mineral systems, 
reservoir conditions, and the fundamentals of CO2 geological storage is followed by the 
identification of various hydro-chemo-mechanical coupled processes that may lead to 
emergent phenomena and increase the probability of ge technical hazards. An additional 
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section shows potential geophysical strategies to monitor the evolution of CO2 storage 
projects. This chapter was developed in collaboratin with Seunghee Kim. 
 Chapter 3 investigates the interfacial properties of CO2-water-mineral systems 
with an emphasis on the determination of interfacial tension and contact angle at high 
pressure. Complementary tests are conducted to evaluate the diffusivity of water in CO2. 
Finally, CO2 injectability and storage in geological formations are assessed based on the 
previously presented findings. 
 Chapter 4 parallels Chapter 3 but centers on interfacial phenomena in CH4-water-
mineral systems at reservoir pressure-temperature conditions, including advancing and 
receding contact angle measurements on various substrates that may be encountered in 
natural systems. Additional analyses identify multiphase flow characteristics in the 
context of natural gas production, hydrate-bearing sediments, and coal bed methane. 
 Chapter 5 presents a summary of previous CH4- O2 replacement studies, 
identifies and analyzes underlying processes, and presents new experimental results. 
Results are used to evaluate reaction rates, to expl r  the pressure-temperature region for 
optimal exchange, and to anticipate potential geomechanical implications for CH4-CO2 
replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments. The report d investigation was performed in 
collaboration with Jonwong Jung. 
 Chapter 6 uses P-waves to monitor the evolution of CH4 hydrate formation, CO2 
flooding, CH4-CO2 replacement, and final hydrate dissociation in sand . The purpose of 
this chapter is to characterize the mechanical behavior of CH4 hydrate-bearing sediments 
during CH4-CO2 hydrate replacement. 
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Chapter 7 explores the micro-scale interactions betwe n liquid and supercritical 
CO2 and clay minerals in order to determine the potential role of electrical and capillary 
forces on the performance of the cap rock. This chapter begins with an assessment of 
electrical and capillary forces in clay-water-CO2 systems and is followed by experimental 
evidence gathered in simple and well constrained experiments. Finally, geomechanical 
and hydrological implications for CO2 storage sites that involve clayey cap rocks are 
anticipated.  
 Chapter 8 analyzes the transport of CO2 through well-characterized single-mineral 
sediments saturated with water and brine, and consolidated to reservoir level effective 
stress. The study explores the hydrological and geomechanical implications of CO2 
breakthrough in cap rocks, including the potential for leaks.  





CO2 GEOLOGICAL STORAGE - GEOTECHNICAL 
IMPLICATIONS 
   
2.1 Introduction 
Quality of life, in terms of education, infant mortali y and life expectancy, 
correlates with energy consumption. Global energy consumption will increase 
dramatically in the next decades, and it will largely rely on fossil fuels because of the 
available reserves, their low cost, the investment in current infrastructure, and the still 
limited development of renewable energy. Currently, 90% of the total primary energy 
sources in the world are fossil fuels, and more than 85% in the USA [DOE, 2010b]. 
The use of fossil fuels is intimately linked to the emission of CO2 into the 
atmosphere. The current concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is ~385ppm (parts per 
million), which is almost twice the concentration before the Industrial Revolution [200 
ppm - IPCC, 2001]. Anthropogenic CO2 global emissions add to ~7 GtC/year (see Figure 
2.1). The USA releases 1.59 GtC/yr and China 1.78 GtC/yr – 2007 data [CDIAC, 2009]. 
Power plants account for ~40% of total CO2 emissions. Once released into the 
atmosphere, CO2 enters into the global carbon cycle and interacts wi h the ocean and 
terrestrial sinks as shown in Figure 2.2. 
The estimated net annual increase of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is 
problematic since CO2 is a greenhouse gas. The mean surface temperature has increased 
~0.6±0.2°C since the industrial revolution, and atmospheric models forecast as much as a  
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Figure 2.1.  Annual CO2 emissions per person as a function of Gross Domestic 
Product (adjusted for inflation) for different countries. Data from the 
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Atmosphere (growth: 4.1 GtC/yr)
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Figure 2.2.  Anthropogenic perturbation of the carbon dioxide cycle – Values show the 
annual contribution [data from: \Global-Carbon-Project, 2010]. 
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The UN Framework Convention on climate change has suggested that the 
atmospheric concentration of CO2 should not exceed 450 ppm to prevent a major impact 
on climate conditions. Several technologies have been proposed for mitigating the 
emission of CO2 into the atmosphere (Table 2.1). Two clear options call for reducing the 
combustion of fossil fuels, and capturing the generated CO2 followed by permanent 
sequestration. 
  Suggested minimum storage time for CO2 geological storage ranges between 
1,000 and 10,000 years. This requirement is less demanding than for nuclear waste in part 
due to the expectation that future technological developments might find other methods 
to mitigate global warming, and because of natural climate fluctuations such as the 
average glacial cycle period of 28,000 years [Augustin et al., 2004]. Figure 2.4 shows a 
comparison of time scales for different processes related to human activities and geologic 
processes relevant to energy. The dramatic contrast between political, engineering, and 
geological time scales add difficulty to short-time d cision making.  
The purpose of this manuscript is to explore geotechnical concepts relevant to 
carbon dioxide geological storage. First, we review the chemo-physical properties of 
water-CO2-mineral systems, reservoir conditions, and the fundamentals of CO2 
geological storage. Next, we explore various hydro-chemo-mechanical coupled processes 
that may lead to emergent phenomena and increase the probability of geotechnical 
hazards. Finally, we investigate potential geophysical strategies to monitor the evolution 
of CO2 storage projects. 
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Advantages Difficulties  
Capacity and certainty of 
execution 
DIRECT - capture, transport, and final sequestration of CO2 generated from fossil fuel power plants, 
CO2 geological 
storage coupled or 
not with fuel 
switching 
- Existent injection 
technology for injection 
- Large capacity 
- May give additional 
revenue by enhanced 
hydrocarbon production 
- Cost: it needs additional 
energy consumption ~20% 
for carbon capture and 
storage (1) 
- Monitoring, 
contamination, and liability 
- Large capacity: 103~104 




- Easy and relatively 
inexpensive. 
- No porous media 
involved 
- Water acidification and 
effects on aquatic life (3) 
- Transportation to the site  
- Very large capacity >> 103 
GtCO2 (volume of the ocean 





- Expensive and labor 
intensive  
- Very limited, for example: 
annual production of 
concrete is ~15Gt concrete   
INDIRECT - produce CO2-free energy, improve energy conservation and effici ncy, or increase CO2 
natural uptake 
Alternative energy sources 
Renewables, Solar, 
Wind, Geothermal 
- Do not generate CO2 
- Small contribution to the 
energy portfolio  
- Currently provide 4% of 
the energy demand (4)  
Nuclear fission 
- Do not generate CO2 
- Available technology 
- Nuclear waste 
- Non-commercial use of 
nuclear power technology  
- Currently provide 6% of 
the energy demand (4) 
Biofuels 
- Consume bio-products in 
excess, e.g. sugar cane and 
corn   
- Competes with food 
supply 
- In Brazil ethanol accounts 
for less than 5% of the 
energy production (5) 
Conservation and efficiency 
Change in people 
habits - e.g. promote 
mass transit 
- No cost 
- Changing habits require 
time and policy  
- Depends on the country, 
some countries are already 
highly efficient. 
More efficient  end-
use energy 
technologies  and 
appliances - HVAC 
- Under development by 
industries  
- It needs a vigorous 
market-transforming 
policies (6) 
- Efficient application could 
reduce carbon emissions 
from the building sector to 
levels equivalent to those  
20 years ago. 
CO2 surface uptake 
Terrestrial uptake - Relatively inexpensive  
- Difficult to increase 
natural sinks (trees, algae) 
- Uncertainties about the 
land use in the future (7)  
- Currently at maximum  
- Uptake in about ~20% of 
total emissions. 
(1) [Dooley et al., 2006; Heddle et al., 2003]; (2) [IPCC, 2005]; (3) [Golomb, 1993; House et al., 2006]; (4) 



















































































Figure 2.3.  Past and extrapolated future CO2 emissions [data from: Pacala and 
Socolow, 2004; World-Resources-Institute, 2010b] and global warming 
predictions for different CO2 levels [data from: Solomon, 2007]. 
 





Service life of civil infrastructure
Life time of CO2 in the atmosphere
Desirable time for geological CO2 storage
Nuclear waste storage
Formation of a fossil fuel reservoirs
USA Europe
Years for all trees on earth to consume the CO2 emitted in 1 year
(1)
Glacial cycle
500,000,000 yrs  
Figure 2.4.  Time scales of relevant energy-related ctivities and processes [Note: (1) 
Estimation based on the capacity of forest to observe carbon in 
atmosphere, 0.17GtC/yr, from IPCC, 2001] 
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2.2 CO2 geological storage and reservoir conditions 
 Volume Estimation. The injected CO2 displaces the original fluids that fill the 
voids in geological formations. The volume of the geological formation Vbulk affected by 








=  (2.1) 
where the displacement efficiency coefficient is ψ~0.6 in media with spatially correlated 
random porosity and can be very low ψ<0.1 if fingered invasion takes place (note:  
buoyancy  effects, closed  hydraulic  boundary  conditions,  and  the  use  of  multiple 
injection wellbores can lower efficiency by as much as ψ ~0.01 [Ehlig-Economides and 
Economides, 2010]). Let’s assume a target sequestration of 4GtC/year (for a flat trend 
based on present data – Figure 2.2). The total amount of CO2 to be sequestered in the 
next 50 years is 200 GtC or 730 GtCO2. In a compressed state (ρCO2~0.7 tonnes/m3), this 
mass would occupy a volume VCO2 = 1,050 km
3. The geological volume for storage 
would be Vbulk~27,500km
3 for a porosity n~0.2, and displacement efficiency ψ=0.5. A 
100m thick reservoir would extend ~325km in each direct on. 
CO2 Trapping. The trapping mechanisms to keep CO2 within deep geological 
formations rely on physical as well as chemical processes [Dooley et al., 2006; IPCC, 
2005; Jaccard, 2005]. Physical trapping mechanisms include structu al and stratigraphic 
trapping by cap rocks, hydrodynamic trapping by slow aquifer currents, and capillary 
trapping by interfacial forces. Chemical trapping mechanisms include dissolution of CO2 
in water, mineralization, CO2 adsorption on coal and rich-organic shales, and CO2
hydrate formation. Most trapping mechanisms and safe disposal conditions are found and 
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favored at depth. We note that there are natural accumulations of CO2 in the Earth’s 
upper crust where CO2 has been contained for geological times such as the Ladbroke 
Grove and Katnook Gas Fields in southeastern Australia [Watson et al., 2004]. 
  Geological Formations. Stable sedimentary basins facilitate CO2 storage, 
particularly when they are near emission points. These basins are found in most 
continents [IPCC, 2005]. The USA, Canada and Australia have extensiv  torage 
capacity [Dooley et al., 2006]. 
Favorable storage sites must have a thick accumulation of permeable sediments to 
maximize storage capacity and injectivity, overlain by a highly impermeable seal or cap 
rock (generally shale and evaporites). 
The increase in effective stress with depth z leads to low porosity fine grained 
sediment barriers. Pore size depends on porosity and specific surface. In high specific 
surface montmorillonitic shales, the mean poresize can be in the order of 10-8m [Armitage 
et al., 2010; Hildenbrand et al., 2002]. High porefluid pressure at depth also lowers the 
mass density difference between water and CO2, increases the solubility of CO2 in water, 
and increases the adsorption of CO2 in coal.  
The geological system should be structurally simple. Candidate storage sites are 
assessed for reservoir size, depth and hydrogeology, geology and petrophysical 
characteristics of the reservoir and the seal cap rock,  surface temperature and geothermal 
gradient, tectonic stability and faulting intensity, accessibility, infrastructure, and 
proximity to major CO2 sources. 
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Figure 2.5 shows schematic diagrams of various formations for CO2 geological 
storage. The principal targets for CO2 injection are deep saline aquifers and 
depleted/semidepleted hydrocarbon reservoirs (which inherently include physical barriers 
and cap rocks). Injection into coal seams benefits from the co-production of CH4. 
Similarly, hydrate-bearing sediments can also be used to sequester CO2 while at the same 
time releasing CH4 (a pilot test in the Alaska North Slope is planned for 2011, US DOE-
NETL, project DE-NT0006553). Deep saline aquifers are most abundant and could store 
110 to 2700 GtC  [Gale, 2004]. 
 
Figure 2.5.  CO2 storage alternatives. (a) Deep saline aquifers. (b) Depleted 
hydrocarbon reservoirs. (c) CO2-enhanced oil recovery. (d) CO2-enhanced 
gas recovery from coal bed methane. (e) CO2- H4 replacement in hydrate 
bearing sediments. Depths shown for selected pilot rojects. 
 
Pilot Projects. There are more than 50 CO2 injection projects reported worldwide 
[DOE, 2010a]. Figure 2.6 shows the mean pressure-temperatur  conditions at these 
storage sites. Most projects involve supercritical CO2 and relatively small volumes. 
Implementation. The injection of CO2 underground can be implemented with 
technology developed for petroleum and gas production. In fact, acid gas injection is 
routinely done in Alberta, and CO2-enhanced oil recovery is a common practice in oil 
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reservoirs around the world, and there are more than ~5000km of CO2 pipelines in North 
America [Dooley et al., 2006]. Still, the systematic geological storage of CO2 will require  
improvements in risk assessment, adequate evaluation of regional capacity and reservoir 
integrity, matching emission sources with sinks, and e hanced monitoring technology 
[Gale, 2004]. In addition to these technical difficulties, economical, political, and legal 
































CO2-CH4 replacement: EGR: 




Figure 2.6.  Pressure-temperature dependent CO2 phases. Pilot CO2 injection projects 
are superimposed on this plot. Unless reported in the original sources, the 
PT conditions are estimated as: P = g ρw z, T = T0 (4°C) + 30°C/km · z. 
[CO2 hydrate phase boundary from Sloan and Koh, 2008; Takenouchi and 
Kennedy, 1965] 
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2.3 Underlying concepts and implications 
2.3.1 Geochemical concepts 
Properties of CO2.  The combustion of fossil fuels yields CO2 among other 
byproducts. For example, burning methane produces 
 CH4 + 2 O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O 
The physical properties of CO2 depend on pressure-temperature P-T conditions. The CO2 
phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. CO2 is a gas at normal temperature and pressure, it 
turns into liquid at moderate pressures ~6.4MPa at 298K, and becomes supercritical when 
the temperature is higher than 304.1K and the pressu  i  greater than 7.38 MPa. The 
mass density ρ of CO2 varies widely, in fact, CO2 is heavier than seawater at pressures 
above ~28MPa at 277.15K (ρCO2=1035kg/m
3). Mass density can be approximated with a 
cubic equation of state [Peng and Robinson, 1976] or using more accurate but complex 
equations [Span and Wagner, 1996]. The mass densities of water and CO2 are plotted in 
Figure 2.7 for typical P-T conditions present in onshore and offshore applications.  
Other important P-T dependent properties of CO2 include high bulk 
compressibility, typically an order of magnitude hig er than that of water [Span and 
Wagner, 1996], and  very low viscosity, typically 10 times lower than that of water  as 
shown in Figure 2.7, [µCO2=10-4 Pa•s at 10MPa and 280K - Fenghour et al., 1998]. 
Water-CO2 interaction and properties. CO2 dissolves in water to form aqueous 
carbon dioxide CO2(aq). The solubility of CO2 in water xCO2 [mol/L] can be estimated 
using Henry’s law  
 xCO2 = kH φ PCO2         (2.2) 
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where the Henry's coefficient is approximately kH≈10
-1.46=0.0347 and the fugacity 
coefficient φ≤1 can be estimated with an equation of state. Water at room temperature 
and at 0.1MPa contains xCO2≈0.03-to-0.04 mol/L. That solubility increases by two orders 
of magnitude xCO2≈1-to-2 mol/L as pressure and temperature increase to reservoir 
conditions, i.e., one to two moles of CO2 per liter of brine (Figure 2.8).  
 
Figure 2.7.  Density and viscosity of CO2 and water as a function of depth, both on-
shore and off-shore (for an assumed seabed at 500 m). Pc and Tc are the 
critical pressure and temperature for CO2. Note: the density of liquid CO2 
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Figure 2.8.  CO2 solubility in water and pH. (a) CO2 solubility in 1 m NaCl aqueous 
solution (Note: a salinity increase reduces CO2 solubility). (b) pH as a 
function of dissolved CO2  [Note: solubility data from Duan and Sun, 
2003a].  
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Part of the aqueous carbon dioxide mixes with water to produce carbonic acid and 
ionizes stepwise, at 298K: 
 CO2(g) ⇌ CO2(aq)    log Keq = 1.47, Henry’s law 
 CO2(aq) + H2O(l) ⇌ H2CO3 (aq)    log Keq = 2.81,  
 H2CO3* (aq)  ⇌ H
+ + HCO3
-(aq)    log Keq = -6.35,  
 HCO3
-(aq) ⇌ H+ + CO3
2-(aq)     log Keq = -10.33 
where H2CO3*(aq) = CO2(aq) + H2CO3(aq). The final result of adding CO2 to water is the 
production of ion carbonates, an increase in H+, and a decrease in pH. At reservoir 
conditions, CO2 dissolution in water yields a pH ≈3 (Figure 2.8). 
Other relevant properties of the water-CO2 system include (a) solubility of water 
in liquid and supercritical CO2 [~0.05mol of water per kg of liquid CO2 at 10 MPa and 
285K - Spycher et al., 2003], (b) high diffusivity of water into liquid CO2 [D≈2-to-
20×10-8m2/s - at 7-25 MPa and 305±10K - Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a], and (c) 
CO2 hydrate formation at high pressure and low temperature [Figure 6 - Sloan and Koh, 
2008]. 
Water-CO2-mineral interaction. Table 2.2 summarizes representative chemical 
reactions, typical reaction rates and related comments. The  equilibrium  constant for  
dissolution  reaction  denotes  the  concentration  of produced species relative to the 
concentration of reactant species at steady state  conditions,  i.e.,  a  function  of  mineral  
solubility. The solubility of minerals in water depnds on the pH. [Stumm and Morgan, 
1996]. Furthermore, the reaction rate of minerals in CO2-water depends on temperature, 
pressure (i.e., CO2 solubility and pH), and the concentration of other species [Algive et 
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al., 2009; Fredd and Fogler, 1998; Pokrovsky et al., 2005; Renard et al., 2005]. 
Dissolution rates for calcite CaCO3, anorthite CaAl2Si2O8, and kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 
are plotted as a function of pH in Figure 2.9. Silicates yield more dissolved cations (pH 
up to 8) than carbonates (pH up to 5) but the reaction rate is much slower [Gunter et al., 
2000]. Consider 1 mm spheres of calcite, anorthite, and kaolinite submerged into water 
acidified by 1 mole of dissolved CO2 per liter (pH~3). Using dissolution rates in Figure 
2.9 and assuming that the system is far from equilibrium, the time required to dissolve 
each sphere is 4 hours for calcite, 16 years for anthite, and 226 years for kaolinite. It is 
also important to recognize the high reactivity of water dissolved in CO2 with steel and 

































































Figure 2.9.  Reaction coefficient kd for calcite CaCO3, anorthite CaAl2Si2O8, and 
kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 at a temperature of 40 °C and [CO2(aq)] = 1 mole. 
For calcite, kd = k1[H
+] + k2[H2CO3*(aq)] where k1 = 0.745, k2 = 8.6x10
-4 
[mol/m2/s] at 40 °C [Algive et al., 2009; Fredd and Fogler, 1998; 
Pokrovsky et al., 2005; Renard et al., 2005]. For anorthite, kd = kH[H+]
1.5 
+ kH2O + kOH[OH
-]0.33 where kH = 6.883x10
-4, kH2O = 3.58x10
-12, and kOH = 
4.51x10-14 [mol/m2/s] at 40 °C [Li et al., 2006]. For kaolinite, kd = 
kH[H+]
0.4 + kOH[OH
-]0.3 where kH = 2.79x10
-11 and kOH = 3.51x10
-16 
[mol/m2/s] at 40 °C [Li et al., 2006]. 
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Table 2.2. Mineral reactions with CO2-acidified water. 
Mineral  Typical reaction Reaction rate Notes 
1) Silicatesa)  
SiO2(s) + 2H2O ⇌ H4SiO4 
⇌ H+ + H3SiO4
- 
⇌ H+ + H2SiO4
2-  
1.26×10-14 mol·m-2s-1 
(White et al., 2005)  
·Solubility of quartz does 
not change with 
concentration of 
dissolved CO2  
2) Aluminosilicatesb)  
Anorthite:             
CaAl2Si2O8(s) + 8H
+ ⇌ 




Al 2Si2O5(OH)4(s) + 
6H+ ⇌ 2Al3+ + 2H4SiO4 
+ H2O, Keq = 10
3.8 
Anorthite: 
1.2×10-5 mol·m-2s-1  
Oligiocalse: 
1.2×10-8 mol·m-2s-1  
Albite: 
3.6×10-9 mol·m-2s-1  
Kaolinite: 
10-14-to-10-15 mol·m-2s-1  
(Gaus et al., 2005) 
·Include feldspars, micas, 
and clays. 
·Reaction rate is slow. 
·Yields more dissolved 
cations than carbonate. 
·Results in pH up to 8. 
 
3) Carbonatesc)  
CaCO3(s) + H
+ ⇌ Ca2+ + 
HCO3
-, Keq = 10
1.85 
CaCO3(s) + CO2 + H2O ⇌ 
Ca2+ + 2HCO3
-, Keq = 10
-
4.5 
CaCO3(s) + H2O ⇌ Ca
2+ + 
HCO3





 (Brosse et al., 2005)  
·Faster than 
aluminosilicates. 
·Solubility depends on T, 
P, Salinity, ionic 
concentration, and pH. 
·Dissolution rate is fast, 
but overall amount of 
reaction is small. 
·Results in pH from 3 to 5
Sources: (a) [Drever, 1997]; (b) [Li et al., 2006]; (c) [Algive et al., 2009; Fredd and Fogler, 1998; Renard 
et al., 2005; Stumm and Morgan, 1996] 
 
 
CO2 adsorption on organic surfaces. Coal and organic shales adsorb CO2 [DOE-
NETL, 2008; Larsen, 2004] Langmuir-type sorption isotherms are commonly used to 
characterize the adsorption at pressures <10MPa [Ceglarska-Stefanska and Zarebska, 
2002b; Mazumder et al., 2006]. For reference, about ~1.6 moles of CO2 can be adsorbed 
per kg of coal at 3MPa and 298K (37 cm3 of gas CO2 at normal pressure and temperature 
per gram of coal). A higher fluid pressure promotes higher and faster uptake. 
Summary. High fluid pressure and temperature bring CO2 into liquid or 
supercritical phases and promote CO2 solubility in water and adsorption onto organic 
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surfaces. In the presence of CO2, water acidifies and more intense and faster mineral 
dissolution takes place. Liquid and supercritical CO2 exhibit much lower viscosity than 
water. 
 
2.3.2 Mixed fluid conditions 
Pressure dependent Ts and θ. The water-CO2 interfacial tension decreases from 
Ts~72 to 25 mN/m as the pressure increases from 0.1MPa to 6.4MPa at ~298K, 
eventually Ts reaches a plateau Ts =25±5 mN/m in supercritical state [Espinoza and 
Santamarina, 2010a; Kvamme et al., 2007b]. Furthermore, the contact angle formed by 
the CO2-water interface on mineral surfaces varies with fluid pressure in response to 
changes in CO2-water interfacial tension: as the fluid pressure increases, the contact angle 
increases on non-wetting surfaces such as oil-wet amorphous silica and coal and slightly 
decreases in water-wet amorphous silica and calcite surfaces [Chalbaud et al., 2009; Chi 
et al., 1988; Chiquet et al., 2007; Dickson et al., 2006; Espinoza and Santamarina, 
2010a]. 
Changes in interfacial tension Ts and contact angle θ (Section 2.3.1) will affect the 
capillary pressure, the evolution of flooding, the r sidual saturation, relative 
permeabilities, and capillary effects. In its simplest form, capillary pressure ∆Pc [Pa] is 
estimated from Laplace’s equation,  
 θcos22 r
T
PPP swCOc =−=∆  (2.3) 
Breakthrough pressure.  The breakthrough pressure P* thru  when CO2 percolates 
through a porous medium depends on the mean pore size expressed in terms of specific 
surface Ss and void ratio e = e1kPa - Cc log(p’/1kPa), the wettability of the minerals in the 
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presence of water and CO2, and the standard deviation in pore size distribution. We can 
extend Laplace’s capillary pressure equation to obtain the following expression for the 
















= θρψ    (2.4) 
where p’ is the in situ effective stress, and the factor ψ depends on clay fabric and grain 
size distribution; a value of 0.04<ψ 0.08 applies to smectite clay barriers. The sealing 
capacity of cap rocks will depend on this breakthrough pressure; thereafter, the leak rate 
will be determined by the cap rock permeability to CO2 [Fleury et al., 2010; Pusch et al., 
2010]. 
Differences in mass density - Convection and self mixing. CO2 is lighter than 
water or brine at reservoir P-T conditions (Figure 2.7). The Bond number B quantifies 
gravity-driven CO2 migration as a function of the mass density difference (ρw – ρCO2) 












=  (2.5) 
The mass density of the water with CO2 in solution ρsol [kg/m
3] is slightly heavier than 
the formation water and can be estimated from the mass density of pure water ρw [kg/m
3] 
and the concentration of CO2 in water xCO2 [mol/m
3] as 
 ϕρρρ Vxxm wCOCOCOwsol 222 −+=  (2.6) 
where mCO2[kg/mol] is the molecular weight of CO2, and Vφ [m
3/mol] is the apparent 
molar volume of dissolved CO2 as a function of temperature T[C], Vφ=37.51·10
-6 –
9.585·10-8T +8.740·10-10T2–5.044·10-13T3 [Garcia, 2001]. For example, there is an 
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increase in density ∆ρ ~ 10kg/m3, for water saturated with CO2 at 10MPa and 313K (xCO2 
~ 1230 mol/m3). Dissolution-densification and gravity-driven flow ill cause convective 
transport which will accelerate CO2 mixing in the reservoir water [Kneafsey and Pruess, 
2010; Riaz et al., 2006]. 
Differences in viscosity: Fingering. Two dimensionless numbers control the 
pattern of fluid displacement: (1) the ratio of visco ities M between the invading fluid 
µCO2 and the displaced fluid µw, and (2) the capillary number C which is the ratio between 















C =  (2.8) 
where q[m3/s/m2] is the injection rate, Ts[N/m] is the interfacial tension between water 
and CO2, and θ is the contact angle formed by the water-CO2 interface and the mineral 
surface. Stable displacement takes place when M>1 and C>1, viscous fingering when 
M<<1, and capillary fingering when C<<1 [Lenormand et al., 1988].  Since the viscosity 
of CO2 is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of water at reservoir P-T 
conditions (Figure 2.7), CO2 may displace water from the pore space in the form f 
viscous fingers; in this case, the bulk volume of sediment Vbulk involved in storage will 
increase dramatically (Equation 2.1). 
CO2 lowers the viscosity of oil. CO2 dissolves in crude oil (typically alkanes with 
less than 13 carbon atoms at reservoir conditions with P>10MPa and T>320K), lowers 
the viscosity of the crude oil, and favors oil recovery [Blunt et al., 1993]. 
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Summary. Interfacial tension and the capillary entry pressure for CO2 into a water 
saturated seal cap rock decrease with pressure. The dissolution of CO2 in water increases 
the density of water, promote gravity-driven flow and accelerate mixing. Pronounced 
differences in viscosities between in liquid or supercritical CO2 and water tend to 
promote viscous fingering during CO2 injection. 
 
2.3.3 Chemo-hydro-mechanical coupling  
Increased fluid pressure and fault reactivation. The increase in porefluid pressure 
during CO2 injection can reactivate nearby faults if the state of effective stress 
approaches failure conditions [Rutqvist and Tsang, 2002; Streit and Hillis, 2004]. 
Capillary-driven deformation. The invasion of immiscible CO2 in a water 
saturated reservoir gives rise to capillary forces and can cause significant volumetric 
deformation in fine-grained sediments  [Delage et al., 1996]. 
  Fluid-driven fracture formation. Hydraulic fracture can take place in both 
cohesive-cemented and cohesionless-frictional sediments [Bjerrum et al., 1972; Jaworski 
et al., 1981; Zhai and Sharma, 2005]. Particle-scale mechanisms compatible with the 
effective-stress dependent strength of sediments take into consideration capillary forces 
induced by the tensile membrane between CO2 and water, seepage drag forces, and 
skeletal forces to explain particle displacement and localization [Shin and Santamarina, 
2010]. 
Effects of pH and permittivity on interparticle electrical forces - changes in clay 
fabric. Two fluid-mineral interactions anticipate changes in interparticle forces after CO2 
injection: (1) water acidification changes the mineral surface charge, and (2) the low 
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permittivity of CO2 (κ’~2 to 3) compared to water (κ’=80) implies changes in van der 
Waal’s attraction [Israelachvili, 1991; Obriot et al., 1993; Palomino and Santamarina, 
2005]. These fluid-mineral phenomena will alter the equilibrium between van der Waal’s 
attraction and double  layer  repulsion  forces  at  the  clay  particle  scale,  cause changes 
in clay fabric, and affect the seal capacity of caprocks. 
Reactive fluid transport - Wormholes. Acidified water dissolves minerals and 
enlarges pores along transport channels [Emberley et al., 2004; Gunter et al., 2000; 
Kaszuba et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2004]. The hydraulic conductivity may increase by a 
factor of 10-to-100 [Verdon and Woods, 2007], with even small changes in global 
porosity, as can be predicted using the Kozeny-Carman odel. Two dimensionless 
numbers control the evolution of dissolution patterns: Damköhler number represents the 
ratio between advection and reaction times Da= κl/v (reaction rate κ[1/s], characteristic 
length l[m], velocity v[m/s]), while the Peclet number is the ratio between advection and 
diffusion time Pe=vl/D (diffusion coefficient D[m2/s]). The process is mass-transfer 
limited if a chemical reaction is very fast compared to mass-transfer kinetics Da>>1 (e.g., 
more likely in the dissolution of carbonates). Otherwise, the process is reaction-rate 
limited Da<<1 (e.g., more likely if the dissolution of aluminosilicates is involved). The 
dissolution pattern during reactive transport can be categorized as face/global dissolution 
(Da>10-3, Pe<10-3), dominant wormholes (Da>10-3, Pe>10-2), or uniform dissolution 
(Da<10-3) [Golfier et al., 2002]. A rapid mineral dissolution rate combines with the 
inherent sediment heterogeneity to facilitate a dominant wormholes tendency [Fredd and 
Fogler, 1998]. Wormhole formation would lead to marked CO2 leakage. 
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Dissolution - Horizontal effective stress k0 - Shear and tensile fractures. 
Complementary analytical, numerical (DEM and FEM), and experimental techniques 
show the effects of mineral dissolution and ensuing particle-level volume contraction on 
the evolution of the state of stress under constant overburden at zero-lateral strain 
boundary conditions during mineral dissolution. In particular, the stress ratio at zero 
lateral strain k0=σ'h/σ'v  [Jaky, 1944; Mayne and Kulhawy, 1982] experiences a 
pronounced decrease during mineral dissolution, and it may reach the Rankine active 
failure condition ka on the Coulomb failure plane [Shin and Santamarina, 2009]. Strain 
localization along shear planes may follow [Shin et al., 2008]. Furthermore, mineral 
dissolution causes sediment compaction, and the cap rock may experience bending and 
tensile failure.  
Coal swelling pressure. Coal swells, its fluid conductivity decreases, and the 
effective stress increases with the adsorption of CO2 [Mazumder et al., 2006; Pekot and 
Reeves, 2002; Somerton et al., 1975]. Eventually, CO2-CH4 replacement in coal may 
become self-limiting because of coal swelling and re uced fracture porosity [Ceglarska-
Stefanska and Zarebska, 2002a]. 
Summary. The trapping mechanisms of CO2 in geological formations rely on 
physical, chemical, and mechanical processes identified above. Each has different time 
and spatial scales. We summarize potential implications on CO2 storage in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Coupling and emergent phenomena 




- Relative hydraulic conductivities  
- Differences in mass density and buoyancy 
- Differences in viscosity and viscous fingering 
- Fluid segregation 
- Pressure dependent interfacial tension and contact angle 
- Percolation and breakthrough pressure 
Chemo-
Hydro 
- Reduction of oil viscosity by CO2 
- Increased porosity and pore size, reactive transport and wormhole 
formation 
- Spatial changes in hydraulic conductivity 
- Gravity-driven self mixing, CO2 diffusion, pendular water, mineral 
precipitation. 
-Coal CO2 adsorption: reduced fluid conductivity and swelling 
pressure 
-Hydrate formation and depressurization: fluid volume expansion, 
possible gas-driven fractures 
Hydro-
Mechanical 
- Increased fluid pressure and lower σ’ 
- Fault reactivation; hydraulic fracture of the cap rock 
- Capillarity-driven contraction,  
- Fluid-driven fracture formation 
Chemo-
Mechanical 
- pH and permittivity effects on DLVO, changes in clay fabric 
- Pressure solution/precipitation 
- Mineral dissolution and sediment compaction,  
- Cap rock bending failure 





- Combination of previous phenomena 
 
 
2.4 Monitoring strategies and risk assessment 
CO2 leakage from storage sites back into the atmosphere d creases the efficiency 
of CO2 storage, may pollute drinking water aquifers, and eanger living organisms. 
Faults and abandoned wells are preferential flow paths that add to the slow transport and 
diffusion through otherwise continuous strata [Dooley et al., 2006; Leuning et al., 2008]. 
Monitoring is required to assess the movement of CO2 and to detect leaks. The design of 
a monitoring strategy must consider the large areal extent of CO2 storage reservoirs (on 
the order of ~km2) and account for spatial and temporal variability.  
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Potential monitoring methods, most of them already available for other 
applications, are summarized in Table 2.4. These monitoring methods take advantage of 
differences between physical properties (mass density, bulk stiffness, electrical resistivity 
and dielectric permittivity, and thermal characteristics), the detection of byproducts from 
chemical reactions, or coupled process effects such as subsidence or micro-seismicity. 
Tracers such as δ13C and SF6 may be included in the injected CO2 to facilitate detection 
[Leuning et al., 2008]. The most common subsurface geophysical methods for deep 
reservoir applications are based on elastic wave propagation and electrical resistivity 
[Kiessling et al., 2010; Nakatsuka et al., 2010]. The following analysis expresses their 
applicability to CO2 geological storage. The bulk modulus Bmix of the sediment can be 





















































BB  (2.9) 
where subindices represent the skeleton sk, the mineral that makes the grains g, the water 
w, and the CO2. The density of the mixture is )()1( 22 wwCOCOsmix SSnn ρρρρ ++−= . 






















=  (2.11) 
where Gsk is the shear modulus of the mineral skeleton.  
 The electrical conductivity of a geological formation depends on the 
concentration and mobility of hydrated ions in the pore fluid and the volume fraction of 
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fluid in the formation [Santamarina et al., 2001a]. The injection of CO2 displaces the 
electrolyte (conductivity σfl) and the formation conductivity can be estimated using the 
Archie's equation [Mavko et al., 2009]: 
 [ ]βσσ )( 2COpercflform SSn −=  (2.12) 
where SCO2≤Sperc, the maximum saturation of CO2 at percolation. Figure 2.10 shows the 
variation of P-wave velocity VP[m/s] and electrical conductivity σform as a function of the 
CO2 saturation SCO2. Because CO2 is non conductive and has a much lower bulk modulus 
than water, both σform and VP decrease as the relative saturation SCO2 increases. While 
forward predictions show a clear effect of CO2 on Vp and σform, the inverse analysis is 
hindered by measurement errors and error propagation. Hence, the estimation of SCO2 
from field measurements remains challenging. 
 
Figure 10.  Reduction of P-wave velocity and electrical conductivity σform=1/ρform with 
CO2 saturation for a sediment with porosity n=0.42. Ratio of P-wave 
velocity computed with VP(Brine) = 1540 m/s, VP(CO2)= 268 m/s (at 
T=40°C and P=10MPa), VP(dry sediment)=1000m/s, and νsk=0.1. 
Electrical conductivity computed with an exponent β=2 for relative 




Table 2.4. CO2 monitoring techniques 
Method Property measured Principle, comments and issues 
1. SUBSURFACE MONITORING 
Porewater geochemistry 
analysis (1)  
CO2, HCO3
-, CO3
2-, DIC*, major 
ions, pH, alkalinity, salinity, and 
isotopes. 
CO2 dissolves in water and changes water 
geochemistry 
Seismic geophysical 
techniques (2)  
P-wave velocity and amplitude  
The bulk modulus of CO2 is one order of magnitude 
lower than that of water 
Electromagnetic 
geophysical techniques (3)
Resistivity and electromagnetic 
waves  
High impedance mismatch of electric conductivity 
and dielectric permittivity between CO2 and 
formation water. 
Temperature signal (4)  Temperature  
CO2 causes non-isothermal events such as 
expansion induced cooling of CO2 and thermal heat 
dissipation from CO2 dissolution  
Infrared monitoring (5)  Infrared absorption  
CO2 gas shows characteristic absorption spectrum 
for infrared waves.   
2. NEAR SURFACE MONITORING 
Analysis of near-surface 
water (6)  
Isotopic composition, tracers, bulk 
gas composition, and  DIC   
CO2 dissolves in water. A meaningful analysis 
requires a thorough understanding of the 
geochemical cycle at the site. 
Surface analysis of soil 
gas (7)  
Composition of gas fluxes through 
the soil   
CO2 leaks would eventually percolate through the 
soil. Point measurements <1m2 are accurate but  
they lack spatial resolution  
Near surface analysis of 
air composition (8)  
CO2 concentration in the near 
surface by infrared gas analyzer, 
eddy correlation tower, and light 
detection and ranging measure   
CO2 from leaks readily mix with other atmospheric 
gases in the atmosphere. Local changes in 
turbulence and biological sources and sinks of 
CO2 make the identification difficult. 
3. ON-SURFACE MONITORING 
Time-lapse 3D reflection 
seismic imaging (9)  
P-wave velocity and amplitude  
Takes advantage of low bulk modulus of CO2. It is 
routinely used the petroleum industry and can 
identify the plume subsurface movement.  
Gravity (10)  Mass density  CO2 is generally lighter than water  
Ground displacements (11) 
Subsidence and heave, vertical 
displacement  
CO2 injection alters pore pressure and effect on 
effective stress, and therefore strata compressibility  
Surface analysis of 
carbon content in soil (12)  
Carbon content by Inelastic Neutron 
Scattering INS  
Increased CO2 levels asphyxiate aerobic organisms. 
Remote sensing of air 
composition (7)  
CO2 atmospheric concentration 
by hyperspectral remote sensing of 
vegetative stress and long open path 
infrared absorption   
Applicable at larger scales 
(1) [Emberley et al., 2004; Gunter et al., 2000; Newell et al., 2008]; (2)  laboratory studies [Lei and Xue, 
2009; Shi et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2005] and pilot tests [Bohnhoff et al., 2010; Daley et al., 2007; Daley et 
al., 2008; Onishi et al., 2009]; (3) [Gasperikova and Hoversten, 2006; Nakatsuka et al., 2010]; 
(4) [Bielinski et al., 2008]; (5) [Charpentier et al., 2009]; (6) [Oldenburg et al., 2003]; (7) [Leuning et al., 
2008; Oldenburg et al., 2003]; (8) [Strazisar et al., 2009]; (9) [Arts et al., 2004]; (10) [Alnes et al., 2008]; 
(11) [Alnes et al., 2008; Kempka et al., 2008]; (12) [Wielopolski and Mitra, 2010]. 
Note: *DIC: Dissolved inorganic carbon. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
• The volume of the geological formation that is affected by the injection of CO2 depends 
on geometric boundaries, spatial variability, flow conditions and the emergence of 
viscous fingering. 
• The physical properties of CO2 such as density, viscosity, interfacial tension and bulk 
compressibility vary with pressure and temperature conditions, and must be properly 
modeled in numerical simulations of CO2 geological storage. 
• In particular, the CO2-water interfacial tension decreases with fluid pressure. Lower 
interfacial tension reduces the capillary entry pressure for CO2 into a water saturated seal 
cap rock. 
• High CO2 injection pressures can induce fluid driven fractures and trigger 
displacements along preexisting faults.  
• The solubility of CO2 in water is high at reservoir pressure conditions. The density of 
water increases with dissolved CO2 and convective self-mixing takes place.  
• Water acidification in the presence of CO2 enhances mineral dissolution and alters the 
sediment fabric when clay minerals prevail. Silicates have a higher buffering capacity 
than calcite but the reaction rate is much slower.  
• The evolution of dissolution and ensuing dissoluti n patterns depend on the interplay 
between the rates of advection, diffusion and dissolution. Dissolution may cause 
settlement, change in effective stress, and the formation of preferential channels for fluid 
flow, particularly in carbonates.  
• The presence of CO2 decreases the fluid bulk modulus, mass density, and electrical 
conductivity of the water-CO2 two-fluid system.  These changes support the application 
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of geophysical methods based on elastic and electromagnetic waves to monitor deep 
storage reservoirs. While forward predictions are manageable, inverse analysis is 
hindered by measurement difficulties and error propagation. Hence, the monitoring of 
CO2 geological storage remains challenging. 
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CHAPTER 3 
WATER-CO 2-MINERAL SYSTEMS: INTERFACIAL TENSION, 
CONTACT ANGLE AND DIFFUSION  
– IMPLICATIONS TO CO 2 GEOLOGICAL STORAGE 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Interfacial phenomena upscale through the sediment porous network to define 
multiphase flow characteristics. Thus, interfacial phenomena control enhanced oil and 
gas recovery [Pope and Baviere, 1991; Rosen et al., 2005], methane production from 
hydrate bearing sediments [Seo et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2005], and 
the ability to inject and store CO2 in geological formations [Chalbaud et al., 2009; 
Chiquet et al., 2007; Hildenbrand et al., 2004; Plug and Bruining, 2007; Suekane et al., 
2009]. Temperature and pressure vary considerably in these natural systems: from cold 
and relatively shallow permafrost and marine sediments (e.g., Alaska north slope: 
~7MPa, 278K) to warm coal seams (e.g., Alabama Black Warrior Basin: ~7MPa, 296K), 
and deep hot rocks onshore (e.g., Weyburn oil field: ~14MPa, 323K). Therefore, CO2 can 
form a gas, liquid, or supercritical phase in various applications or environments. 
Interfacial tension arises at the molecular level as a result of van der Waals forces 
[Butt et al., 2006; Defay and Prigogine, 1966]. Three interfacial tensions can be 
identified in a liquid l, fluid f, and solid substrate s system (Fig. 3.1). While fluid-liquid 
interfacial tension σfl is directly measurable, fluid-solid σfs and liquid-solid σls interfacial 
tensions are assessed through indirect methods [Butt et al., 2006]. Foreign substances on 
the solid surface or within the fluids can modify any of the three interfacial tensions. The 
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contact angle is influenced by other factors such as surface roughness, contact line 
fluctuations, vibrations, and viscous effects [see review by Decker et al., 1999]. 
The interfacial tension σfl between CO2 (“fluid” implies either gas or liquid) and 
liquid water is susceptible to changes in temperature and pressure. At ~298K, the 
interfacial tension decreases from ~72 to 25mN/m as pre sure increases from 0.1MPa to 
6.4MPa, and it reaches a constant value ~30mN/m after CO2 liquefies [studies at 278-to-
373K and up to 70MPa can be found in: Chun and Wilkinson, 1995; Dickson et al., 2006; 
Kvamme et al., 2007b; Massoudi and King, 1974b; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2007]. Water 
salinity affects the interfacial tension between CO2 and brine [Chalbaud et al., 2009]. 
The interfacial tension σfs between the solid substrate and CO2 decreases 
significantly with the increase in CO2 pressure for different substrates [Dickson et al., 
2006; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2008]. For an increase in pressure from P=0.1MPa to ~7MPa, 
the corresponding decrease in σfs is: 30-to-~0mN/m in glass hydrophobized with 
dichlorodimethydilane, 24-to-~0mN/m in teflon, and 80-to-17mN/m in glass.  
On the other hand, the interfacial tension σls between water and the solid substrate 
remains relatively stable with the increase in fluid pressure; for example, the water-teflon 
interfacial tension remains at σls~25mN/m, for a pressure range between P=0.1MPa and 
~7MPa [Dickson et al., 2006]. Ionic species may interact with the solid substrate and 
alter σls. 
The Young-Dupre equation, relates the contact angle θ to the mutual interfacial 
tensions: cosθ=(σfs-σls)/σfl (Fig. 3.1). It follows that changes in interfacial tensions σf, σfs, 
and σls with CO2 pressure alter the contact angle in water-CO2-substrate systems. For an 
increase in pressure from P=0.1MPa to ~8MPa, the increase in contact angle is: ∆θ≈45° 
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on glass hydrophobized with dichlorodimethydilane, ∆θ≈50° on teflon, ∆θ≈15° on glass, 
∆θ≈25° on muscovite mica, and ∆θ≈60° on coal [Chi et al., 1988; Chiquet et al., 2007; 
Dickson et al., 2006; Siemons et al., 2006; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2007]. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.  Contact angle: basic parameters in wettabili y. Components: surrounding 
fluid f, liquid droplet l and solid substrate s. (a) Partially wetting droplet. 
(b) Non-wetting droplet. Shape parameters in data reduction: (c) cartesian 
coordinates system (x,z) and (d) coordinates along arc length (s,φ).  
 
The purpose of this manuscript is to extend the scope f previous studies 
summarized above to include other substrates and pore-fluid conditions that may be 
encountered in natural systems particularly in the context of CO2 geological storage. We 
place emphasis on the simultaneous determination of interfacial tension and contact 
angle. We note that while there is extensive data on the solubility and diffusivity of CO2 
in water, there is very limited information on the diffusivity of water in CO2; therefore we 
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include complementary tests to evaluate molecular diffusion. Finally, we use 
experimental results to assess CO2 injectability and storage in geological formations. 
 
3.2 Device and materials – Test procedure – Data reduction 
Apparatus. We use the sessile droplet method to determine the evolution in 
interfacial tension σfl and contact angle. This test configuration allows us to explore the 
effect of relative density from gas CO2 to liquid CO2 conditions. Tests are conducted 
within a stainless steel high pressure cell, internal volume ~55cm3, which has a sapphire 
window to allow for optical measurements (Fig. 3.2-a). The cell is instrumented with a 
pressure transducer (OMEGA PX303-GV) and a thermocouple (copper-constantan, 
Conax Buffalo) placed in the vicinity of the droplet. A fiber optic port provides internal 
illumination. Separate injection ports are available for CO2 and water. The water droplet 
sits on the selected substrate at the center of the cell (Fig. 3.2-b). 
Materials. Water droplets involve of either deionized water or brine prepared by 
mixing water with natural halite crystals at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. 
The tested substrates include: polytetrafluoroethylne PTFE film, calcite crystal, clean 
glass (amorphous silica) and  glass coated with oil [surface pretreated with toluene and n-
heptane and coated with oil of medium viscosity from Maracaibo Lake reservoirs - 
procedure in Bryar and Knight, 2003]. 
Test procedure. The chamber is first subjected to vacuum and gradually flushed 
with CO2 (99.99% purity) to remove air. Then, we use using a precision syringe to place a 
small water droplet (between 10-to-30mm3) on the horizontally resting substrate; such 
small droplets minimize gravitational effects and provide insight relevant to the scale of 
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pendular water at interparticle contacts within sediments. The system is pressurized with 
CO2 in stages, from an initial pressure of 0.1MPa to a m ximum pressure of 20MPa. 
Temperature remains within 297±1K at all times. We record the evolution of the droplet 
geometry using high-resolution time-lapse photography (3µm pixel size). Fig. 3.3 shows 
a typical sequence of images gathered during pressurization, and during water diffusion 
into liquid CO2. These images capture characteristic trends observed in most tests.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.  High pressure cell: (a) Vertical cross section and (b) chamber detail. 
Components: (1) Stainless steel body, (2) PTFE gasket, (3) Sapphire 
window, (4) Copper gasket, (5) Screwable window fastener, (6) Inlet-
outlet fluid ports, (7) Ports for transducers and illumination. (8) Mirror (9) 
Length scale and thermocouple, (10) Substrate, (11) Stainless steel base, 
and (12) White light diffuser background. 
 
We use images captured at stable temperature and pressure conditions to measure 
interfacial tension and contact angle, typically 8 min after each pressurization step. 
Although CO2 diffuses quickly into the water at the interface, hemical equilibrium is not 
guaranteed and chemical reactions such as CO2 speciation and calcite dissolution may 
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continue during the test. Note that the water droplet consistently advances or recedes 
during pressurization. 
Data reduction – Interfacial tension and contact angle. Images are scaled and 
digitally processed to find the interface boundary using the Canny edge detection 
algorithm [Canny, 1986]. The CO2-water interfacial tension σfl, curvature radii R1 and R2, 
and the pressure jump ∆P at any point on the interface are related by Laplace’s equation 











11σ   (3.1) 
Gravity g and the difference in density ∆ρ between water or brine and CO2 cause a 
pressure gradient ∆ρgz along the droplet height. Let’s consider cartesian coordinates (x,z) 
measured from the droplet apex (see Fig. 3.1-c), and a parametrized representation of the 
interface based on the curve length s (Fig. 3.1-d); then: 



















 +  (3.3) 
where R0 is the curvature at the droplet apex. The recorded roplet profile permits 
recovering local values of φ, s, z everywhere, and measuring R0 at the apex. The 
difference in mass densities ∆ρ is computed from equations of state. For water density we 
use expressions in Perry and Green  [1997] and McCutcheon et. al. [1993]; we do not 
correct for minor changes in water density associated with CO2 dissolution. For CO2, we 
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consider it as a pure phase and compute its density u ing expression in Duan and Sun 
[2003a].  
The only remaining unknown in Equation 3.3 is the interfacial tension σfl.  We 
choose to simultaneously fit a large number of points (x,z) to increase accuracy. We 
digitize the complete droplet profile (1000-to-6000 points) and fit the points with the 
lowest degree polynomial that properly justifies the data; typically a degree 3 to 5 
suffices. Contact angle θ (tangent when coordinates correspond to the substrate position), 
droplet volume and surface area are calculated from the fitted polynomial assuming 
axisymmetry. Interfacial tension is obtained by mini izing the L2 norm E = Σεi2 of 
individual errors in pressure εi at each point along the droplet profile, where εi is the 
difference between the pressure predicted with local curvatures σfl(1/R1+1/R2) and the 
pressure as a function of depth z form the apex (2σfl/R0 + ∆ρgz). All calculations are 
repeated for both left and right halves of the droplet. This data-intensive measurement 
method gives consistent results and the estimated error is ∆σ =±2.5mN/m for interfacial 
tension and ∆θ=±0.6° for contact angle. 
Data reduction - Diffusion: Water diffuses into the surrounding CO2 until the two 
phases equilibrate. The instantaneous droplet volume and surface area allow us to 
evaluate the rate of water diffusion into the surronding CO2 medium. The diffusion 
coefficient D is inverted from successive forward simulations of the diffusion equation in 

























We estimate the droplet volume and initial droplet equivalent radius R from the 
droplet shape. The injected liquid CO2 is water free, therefore c(r>R,t=0)=0. Even though 
the water droplet decreases in size, we assume that water dissolved in the space 
previously occupied by the contracting droplet is negligible, and consequently the 
concentration c of water in liquid CO2 at a distance equal to the droplet original radius is 
constant and equal to the solubility limit at that particular pressure and temperature 
c(r=R,t)=C0. Because the water droplet is placed within a closed ystem size rb, there is 
no flux through the boundaries and the spatial derivative is ∂c/∂r|r=rb=0 at the chamber 
walls. The reaction H2O + CO2  H2CO3 and further speciation are assumed to be much 
faster than the diffusion time. 
 
Figure 3.3.  A water droplet on PTFE substrate surrounded by CO2. (1) Changes in 
interfacial tension σ and contact angle θ as CO2 pressure increases from 
0.1 to 18.5 MPa. (2) size reduction as water diffuses into the surrounding 
liquid CO2 (Duration ~400 min). 
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3.3 Results and analyses 
Table 3.1 shows tests conditions explored in this study. Experiments are designed 
to achieve high measurement precision and to improve invertibility of unknown 
parameters. In particular, interfacial tension cannot be properly resolved when the contact 
angle is θ<80° and the droplet is flat, so emphasis is placed on non-wetting substrates 
when interfacial tension data are sought. The liquid CO2 is pre-saturated with water to 
prevent water diffusion and to improve interfacial tension measurements in long duration 
tests. Experimental results and related analyses ar presented next for the three 
parameters studied in this research: interfacial tension, contact angle and water diffusion 
in liquid CO2. 
 
Table 3.1.  Scope of the experimental study. Numbers in the table indicate the number 
of independent tests conducted for each condition.  
 
Gas Droplet liquid Substrate σgs θ D 
CaCO3 NA 3 − 
PTFE 3 3 1 
Amorphous SiO2 NA 1 − 
H2O 
Oil-wet SiO2 3 3 2 
CaCO3 NA 1 − 
PTFE 2 2 1 
CO2 
Brine 
Amorphous SiO2 NA 1 − 
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3.3.1 Interfacial tension  
Fig. 3.4 shows the measured interfacial tension σfl between CO2 and water as a function 
of pressure; data compiled from the literature are shown as well. Interfacial tension 
decreases as CO2 pressure increases and it remains constant once the CO2 vapor-liquid 
boundary is reached (~6.43MPa at 298K). Three sets of experiments are identified: 
• Deionized water droplets (filled circles in Fig. 3.4): our results are in agreement 
with previous studies [Chun and Wilkinson, 1995; Kvamme et al., 2007b; 
Massoudi and King, 1974b; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2007]. The interfacial tension 
between CO2 and water σfl starts at ~72mN/m at 0.1MPa and 295K and decreases 
linearly at a rate of ~7mN·m per MPa increase in CO2 pressure until the liquid-
vapor boundary is reached. Thereafter, the interfacial tension remains nearly 
constant at σfl ≈20-to-30mN/m [Note: Kvamme et al., 2007b observed a smooth  
transition in the supercritical regime]. 
• Brine droplets (open diamonds in Fig. 3.4): The interfacial tension σfl between 
CO2 and brine is higher than between CO2 and deionized water, and it exhibits 
lower sensitivity to pressure. (Note: higher pressure sensitivity has been observed 
in the supercritical regime at significantly higher t mperatures [Chalbaud et al., 
2009]). 
• Water droplets with organic compounds that dissolved from the substrate 
(crosses in Fig. 3.4): The CO2-water interfacial tension σfl is lower than for 
deionized water without organic contaminants, but rates of decrease with 
pressure are the same [in agreement with data in Chun and Wilkinson, 1995].  
• Overall, values of CO2-water interfacial tension can vary by ±10mN/m 
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depending on the dissolved compounds in water. 
These results are the consequence of molecular interaction taking place within the liquid 
and between water and the surrounding CO2. 
Interactions within the liquid. Foreign species modify the local electrical field 
within the liquid. Variations in interfacial tension σ[mN/m] with solute concentration 
c[mol/L] are anticipated in terms of surface excess of olute Γ[mol·m-2] [Butt et al., 2006; 
Pegram and Record, 2007; Tuckermann, 2007], 









where γ [dimensionless] is the solute activity coefficient and T[K] is temperature. In 
agreement with this theory, ions are depleted at the interface Γ<0 in inorganic solutions, 
but there is enrichment of organic species Γ>0 at the interface when organic compounds 
are present. In the case of CO2, there is high concentration of dissolved CO2 near the 
interface, Γ>0, causing the observed drop in interfacial tension [Chun and Wilkinson, 
1995; Massoudi and King, 1974a; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2008]. Gibbs’ isotherms Γ=f(γc) 
give insight into molecular mechanisms responsible for adsorption at the interface and 
differences among gases [Massoudi and King, 1974b]. Molecular dynamics simulations 
show the preferential alignment of water molecules n ar interface ions [Bhatt et al., 
2004] and of  water and CO2 molecules at the interface [da Rocha et al., 2001; 
Kuznetsova and Kvamme, 2002; Kvamme et al., 2007b]. 
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Figure 3.4.  Interfacial tension between water and CO2. Lines indicate values reported 
in the literature for deionized water at ~298K [b- Chun and Wilkinson, 
1995; c- Kvamme et al., 2007b; a- Massoudi and King, 1974a; d- Sutjiadi-
Sia et al., 2007]. Note: the salt concentration in brine is 
~200g(NaCl)/kg(water). 
 
Interaction with the surrounding fluid. The proximity to and the number of near-
neighbor charges in the surrounding fluid depends on the difference between fluid 
densities. Hence, higher interaction and lower interfacial tension are expected with 
increasing CO2 pressure and density as suggested by the Sugden-Macleod equation 
σ=f(∆ρ) [Chalbaud et al., 2009; Chun and Wilkinson, 1995]. Consequently, the 
interaction with the external fluid and the value of σfl remain relatively constant once the 
pressure exceeds the vapor-liquid boundary.   
 


























H2O - oil-wet quartz
H2O - oil-wet quartz
H2O - oil-wet quartz
Experimental fitting (a)
Exp. data points (b)
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3.3.2 Contact angle 
 Fig. 3.5 shows the evolution of contact angle θ with pressure for all substrates. It can be 
observed that: 
• The contact angle on non-wetting PTFE substrates increases from θ≈100-to-140º 
as pressure increases and remains almost constant after he pressure exceeds the 
liquid-vapor interface.  
• The contact angle on oil-wet-silica increases slightly from θ≈85-to-90º when CO2 
pressure increases from 0.1MPa to the pressure at the liquid-vapor boundary 
~6.43MPa at 298K; thus this substrate can turn from slightly hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic upon pressurization. At any given pressure, contact angles are 
similar for brine and deionized water.  
• Contact angles on amorphous silica SiO2 and calcite CaCO3 substrates remain 
nearly constant with pressure. Dissolved NaCl in water increases the contact 
angle by ~20º for brine on SiO2 and ~4° for brine on CaCO3. 
• Published results for glass, PTFE and coal substrate  are similar to those obtained 
in this study [Chi et al., 1988; Dickson et al., 2006; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2007].  
Our results also show that contact angles between (1) liquid-CO2 and water, and (2) 
liquid-CO2 and all tested solid substrates (CaCO3, oil-wet SiO2 and PTFE) approach θ≈0 
in a vapor-CO2 atmosphere. 
Let’s consider the Young-Dupre’s equation in differential form to identify the 






























This expression explains changes in contact angle reported in Fig. 3.5: 
• On hydrophobic substrates (PTFE and oil-wet amorphous silica): a reduction in 
σfl=σCO2-H2O combines with a decrease in σfs=σCO2-substrate (reported in the 
literature) to cause an increase in contact angle with pressure. 
• On hydrophilic amorphous silica and calcite: the addition of NaCl increases 
σfl=σCO2-H2O and results in a higher contact angle. On the other hand, the decrease 
in σfl=σCO2-H2O is partially compensated by a decrease in σfs=σCO2-substrate (not 
observed explicitly), and the contact angle remains relatively unchanged. 
The observed contact angle θ≈0° for liquid CO2-substrate in vapor CO2 atmosphere is in 








































Figure 3.5.  Contact angle evolution with pressure fo  a water droplet surrounded by 
CO2 and resting on hydrophobic substrates (oil-wet amorph us silica and 
PTFE) and hydrophilic substrates (amorphous silica and calcite). 
Continuous line: deionized water; dashed lines: brine 
~200g(NaCl)/kg(water).  
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3.3.3 Water diffusion in liquid CO2 
The decrease in droplet volume with time observed in Fig. 3.3 was measured for several 
conditions. We inverted for the diffusion coefficient D of water in liquid CO2 using the 
procedure outlined earlier; results are summarized n Fig. 3.6. The water solubility in 
liquid CO2 was assumed to vary from 1.05kg/m
3 at 10MPa to 2.1kg/m3 at 25MPa 
[measurements at 298-to-303K - Chrastil, 1982; Jackson et al., 1995; Sabirzyanov et al., 
2002; Spycher et al., 2003; Wiebe, 1941]. Our measured values and previously reported 
data are plotted in Fig. 3.7:  
• Previously published, NMR experiments D=1.5-to-2×10-8m2/s at 298K from 13-
to-20MPa [Xu et al., 2003], and molecular simulations D=16-to-2×10-8m2/s at 
308.9K from 6.3-to-17.1MPa [Danten et al., 2005].  
• In our measurements, uncertainty in the solubility of water in CO2 is responsible 
for an estimation error of ε≈±4·10-8m2/s.  
• Values range from D=1.2-to-1.8×10-7m2/s for water, to D=1.0×10-7m2/s for brine. 
The lower diffusion coefficient for brine reflects the attraction of water to ions in 
the aqueous solution. In fact, we observe salt preci itation as water molecules 
leave the droplet and migrate into the bulk liquid CO2. 
• The measured diffusion of water in liquid CO2 is much faster than the diffusion 
of CO2 in water D=2-to-5×10
-9m2/s [Thomas and Adams, 1965b], ions in water 
D~10-9m2/s [Sharma and Reddy, 2001], and organic compounds in supercritical 
CO2 D=2-to-1×10
-8 m2/s [Experiments at 313K -  Funazukuri et al., 1992; Liong 
et al., 1992; Sassiat et al., 1987]. 
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• A decrease in D with pressure is apparent. 
We corroborated our droplet-based results by means of a 1D configuration using a 
capillary tube to create a steady state diffusion cdition (data also shown in Fig. 3.7). 
Values inverted from droplet tests are approximately wice higher from the 1D steady 
state experiment D=6.0×10-8 m2/s (probably due to convective currents). Nevertheless, all 
our experiments confirm the very high diffusivity of water in liquid CO2. 
The high diffusivity of water in liquid CO2 is attributed to the small size of water 
molecules in terms of equivalent molecular radius, and the low viscosity of liquid CO2. 
Note: µ increases with pressure and decreases with temperatur ; values range from 2×10-5 
Pa·s at 5MPa and 318K to 10-4 Pa·s at 30MPa and 298K [Fenghour et al., 1998].  
 
Figure 3.6.  Water diffusion in liquid CO2. Change in droplet volume with time. Lines 
represent the best fit using the diffusion model (Equation 3.5). 
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Figure 3.7.  Water diffusion in liquid CO2 at 297±1K (the shaded square represents the 
value measured in a 1D tube). Literature data for diffusion coefficients of 
1) water in liquid and supercritical CO2  “■”[298K, Xu et al., 2003] and 
“●”[308.9 and 313.9K, Danten et al., 2005], 2) CO2 in supercritical CO2 
“+”[313.16K, Suarez-Iglesias et al., 2008], and 3) organic compounds in 
supercritical CO2 "×" include benzene and naphthalene [313K, Funazukuri 
et al., 1992]; benzene, naphthalene and acetone [313K, Sassiat et al., 
1987] and ester C4:0 [313K, Liong et al., 1992]. The water diffusion 
coefficients for species dissolved in water are relatively insensitive to 
pressure – shown as a shaded area [~298K, Krynicki et al., 1978].  
 
3.3.4 CO2-H2O-substrate chemical reactions 
We witness mineral corrosion during these tests. Furthermore, we also observed 
the re-precipitation of calcite in the form of typical trigonal-rhombic crystals on the 
mineral surface after water evaporation or water diffusion out of the droplet. SEM images 
are shown in Fig. 3.8. Similar micron-size precipitated crystals are reported for calcite 
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may precipitate as aragonite if temperature exceeds T>303K [Cowan and Weintritt, 
1976]. 
The presence of CO2 changes the chemistry of the water droplet. Carbon di xide 
dissolves in water with a solubility that depends on pressure and temperature (‘aq’ stands 
for aqueous form), 
 CO2(g-or-l) ↔ CO2(aq) 
 H2O(l) + CO2(aq) ↔ H2CO3(aq)  carbonic acid 
Carbonic acid ionizes stepwise to produce bicarbonate and carbonate ions, 
  H2CO3(aq) ↔ H
+(aq) + HCO3¯(aq) 




Table 3.2 shows the concentration of these species at different pressures obtained 
from thermodynamic equations. The increase in CO2 pressure results in both higher 
solubility of CO2 and higher concentration of aqueous species. Reactions occur in the 
order of seconds for carbon hydration d[CO2]/dt ~ 0.03s
-1[CO2] (brackets mean 
concentration in mol/L) and it is even faster for stepwise ionization [Stumm and Morgan, 
1996]. Therefore, the availability of species within the droplet is diffusion-limited in real 
systems size L where the characteristic diffusion time is of the order of L2/D.   
Calcite CaCO3 experiences relatively fast reactions with water acidified by CO2:  
 CaCO3(s) + H2O + CO2(g) ↔ Ca
2+ + 2·HCO3¯ 
Dissolution rates are proportional to the pH difference with respect to the equilibrium 
condition  and aqueous species are produced proporti nally to the CO2(g-or-l) pressure 
increase [Drever, 1997]. Conversely, a reduction in CO2(g) pressure produces nucleation 
of CO2 in gaseous form and the precipitation of calcite. CaCO3(s) buffering and 
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dissolution causes a ~2 orders of magnitude increase in HCO3
¯, as compared with the 
non-reactive case. Both, chemical analyses of CaCO3 dissolution and the estimated 









Figure 3.8.  Precipitated calcite observed underneath the initial location of the water 
droplet after evaporation. Dissolution was caused by CO2 acidification of 
water in the droplet. 
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Table 3.2.  Carbon dioxide solubility and aqueous species concentration at 
equilibrium under CO2 pressure with and without CaCO3. 
Temperature=298K. CO3¯
2 concentration is negligible. The SUPCRT92  
thermodynamic database is used for high pressure calculations [Johnson et 
al., 1992]. CO2 solubility obtained from Duan and Sun [2003a].  
 













In the absence of CaCO3 
10-4.5 ~10-5 5.65 10-5 10-5.5  
0.1 0.0325 3.92 0.027 1.21×10-4  
6.4 1.376 3.09 1.14 8.14×10-4  
10 1.421 3.07 1.18 8.14×10-4  
20 1.559 3.05 1.29 8.83×10-4  
In the presence of CaCO3 
6.4 1.376* 4.85 1.14 0.047 0.023 
10 1.421* 4.83 1.18 0.048 0.024 
20 1.559* 4.79 1.29 0.054 0.027 
  
 (*) Assumption: CO2 solubility in water is not significantly affected by Ca
2+.
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3.4 Discussion: implications to CO2 geological storage 
Interfacial tension and contact angle define interparticle capillary forces, the 
capillary strengthening of the granular skeleton, ad irreducible saturation or capillary 
trapping. In turn, pore-scale and grain-scale effects determine the thermo-hydro-chemo-
mechanical coupled response of the geological formation. Injectability and seal 
performance are considered next in view of experimental results obtained in this study. 
 
3.4.1 CO2 injectability  
The displacement of the saturating brine by liquid CO2 depends on their 
viscosities µCO2 and µbrine, the pore flow velocity v, and capillary resistance at pore 
throats.  Let’s consider a pore as a cylindrical tube length L going from node i to node j. 

















4  (3.7) 
where the second term is Laplace's equation and the third term is Poiseuille’s equation.  
Therefore, wettability (e.g., σcosθ>0 if the host fluid is the wetting one) and viscous drag 
determine imbibition and the occupancy of pores by either the wetting or the non-wetting 
fluid. The balance between participating forces canbe captured in two dimensionless 







     and      22 CO
brine
CO vCM ==  (3.8) 
Values of viscosity µbrine=(1±0.5)×10
-3 Pa·s at 323K and µCO2=(2-to-8)×10
-5 Pa·s at 
318K and, from 5-to-30MPa  [Fenghour et al., 1998; Netherton et al., 1977] readily show 
that that the viscosity number is low for liquid CO2-brine systems M= µCO2/ µbrine~10
-2. 
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On the other hand, the C ratio varies with distance to injection wells and pressure-
dependant σ and θ values.  
Different invasion patterns develop as a function of M and C [Lenormand et al., 
1988; Pennell et al., 1996]. We can anticipate the following situations developing during 
liquid CO2 injection into the reservoir: 
• Near the injection well - high flow velocity (high C - low M): Viscosity controls 
the invasion of CO2 into the formation. Given the low viscosity number M for 
liquid CO2-brine systems, liquid CO2 will preferentially displace brine from the 
largest pores, but it will be prone to instability and viscous fingering may emerge 
[Lenormand et al., 1988]. 
• Far from the injection well: low flow velocity (v→ 0, low C. Note: this condition 
applies as well at the interface against the seal layer during long-term quasi-static 
storage): capillary forces control CO2 invasion into the porous medium. Brine is 
the wetting phase and remains in the smaller pores. Capillary fingering may 
develop. 
Both viscous and capillary fingering patterns result in large irreducible saturation of the 
host fluid (brine). Oil-CO2 phases behave differently to brine-CO2 since part of the oil is 
miscible with CO2 [Blunt et al., 1993]. 
 
3.4.2 Sealing capacity of geological formations 
The long-term storage of CO2 is a quasi-static condition (v=0, C=0) controlled by 
capillary forces at pore throats. The following analysis is conducted to identify the 
governing parameters and their interrelation. 
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1. Pore size distribution - Mean value: Let’s assume a log-normal distribution for 
pore-size normalized by 1nm x=log(d/nm) with mean µx=mean[log(d/nm)], 




























The mean µx can be extracted from mercury intrusion porosimetry [Juang and 
Holtz, 1986] or estimated theoretically as a function of the void ratio e, the 
specific surface Ss and the mineral density ρ. For conglomerates made of edge-to-


















2. Void ratio and compressibility: The void ratio depends on the effective stress p’ in







Cee c−=  (3.11) 
where the void ratio e1kPa at p’=1kPa and the compressibility coefficient of the 
sediment Cc increase with increasing specific surface. 
3. Breakthrough pressure: For a given pore structure, there is breakthrough pressure 







θσ=  (3.12) 
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where the critical pore size d* is herein defined as the minimum pore size along a 
percolating path across the seal layer.  
4. Critical pore size: The analysis of gas breakthrough experimental data in 
[Hildenbrand et al., 2002; Hildenbrand et al., 2004; Horseman et al., 1999] 
indicates that d*/nm> 10µx, hence, the percolating path is made of pores all larger 
than the mean. The value of d* can be related to the mean µx by a factor α of the 








= µ + ασ 
 
 (3.13) 
Data in [Horseman et al., 1999] are analyzed using this formulation to estima e 
ασx. We compute d* from breakthrough [Equation 12, water-helium interfacial 
properties from Hough et al., 1952] and µx from porosity [Equation 10, mineral 
density and specific surface from Rosborg and Pan, 2008]. We obtain ασx= 
log(d*/nm)-µx. Results shown in Fig. 3.9 indicate that ασx is relatively 
independent of effective stress, and it ranges between ασx=0.7±0.15 for this 
sediment (assumed geometric factor k=12). Therefore, ( )x* 0.7 0.15d 10nm
µ + ±= . 
Finally, we can express the breakthrough pressure for an immiscible fluid as a 
function of effective stress p’, sediment compressibility (e1kPa, Cc), pore structure (Ss, 










   (where 0.04≤ψ≤ 0.08) (3.14) 
where the factor ψ=4/(k10ασx) groups theoretical and experimental constants, and 
provides an order of magnitude estimation. Results in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 combine to make 
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the wetting factor σcosθ a linearly decreasing function of pressure in either quartzitic and 
carbonate sediments, from [σcosθ]≈60mN/m at atmospheric pressure to 
[σcosθ]≈30mN/m on the L-V boundary. The wetting factor is very low for oil-wet 
sediments [σcosθ]<5mN/m, and capillary forces vanish. Spontaneous imbibition takes 
place when [σcosθ]<0mN/m. High values of breakthrough pressure are anticipated for 
clayey formations due to the high specific surface nd small pore size; in this case, the 
presence of high conductivity mesoscale features will define the geological plumbing and 
restrict storage capacity. 
 
 
Figure 3.9.  Critical pore diameter for gas breakthrough (Equation 3.12) and most 
prominent pore diameter as a function of effective stress in bentonite 
blocks [original data in Horseman et al., 1999]. The secondary axis shows 
the factor ασx that quantifies the critical pore diameter d* relative to the 
mean µx (Equation 3.13). 
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Other concerns regarding CO2 injection in geologic formations include: change in 
surface charge of clays and associated double layer effects due to decreased pore fluid pH 
[Palomino and Santamarina, 2005] and mineral dissolution and ensuing changes in 
effective stress leading to strain localization [Shin et al., 2008], and increase in 
permeability [Phillips, 1991]. 
 
3.5. Conclusions 
Dissolved organic or inorganic species in water preferentially organize at the 
interface. Excess solute at the interface and the mass density of surrounding CO2 
determine interfacial tension. In particular, the interfacial tension between water and CO2 
decreases with pressure from ~65±14 mN/m at atmospheric pressure to ~25±7 mN/m 
beyond the CO2 v-l boundary. The variability in each case reflects solute type and 
concentration.  
Contact angle θ changes in agreement with Young’s equation. On hydrophobic 
substrates, the increase in contact angle θ with pressure can be as high as 60°. Oil-wet 
mineral surfaces may turn from hydrophilic at low gas pressure to hydrophobic at high 
gas pressure. There is a small decrease in contact angle on hydrophilic silica and calcite 
substrates.  
Water solubility in liquid CO2 cannot be neglected when inter-particle pendular 
water is involved. The effective diffusivity of water in liquid CO2 is high D=1.5±0.3×10
-7 
m2/s (D~1.0×10-7 for brine) primarily due to the low viscosity of liquid CO2. This value 
is two orders of magnitude greater than diffusion values frequently invoked for ionic 
species in water.  
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 Pore water acidifies in the presence of CO2 and can react with mineral substrates. 
Calcite dissolution, water diffusion out of droplets, and calcite reprecipitation can take 
place in short time scales (i.e., days) for pendular water between contacts. 
Capillary pressure and viscous forces play an important role in determining CO2 
injectability and the sealing capacity of geological formations. Two end-member 
scenarios can be identified: high velocity viscosity-controlled flow (near injection wells), 
and quasi-static capillarity-controlled storage (far ield and during long-term storage). 
Fingering and changes in imbibition patterns can develop.   
The breakthrough pressure is a function of sediment characteristics (primarily 
specific surface), overburden effective stress, andfluid pressure dependent wetting 
conditions (interfacial tension and contact angle). The smallest pore size along a 
percolating path is larger than the mean pore diameter. It is anticipated that high 





WATER-CH4-MINERAL SYSTEMS: INTERFACIAL TENSION 
AND CONTACT ANGLE 
– IMPLICATIONS IN NATURAL GAS GEOLOGICAL SYSTEMS – 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 The high demand for diminishing conventional oil and coal reserves promotes the 
exploration of other sources of fossil fuels. The USA currently satisfies 21% of its 
demand for natural gas from unconventional sources including gas shales and unmineable 
coal seams [EIA, 2011]. Japan seeks to produce commercially natural gas from offshore 
hydrate-bearing sediments at the Nankai Through [Max, 2000; Nagakubo et al., 2011]. 
Furthermore, the production of natural gas from conventional and unconventional 
reservoirs can be enhanced by injecting carbon dioxide CO2 [Mathieson et al., 2010; 
Vandeweijer et al., 2011]: CO2 enhanced recovery facilitates methane displacement 
towards the production well, maintains the reservoir pressure to avoid subsidence and cap 
rock straining, and may contribute to carbon sequestration.  
Gas reservoirs usually contain two or more fluid phases, including water, gas, oil, 
and CO2. Interfacial phenomena between immiscible phases including minerals upscale 
through the sediment porous network to define multiphase flow characteristics. Thus, 
interfacial tension and contact angle determine gas recovery from both conventional and 
unconventional reservoirs [Mazumder et al., 2008; Moridis et al., 2009; Seol and 
Kneafsey, 2009; Seto et al., 2009].  
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Interfacial tension arises at the molecular level as a result of van der Waals forces 
[Butt et al., 2006; Defay and Prigogine, 1966]. Three interfacial tensions can be 
identified between a liquid l another fluid f and the solid substrate s. While the fluid-
liquid interfacial tension σfl is directly measurable, fluid-solid σfs and liquid-solid σls 
interfacial tensions are assessed through indirect m thods [Butt et al., 2006]. The Young-
Dupre equation, relates the contact angle θ to the mutual interfacial tensions: cosθ=(σfs-
σls)/σfl. The contact angle may also be influenced by other factors such as surface 
roughness, contact line fluctuations, vibrations, and viscous effects [Decker et al., 1999]. 
The interfacial tension between CH4 gas and liquid water is susceptible to changes 
in temperature and pressure. It decreases from ~72 to 51 mN/m as pressure increases 
from 0.1MPa to 40 MPa at 297K, and it decreases by ~10mN/m as temperature increases 
from 275K to 325K [experimental studies at 278-to-373K and up to 100MPa can be 
found in Hough et al., 1951; Jennings and Newman, 1971; Ren et al., 2000; Sachs and 
Meyn, 1995; Sun et al., 2004; Wiegand and Franck, 1998]. Since the water-CO2 
interfacial tension is lower than the water-CH4 interfacial tension, the interfacial tension 
of water with a CH4-CO2 gas mixture decreases as the molar fraction of CO2 increases 
[Ren et al., 2000]. The interfacial tension between different n-alkanes and methane gas 
ranges from ~0 to 30 mN/m as methane pressure increases from 0.1 to 15MPa; the 
associated change in contact angle on dolomite decreases from 134 to 113 [Jaeger and 
Pietsch, 2009]. 
The purpose of this manuscript is to study interfacial phenomena at reservoir 
conditions and to extend the scope of previous studies to include advancing and receding 
contact angle measurements on different substrates and several pore-fluids that may be 
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encountered in natural systems particularly in the context of natural gas production and 
enhanced fossil fuel recovery. 
  
4.2 Device and materials – Test procedure – Data reduction 
4.2.1 Apparatus, materials and test procedure 
The sessile and pendant droplet methods are used to determine interfacial tension 
and contact angle in this study. The fluids are pressurized within a pressure chamber 
[devices and experimental details in Chapter 3].  Fluids include research purity CH4, 
distilled water and 2M NaCl brine solution. The tested substrates are amorphous silica, 
calcite, coal (anthracite) and PTFE. Table 4.1 summarizes the pore fluid-substrate 
combinations and the range in pressure and temperatur  explored. Fluids are pressurized 
gradually with a gas booster and droplets are injected with a high pressure syringe. 
 
4.2.2 Data reduction – Interfacial tension and contact angle 
The CH4-water interfacial tension is obtained by matching the solution of 
Laplace’s equation in differential form and arc coordinates [s,φ] to the droplet contour in 









−∆+=  (4.1) 
where dx/ds=cosφ, dz/ds=sinφ, R0 is the radius of curvature at the apex, ∆ρ is the 
difference in mass density between the two fluid phases, g=9.81m/s2, and α=1 for sessile 
droplets and α=-1 for pendant droplets. The density of CH4 varies with pressure and 
temperature as predicted by the Peng-Robinson equation [Peng and Robinson, 1976]. The 
mass density of aqueous sodium chlorine solutions is computed taking into account 
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pressure, temperature and salinity [Mavko et al., 2009; Pitzer et al., 1984]. Finally, the 
contact angle measured during water injection and drawing is numerically determined 
from the digitally enhanced thresholded images. 
 
Table 4.1  Experimental study. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of 
independent tests conducted for each condition.  
 





Amorphous SiO2 - (2) 270 19 
CaCO3 - (2) 278 17.9 
Coal - (2) 303 15 
Deionized 
Water 
PTFE (2) (2) 297 19.2 
Amorphous SiO2 - (2) 278-297 10.6 
CaCO3 - (2) 278-297 10.6 
Coal - (2) 303 10.6 
PTFE - (2) 303 10.6 
Brine 
2M NaCl 
Hanging drop (2) - 297 19.5 
 
 
4.3 Results and analyses 
Table 4.1 shows tests conditions and pore fluid-substrate combinations explored 
in this study. Fig. 4.1 shows typical thresholded images. Experimental results and related 
analyses are presented next for the two parameters inve tigated in this study: interfacial 







(a) (b) (c) 
   
Figure 4.1  Test configurations used in this study. (a) Sessile drop on substrate 
(PTFE). (b) Pendant drop hanging from stainless steel n edle. (c) Water 
droplet on substrate with volume control (coal). Thresholded images are 
shown. 
 
4.3.1 Interfacial tension  
Interfacial tension results for CH4-water and CH4-brine systems as a function of 
pressure summarized in Fig. 4.2 show that interfacial tension decreases as CH4 pressure 
increases. There are two sets of experiments: 
• Deionized water droplets (filled symbols in Fig. 4.2): results are consistently 
lower than the ones found in previous studies. The int rfacial tension between 
CH4 and water is ~65mN/m at 0.1MPa and decreases to 40mN/m at 19.2 MPa 
(experiments at 297K). 
• Brine droplets (open symbols in Fig. 4.2): The interfacial tension between CH4 
and brine is slightly higher than for deionized water at 0.1MPa, and decreases 
with pressure at approximately the same rate. 
For comparison, data compiled from the literature [R n et al., 2000; Sachs and 
Meyn, 1995; Sun et al., 2004; Wiegand and Franck, 1998] are analyzed to extract an 
expression to estimate the value of interfacial tension between water and CH4 as a 




















baCHwaterσ  (4.2) 
where a=71.04mN/m, b=-0.0716mN/m, c=43.85mN/m, and d= =-0.0602. This equation 
is applicable to pressure-temperature conditions in the range from 0.1MPa to 200MPa 
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Figure 4.2  Interfacial tension between water and CH4. Our experimental results 
(T=297K) are shown as empty symbols for deionized water and filled 
symbols for brine; the trends shown as continuous lines represent the 
curve fitting of previously published measurements (Eq. 4.2). The 
interfacial tension decreases upon pressure increase. 
 
 4.3.2 Contact angle 
Single droplets. Fig. 4.3 shows the range of contact angles θ measured for water and 
brine droplets surrounded by CH4 gas, from low to high pressure. It can be observed that 
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• Amorphous silica and calcite substrates are clearly hydrophilic, while coal and 
PTFE are hydrophobic. 
•  Contact angles of water droplets on amorphous silica SiO2 and calcite CaCO3 
substrates remain nearly constant with pressure θ~60-to-70°. Contact angles on 
coal change moderately with pressure and remain between 110 and 130° (contact 
angle increase in coal is hindered by water penetration into the coal matrix upon 
pressurization). The contact angle on PTFE substrate  increases from θ~100-to-
110º as pressure increases from 0.1 to 20MPa 
• The contact angles of brine on amorphous silica and on calcite are slightly smaller 
than the ones measured with deionized water. While lower contact angles are 
measured with brine droplets on coal in comparison to deionized water droplets, 
salts have the opposite effect on PTFE. 
• Similar trends have been reported for CO2-water systems upon pressurization on 
PTFE and coal [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a; Siemons et al., 2006]. 
 
Advancing and receding contact angles. Fig. 4.4 shows the evolution of contact angle 
during water injection and drawing at a flow rate of ~1-2 mm3/sec (See Fig. 4.1-c). 
Salient remarks follow: 
• Amorphous silica remains hydrophilic during advance or recession. The contact 
angle varies between 40° and 60°. 
• The contact angle varies from 40° to 140° on calcite, coal, and PTFE showing 
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic regimes. 
• Calcite can be significantly hydrophobic during water invasion and the contact 
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angle can be as high as 110°. 
• Coal is the most hydrophobic solid from the set of substrates studied here. The 
contact angle can be as high as 140° during water advance. 
• PTFE is predominantly hydrophobic and shows a well d fined hysteresis loop. 























Figure 4.3  Contact angle for water (empty circles) and brine (filled circles - 2M 
NaCl) droplets on different substrates surrounded by CH4 gas. The results 
show the average contact angle and standard deviation for pressures from 
1 to up to 20 MPa (See specific experimental details in Table 4.1). 






























































































































Figure 4.4  Advancing and receding contact angles for brine on different substrates in 
a CH4 atmosphere at 10MPa. Hydrophobicity on coal, calcite and PTFE 
prevails during advance. Amorphous silica remains hydrophilic during 
advance and recession. 
 
4.4 Discussion and implications in CH4 geological systems 
4.4.1 Changes in interfacial tension and contact angle 
Changes in interfacial tension with pressure and temperature are the consequence 
of molecular phenomena and interactions taking place within water and the surrounding 
CH4, such as,  mass densities, gas solubility, and affinity of dissolved species to the gas-
water interface [similar trends apply to systems involving water and other gases including 
CO2 - Massoudi and King, 1974b]. A thermodynamical model based on linear density 
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profiles of phases across the interface, Helmholtz free energy and chemical potential 
shows fair adequacy to model the interfacial properties of water and CH4 [Schmidt et al., 
2007]. Fig. 4.5 shows the governing effect of differences in mass densities across the 
interface ∆ρ on interfacial tension and the secondary role of temperature T (normalized 
by the CH4 critical temperature Tc=190.56K). 
  The variations in contact angle stem from changes in interfacial tensions 
between the participating species, including the substrate, and their effect on the 
equilibrium of the Young’s contact angle equation. For example, an increase in contact 
angle in hydrophobic substrates is expected due to a decrease in the water-CH4 interfacial 
tension as observed in PTFE and coal substrates [find an analogous case for CO2 in 
Chapter 3]. Contact angle hysteresis is due heterogeneities in the surface, surface 
roughness, adsorption/desorption at the contact line a d energy dissipation [Butt et al., 
2006]. Surface roughness and contaminant adsorption on surfaces (e.g., atomically 
smooth calcite cleaved surfaces) might have played a significant role on the measured 





























Figure 4.5  Water-CH4 interfacial tension as a function of mass density difference and 
reduced temperature for several interfacial tension is therms: T= 298.15K, 
313.15K, 333.15K, 353.15K and 373.15K - data from [Ren et al., 2000]. 
The difference in mass density correlates with interfacial tension. 
 
4.4.2 Applications: reservoir CH4 multiphase flow  
Interfacial tension and contact angle define capillry forces and multiphase fluid 
flow characteristics, e.g. relative permeability and irreducible saturation. The recovery 
efficiency of CH4 depends on the pore fluid viscosities µ, the fluid flow velocity v, and 
capillary resistance at pore throats.  Let’s consider a pore as a cylindrical tube diameter d 
and length L going from node i to node j. The equilibrium condition when the invading 




















4  (4.3) 
where the second term is Laplace's equation and the third term is Poiseuille’s equation; 
the contact angle is θ<90° when the invading fluid wets the surface, pi,j are the pressures 
at the tube nodes, µ is the fluid viscosity, and v the fluid average velocity  (different 
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coefficients apply for the case of planar fractures). Therefore, wettability and viscous 
drag determine imbibition and the occupancy of pores by either the wetting or the non-
wetting fluid. The balance between participating forces can be captured in two 







     and      invading
displaced
invading vCM ==  (4.4) 
The viscosity of brine is µbrine=(1±0.5)×10
-3 Pa·s and the viscosity of CH4 is 
µCH4=(2±0.5)×10
-5 Pa·s (T=323K, P=10-35MPa) [NIST.gov].  
Two end-member cases can be identified in terms of the viscosity ratio M: 
• Large viscosity ratio M>>1. This case corresponds to depressurization and 
consequent CH4 displacement by brine (or oil) in natural gas resevoirs, M = 
µbrine/µCH4~50. Capillarity may favor stable displacement if the solid is water-wet 
(imbibition, e.g., advancing contact angle on amorph us silica < 90°) or oppose 
fluid displacement (drainage, e.g., contact angles >90° in calcite). In either case, 
the displacement of a fluid by a more viscous one favors low residual saturation 
[Lenormand et al., 1988]. Because water displaces CH4 from the pores, low gas 
residual saturation is expected, i.e., high production efficiency. 
• Low viscosity ratio M<<1. This is the case of CH4 invasion into water-saturated 
fractures and pores during methane desorption from c al seams and during 
hydrate dissociation in hydrate-bearing sediments; M=µCH4/µbrine~1/50. The 
invasion of a low viscosity fluid promotes bifurcation in the form of fingers. 
Amorphous silica, calcite and coal are gas-wet when CH4 displaces water from 
the pore space (non-wetting fluid invasion). The value of C depends on the value 
of interfacial tension and velocity of desorption ithe case of coal or 
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analogously, the rate of dissociation in the case of hydrates. Fig. 4.6 shows the 
case of a hydrate-reservoir and the variation of interfacial tension with pressure 
and temperature as expected during production. The fluid velocity v affects 
invasion patterns [Lenormand et al., 1988]: viscous fingering is expected for 
rapid desorption while capillary fingering is expected at low depressurization. 
Both types imply high residual saturation of the host fluid (brine).  
Changes in pore space occupancy patterns affect relative permeability. The relative 
permeability of invading CH4 is expected to increase as water saturation decreases, 
interfacial tension decreases, and the medium becoms more water-wet [Dullien, 1979].  
Note that there is still no evidence regarding interfacial properties between CO2, 
CH4 and mineral substrates. This information is relevant to coal bed methane enhanced 
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Figure 4.6  Water-CH4 interfacial tension profile for a CH4 hydrate-bearing reservoir 
depressurization (axisymmetry assumed). The formation emperature is 
assumed to be 18°C (291.15K) and the far field pressure ~20MPa; the 
pressure at the wellbore is 2MPa and the temperatur 5C (278.15). 
Temperature follows the hydrate dissociation boundary. Interfacial tension 
increases as pressure and temperature decrease in the vicinity of the well. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
A thorough characterization of CH4-water-substrate interfacial properties 
facilitates the understanding of CH4 recovery from geological formations. 
The interfacial tension between water and methane depends on pressure, 
temperature and water salinity. Changes are moderate within reservoir conditions but 
become more pronounced when large depressurization is imposed. The magnitude of 
capillary effects will be mainly defined by the pore size. 
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Contact angle governs wettability. Variations of contact angle with pressure are 
not significant in CH4-water-mineral systems. The contact angle is expected to be less 
than 90° (water-wet) in siliceous formations during both water advance or recession. 
Calcite and coal are gas-wet during water advance but may behave water-wet when water 
recedes, i.e. when gas invades the pore space. 
Interfacial tension and contact angle stem from molecular interaction at interfaces. 
The change of water-CH4 interfacial tension is due to CH4 adsorption at the interface and 
correlates with the difference in mass density. Changes in contact angle are a result of 
variations in interfacial tension, surface heterogeneities and fluid adsorption/desorption. 
The contact angle affects multiphase flow characteristics. Stable water invasion of 
gas-saturated reservoirs is anticipated in siliceous and carbonate formations during 
depressurization leaving behind low residual gas saturation. Conversely, non-wetting gas 
invasion into water-saturated formations will tend to form viscous or capillary fingers and 




PROPERTIES AND PHENOMENA RELEVANT TO  
CH4-CO2 REPLACEMENT IN HYDRATE BEARING SEDIMENTS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Global sustainability, in terms of energy needs and climate stress from greenhouse 
gases, requires new sources of energy and the management of CO2 emissions. Methane 
hydrate is a potential energy source, with worldwide reserves on the order of 500-to-
10,000 Gt of carbon [Collett, 2002; Kvenvolden, 1988; Milkov, 2004; Ruppel and 
Pohlman, 2008]. Methane can be recovered from hydrate bearing sediments by 
depressurization, heating or chemical injection. In particular, the injection of carbon 
dioxide, CO2, into hydrate-bearing sediments can liberate methan , CH4, and sequester 
CO2 in hydrate form  [McGrail et al., 2007; Ota et al., 2005a; Stevens et al., 2008; 
Svandal et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2008b]. 
The chemical potential difference between CH4 and CO2 hydrate indicates that 
CH4-CO2 gas replacement is thermodynamically favorable [S o and Lee, 2001; Svandal 
et al., 2006]. However, the extent of the reaction and its efficiency in real systems is 
determined by multiple factors and coexisting processes, such as (1) pressure and 
temperature-dependent solubilities and interfacial properties, (2) relative viscosity, 
permeability, and density between water and CO2, (3) invasion patterns and specific 
surface of the hydrate phase, (4) fluid expansion after replacement, and (5) changes in 
effective stress. These phenomena couple to determin  replacement efficiency and the 
geomechanical response of the sediment mass.  
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In this manuscript, we review previous CH4-CO2 replacement studies, identify 
and analyze underlying processes, present new experimental results, and anticipate 
potential implications.  
 
5.2 Physical and thermodynamic properties 
The process of replacing CH4 with CO2 in hydrate must be understood at both the 
molecular scale and the macroscale to anticipate conditi ns for efficient CH4-CO2 
replacement and its consequences on thermal, mechanical and electrical properties. In 
this section, we summarize physical parameters in tabular form and highlight the most 
relevant observations in the text. 
 
5.2.1 Structure: Geometry and length scales (Table 5.1-a) 
Both CH4 and CO2 form structure I hydrate. This crystallographic struc ure is 
composed of 2 small cages for every 6 large cages, so the stoichiometric formula is 
6X·2Y·46H2O, i.e., a maximum of 6 gas molecules  X in large cages plus a maximum of 
2 gas molecules Y in small cages, and 46 water molecules. The lattice repeats every 
~12Å [Sloan and Koh, 2008]. Thus, gas molecules make up a significant molar fraction 
~15% of the hydrate structure (compare to the gas solubility in liquid water ~0.1% molar 
fraction, section 5.2e). 
The stoichiometric ratio (number of water molecules / number of gas molecules) 
often deviates from the theoretical value n=46/8=5.75 for structure I hydrate. In 
particular, the occupancy of CO2 molecules in small cages increases with pressure and 
the stoichiometric ratio decreases from ~6.6 at 1.3MPa and 273.15K, to the theoretical 
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limit 5.75 at 4.5MPa and 283.15K [Anderson, 2003; Klapproth et al., 2003]. The CH4 
molecule is slightly smaller than CO2 and fits more easily in small cages, so the 
stoichiometric ratio for CH4 hydrate is typically n=6 [Circone et al., 2005]. As a result, 
the stoichiometric ratio of CH4 hydrate is less sensitive to pressure than the 
stoichiometric ratio of CO2 hydrate.  
Fig. 5.1 shows hydrate forming molecules and related molecular structures; they 
are drawn using the corresponding van der Waals radii an  are shown at the same scale. 
The size of the opening between water molecules that form the face of big cages is 
smaller than the size of both CO2 and CH4 molecules. This simple observation leads us to 
conclude that the hydrate cage must separate to releas  the CH4 molecule before it can 
trap CO2. The molecule of nitrogen N2 is smaller than CO2 and fits more easily in the 
small cages of sI hydrate; this explains the enhanced CH4 replacement efficiency 
obtained when a mixture of CO2 and N2 is used in a water-limited CH4 hydrate system of 
structure I, or of structure II if combined with C2H6 [Park et al., 2006].  
 
5.2.2 Thermal properties (Table 5.1-b) 
In agreement with Le Châtelier’s principle, hydrate formation is an exothermic 
reaction. In particular, the heat liberated during the formation of a mol of CO2 hydrate 
varies between HCO2-hyd=57.7 and 63.6 kJ/mol (Note: a mol of CO2 hydrate is  44g + n 
18g where n=5.75-to-6.6) [Anderson, 2003]. Conversely, hydrate dissociation is 
endothermic as heat is needed to disorganize the crystal structure. The heat adsorbed 
during the dissociation of a mol of CH4 hydrate is HCH4-hyd=52.7-to-55.4 kJ/mol where a 
mol of CH4 hydrate is 16g + n 18g and n~5.75 [Anderson, 2004]. Therefore, CH4-CO2 
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replacement is exothermic. The path assumed here involves complete CH4 hydrate 
dissociation before CO2 hydrate formation. Molecular dynamic simulations for CH4-CO2 
replacement in the first monolayer (interface betwen CH4 hydrate and liquid CO2) show 
only partial dissociation of the hydrate cage and lower enthalpy change for the complete 
replacement reaction [Bjorn Kvamme 2010, personal communication]. Experimental and 
numerical data are still needed to assess the evolution of the reaction when a large 
hydrate mass is involved, as in the pore space of sediments,  where the characteristic 
length scale is much greater than the crystal nm-scale. 
The thermal conductivity λ and diffusivity κ of liquid CO2 are significantly lower 
than the corresponding values for either hydrates or water. In addition, water has the 
highest heat capacity c among all participating phases. This combination of thermal 
properties suggests reduced heat dissipation and increased local heating where liquid CO2 
displaces water and contacts CH4 hydrate.  
 
5.2.3 Mechanical properties (Table 5.1-c)  
The viscosity of water is one-to-two orders of magnitude higher than the viscosity 
of liquid CO2; this pronounced difference in viscosity will affect fluid invasion flow 
paths. Bulk densities are similar for hydrate and water, ordered as ρCH4hyd<ρH2O<ρCO2hyd. 
The density of liquid CO2 may exceed that of water, ρCO2(l)>ρH2O (e.g., at 273.15K for 
pressures above 25MPa); differences in fluid density contribute to buoyancy effects on 
fluid flow. Liquid CO2 is heavier than water in deep sea locations, but remains lighter 
than water near the continental shelf. 
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N2 CO2 CH4 
   
Faces of sI hydrate – big cage 
  
 
Figure 5.1.  Hydrate forming molecules (N2, CO2 and CH4) and two faces of the big 
cage in sI hydrate. All molecules are drawn using van der Waals radii to 
the same scale. Hexagonal and pentagonal faces are not gular polygons. 
Notice that the opening between water molecules is smaller than the size 
of N2, CO2 and CH4 molecules.  
1Å 
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The volume of water Vw increases when hydrate forms: Vhyd~1.234 Vw  for CH4 
hydrate and Vhyd~1.279 Vw for CO2 hydrate. Such a large volumetric change within the 
pore space causes volumetric strains in the sediment during hydrate formation and 
promotes skeletal instability and contraction during dissociation [Lee et al., 2010]. The 
shear stiffness of CH4 hydrate is G≈ 3.5GPa (a similar value is expected for CO2 
hydrate). Bulk moduli for liquid H2O and CO2 are lower than that of solid hydrates, and 
the bulk modulus of liquid CO2 is almost one order of magnitude lower than that of 
water. Correspondingly, the P-wave velocity is ~3 times slower in liquid CO2 than in 
water. The addition of CO2 in hydrate reservoirs could increase measured seismic wave 
velocities by forming additional hydrate, or it could lower the measured velocity by 
displacing pore water. The interpretation of seismic data gathered during CO2 injection 
must account for changes in both hydrate saturation nd pore-fluid composition.  
 
5.2.4 Electrical properties (Table 5.1-d)  
The permittivity of liquid water is determined by the orientational polarization of 
water molecules. The water dipole rotation is hindere  in hydrates. In addition, CH4 and 
CO2 are non-polar molecules and do not contribute to orientational polarization. Hence, 
gas hydrates have much lower permittivity compared to liquid water [Galashev et al., 
2006]. The electrical conductivity of water increass almost linearly with ionic 
concentration at low salt concentration and it is much higher than the electrical 
conductivity of hydrates. The electrical conductivity of liquid CO2 is even lower than the 
electrical conductivity of hydrate. As with seismic surveys, resistivity surveys must 
account for pore fluid changes as well as hydrate sturation changes. In contrast to 
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seismic results, in which added hydrate formation and CO2 displacement of pure water 
have opposing effects on the measured velocity, the electrical properties are reduced both 
by added hydrate formation and pore water displacement. Tracking hydrate saturation 
and pore water chemistry is essential for correctly interpreting electrically-based 
monitoring techniques.  
 
Table 5.1.  Physical properties of CH4 and CO2 hydrate, pure CO2 and water relevant 
to CH4 replacement by CO2 in hydrate bearing sediments. 
 
Property CH4 hydrate(sI) CO2 hydrate (sI) CO2 liquid H2O liquid 
a - Structure 
Stoichiometric ratio 
or hydration number, 
#H2O mol/ 
#Gas mol 
5.75 (100% cage 




5.75 (100% cage 




~100% Large cage 
~70% Small cage 
[10MPa, 273K] b 
~100% Large cage 
~50% Small cage 
[1.5MPa, 273K] b 
Cavity Size  
[Å] 
7.9, 8.66 a 7.9, 8.66 a 
Guest Size  
[Å] 
5.12 a 4.36 a 
Lattice constant  
a [Å] 
11.95 [10MPa, 
271.15K] b 12.07 [273.2K]
 c 
Refer to Fig. 5.1 




2.031 [263K] d 
2.080 sI a 
2.250 sI e 
2.077 [270K] f 
 










0.68 [273K] d 
0.49 [263K] a 





0.58 [283K] d 
 
Thermal Diffusivity 
κ = λρ-1cp-1  
 [m2s-1] 











[273K] d  
~53 [independent 
of P-T] j 
63.6-to-57.7 (±1.8)  
[at quadruple 
points] j 
Does not apply 




Property CH4 hydrate(sI) CO2 hydrate (sI) CO2 liquid H2O liquid 























































7.7×10-5 [200K] a 
2.64×10-4 b 
sI hydrate 
7.7×10-5 [200K] a 
 





Bulk Modulus  
[GPa] 
 
7.2 [277K] f 
~9 [273K] b 
8.73 [273K] v 









3.2 [277K] f 
3.54 [273K] v 
No data found 0 0 
Poisson ratio 0.32 [273K] v No data found ~0.5 ~0.5 
VP [m/s] 3775 [273K] 









1954 [273K] v No data found 0 0 





0.01 y No data found 








(freq. < 1GHz) 
~2.5 [273K] y No data found 
1.0 to 1.5 from 1 
to 20MPa, 308K æ  
79-to-80œ 
 
† computed value; a-[Sloan and Koh, 2008]; å-[Circone et al., 2005]; b-[Klapproth et al., 2003]; 
c-[Uchida et al., 1999]; d-[Waite et al., 2009]; e-[Makogon, 1997]; f-[Handa, 1986] [Yoon et al., 2003]; g-
[Span and Wagner, 1996]; h- [Vesovic et al., 1990]; i-[Waite et al., 2007]; j-[Anderson, 2003; 2004]; k-
[Davies et al., 2008]; L-[Mori and Mochizuki, 2000]; m- as in [Mochizuki and Mori, 2006]; n-[Uchida et 
al., 1999]; o-[Thomas and Adams, 1965a]; p-[Fenghour et al., 1998; Netherton et al., 1977]; q-[Kiefte et 
al., 1985]; r-[Aya et al., 1997]; s- [Millero and Poisson, 1981]; v-[Helgerud et al., 2009]; w-[Bradshaw and 
Schleicher, 1970]; x-[Belogol'skii et al., 2002]; y-[Galashev et al., 2006]; z-[Tanaka et al., 2008], æ-
[Goldfarb et al., 1999; Obriot et al., 1993], and œ-[Israelachvili, 1991]. 
5.2.5 Chemical properties: phase boundaries, solubilities and diffusivities (Tables 5.2, 5.3 
and 5.4)  
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Hydrate stability and gas solubility in water are pressure and temperature 
dependent.  
1) Phase boundaries: We develop regression equations for CO2 and CH4 hydrate phase 
boundaries, and for the liquid-vapor, L-V, boundary for CO2 by fitting values predicted 
using experimentally validated thermodynamic models by Duan and Sun [2003b; 2005] 
(Table 5.2). Hydrate grown from a mixed CH4-CO2 gas atmosphere exhibits an 
intermediate phase boundary, between the boundary for pure CH4 and CO2 hydrates, 
where the relative position scales with the mixture ratio [Adisasmito et al., 1991; Seo and 
Lee, 2001]. The liquid-vapor, L-V, boundary shown in Fig. 5.2 corresponds to pure CO2. 
Even small amounts of CH4 in CO2 cause the gas mixture L-V boundary to shift towards 
higher pressures, e.g. CO2 with 10% CH4 condenses at a pressure ~2MPa higher than the 
pressure needed for pure CO2 [Donelly and Katz, 1954]. It can be observed from Fig. 5.2 
that: CH4 hydrate stability requires higher pressures than CO2 hydrate for temperatures 
T≤283.67K. These boundaries partition the P-T space into four regions: CH4 hydrate may 
be surrounded by liquid CO2 (Zone A) or by gaseous CO2 (Zone B) if T<277.1K; CO2 
hydrate can coexist with either liquid CO2 (zone C) or with gaseous CO2 (zone D). 
 
2) Solubility in liquid phases: Table 5.3-a shows a summary of solubility values for all 
participating species in different media; the simultaneous presence of CH4 and CO2 in 
water alters the solubilities shown for simple binary systems [Qin et al., 2008]. The 
solubility of CH4 and CO2 in water affects gas transport, hydrate formation and hydrate 
dissolution in water that is not fully saturated with gas. The solubility of CO2 in water is 
about 10 times greater than that of CH4; both solubilities increase as pressure increases 
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and temperature decreases. The presence of hydrate in water inverts these trends. The 
amount of dissolved water in liquid CO2 is not negligible, and can be as high as 0.003-to-
0.006 mol/mol, that is ~1kg of water per m3 of liquid CO2 at T=285-to-293K and P=10-
to-20MPa [Spycher et al., 2003]. Hence, liquid CO2 can remove water, effectively 
“drying” the sediment.  
 
Table 5.2.  Phase boundaries for pure CH4 and CO2 hydrates, and liquid-vapor 
boundary for pure CO2, calculated by fitting values predicted using the 
experimentally validated formulation in Duan and Sun [2003b; 2005]. 
 
CH4 hydrate stability boundary CO2 hydrate stability boundary 
Ice-hydrate-CH4 gas 
584.14126.17 ** −= TP  
if 263<T≤ 273.15K  
Ice-hydrate-CO2 gas 
020.7082.8 ** −= TP  
if 263<T≤ 272.15K  
Liquid water-hydrate-CO2 gas 
( ) ( )[ ]*00285.0* Ln829.27e0358.0 * PT P += −  
if 272.15<T≤ 283.17K 
Liquid water-hydrate-CH4 gas 
( ) ( )[ ]*1046.6* Ln348.24e0396.0 *4 PT P += −×−  
if 273.15<T<290K  
Liquid water-hydrate-CO2 liquid 
( ) 4.264*4* 1034.3 TP −×=  
if 283.17<T<290K  
CO2 Liquid-vapor phase boundary 
( )    45.3 00.7** TP = if 263K<T≤ Tcritical=304.1K 
(Note: boundary shifts to higher pressures in CH4/ O2 gas mixtures)
a 
Definitions: P*=P/1MPa; T*=T/273.15K. 
Note:  (a) [Donelly and Katz, 1954]. 
 
Similarly, CH4 is highly soluble in liquid CO2; for example, a molar mixture of 
12% CH4 and 88% CO2 remains liquid above a line defined between [6.6MPa, 273.1K] 
and [7.2MPa, 278.1K], as can be estimated from the bubble point line [Donelly and Katz, 
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1954]. This observation explains experimental results at 8.7MPa and 277.1K where no 
CH4 bubbles were observed during CH4-CO2 replacement [~2/40 moles of CH4/moles of 
CO2] [Dunk et al., 2006] as the liquid CO2 was able to contain CH4 molecules in solution 
preventing the formation of a separate phase. Finally, we observe that, the mixture CH4-
CO2 has remarkably different bubble-point and dew-point lines as function of the molar 
ratio between CH4 and CO2[see: Austegard et al., 2006; Donelly and Katz, 1954; Mraw et 
al., 1978]. As a result, gaseous CO2 and CH4 will coexist in equilibrium with liquid CO2 
and CH4 in a fairly large pressure interval.  
3) Water vapor concentration in gaseous phase (Table 5.3-b): Water evaporates into 
gaseous atmospheres. For example, 0.016 kg of H2O can be found per cubic meter
 of CO2 
gas at 3MPa-273K (0.011 mol H2O / kg of CO2) [Spycher et al., 2003], and 0.005 kg of 
H2O can be found per cubic meter
 of CH4 gas at 3MPa-273K (0.012 mol H2O / kg of 
CH4) [Folas et al., 2007]. We have consistently observed in separate experimental 
systems that water vapor in either CO2 or CH4 atmospheres can crystallize on hydrate 
surfaces promoting hydrate growth in relatively short time scale (days). 
4) Mutual diffusivities (Table 5.4): Diffusion controls most long-term phenomena, 
including hydrate formation and CH4-CO2 replacement [Davies et al., 2008; Svandal et 
al., 2006]. The diffusivities of CO2 and CH4 in water are about the same, however, the 
diffusivity of H2O in liquid CO2 is up to two orders of magnitude higher [Espinoza and 
Santamarina, 2010b]. High water diffusivity and solubility in liquid CO2 make liquid and 
supercritical CO2 an effective water-drying fluid agent.  
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CO2 CH4 Gas mixture 
Does not apply 
(Liquid CO2) 
Does not apply 
(Liquid CO2) 
Sources: [Donelly and Katz, 1954; Duan and Sun, 2003b; Folas et al., 2007; Hashemi et al., 2006; Spycher 
et al., 2003; Sun and Duan, 2007]. 
Notes: *These values are extrapolations of solubility without hydrate to lower temperatures. †Value for 
285K. 
 
 The diffusivity of CO2, CH4 or H2O molecules through the solid hydrate mass is 
much slower than through liquids (Note: preferential d ffusive transport is expected along 
crystal imperfections and along the adsorbed water l y r between hydrate and minerals). 
Therefore, CO2 or CH4 transport through solid hydrate will be much slower than through 
water. If the CH4-CO2 replacement is limited by diffusive transport, laboratory 
experiments and field implementations must seek to increase the surface contact area. 
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Note: (I) ice and (H) hydrate. 
 
5.3 Previous studies – Rates of reaction 
Previous CH4-CO2 replacement studies documented in the literature a 
summarized in Table 5.5 and P-T conditions are plotted on Fig. 5.2. As noted in Table 
5.5, we describe the time dependent replacement of CH4 by CO2 using the replacement 
ratio in the hydrate: CO2/(CH4+CO2)=A(1-e
-t/α), with A being the maximum replacement 
ratio at long times, t. We obtain both A and the characteristic time, α by fitting the 
published reaction-time data. The following preliminary observations can be made from 
these studies: (1) hydrate replacement rates increase near the CH4 hydrate phase 
boundary (data in [Ota et al., 2005a], also mentioned in [McGrail et al., 2007]), (2) the 
reaction rate increases with increasing CO2 gas pressure, eventually becoming constant 
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when CO2 liquefies [data in Ota et al., 2007]. We can also anticipate that high specific 
surface CH4 hydrate experiences relatively fast replacement rates (refer to Kim et al. 
[1987]). There is some supportive evidence in the listed studies, but they are not 
conclusive due to lack of experimental details. 
 
5.4 New pore scale experimental studies 
Multiple coexisting processes take place during CH4- O2 replacement, including 
heat release, dissolution of participating species into different phases, volume change and 
mass transport. The following two experimental studies document these pore-scale 
processes. Fig. 5.3 shows the experimental devices and P-T trajectories. Both 
experiments are monitored using time-lapse photography. We use digital image 
processing to estimate length and volume information (resolution: 1pixel~10µm), and we 
























Figure 5.2.  Dissociation phase boundaries for CO2 and CH4 hydrates, liquid-vapor 
phase boundary for pure CO2, and liquid water-ice boundary. Data points 
show fluid pressure and temperature conditions for CH4-CO2 replacement 
studies reported in the literature (numbers correspond to references listed 
in Table 5.5). Notice that CO2 and CH4 hydrate phase boundaries cross at 
~7.5MPa and 283.7K. Furthermore, the CO2 liquid-vapor boundary 
intersects the two dissociation lines creating four different zones inside the 
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Medium Duration [hour] 
Replacement 
ratio* [A] 
Characteristic time*  
α [hour] Monitoring Reference 
1 8.3 277 Sandstone 300 0.64 128 MRI [Husebo et al., 2008] 
2 8.3 277 
- 
Sandstone 350 - - MRI [Stevens et al., 2008] 
3 3.6 273.2 Stirring No sediment 300 0.34 85 Raman spectroscopy [Ota et al., 2005b] 
4-a 3.10 271.2 150 0.16 48 
4-b 3.26 273.2 150 0.16 42 
4-c 3.34 275.2 
Stirring No sediment 
150 0.21 39 
Raman spectroscopy [Ota et al., 2005a] 
5-a 3.26 273.2 300 0.26 98 
5-b 3.6 273.2 300 0.34 94 
5-c 5.4 273.2 300 0.17 94 (1) 
5-d 6.0 273.2 
Stirring No sediment 
300 0.31 94 (1) 
Raman spectroscopy [Ota et al., 2007] 
6 3.5 276 
Powder ice: 
100 µm 
No sediment 12 0.92 1.0 Raman spectroscopy [Komai et al., 2000] 
7-a 3.85 274.6 800 0.55 222 
7-b 3.88 276.4 
Stirring No sediment 
800 0.64 329 
Water and gas produced [Hirohama et al., 1996] 
8-a 12.0 274.15 30 0.92 4.2 NMR 




30 0.85 5.2 NMR 
[Park et al., 2006] 
9 3.0 278 
Powder ice: 
100-250 µm 
No sediment 150 1.00 22 Raman spectroscopy [Yoon et al., 2004] 
0.19 33 (L-CO2) 
0.27 31 (90% emulsion) 
0.26 29 (70% emulsion) 
10 5.0 281.2 - Quartz sand 100 
0.24 26 (30% emulsion) 
Gas produced [Zhou et al., 2008a] (2) 
11-a 3.4 273 11 
11-b 3.4 275.5 11 
11-c 3.4 277.5 
Stirring No sediment 
11 
11-d 6.8 300-273 - Sand 1.7 
No data No data Raman spectroscopy [McGrail et al., 2007] 
12-a 8.0 275.0 - No data No data 
12-b 5.7 274.0 
- No sediment 
- No data No data 
Time-lapse photography This study 




Figure 5.3.  Experimental studies. (a) Pressure cell and devices. (b) Droplet 
experiments: i- CH4 pressurization, ii- cooling, iii- CH4 hydrate formation, 
iv- liquid CO2 injection, v- CH4-CO2 hydrate dissociation. (c) Meniscus 
experiments: i- CH4 pressurization, ii- cooling and ice formation, iii- ice 
formation, iv- ice melting, v- CH4 hydrate formation, vi- injection of 
liquid CO2, vii- liquid CO2 to gas, viii- exit CH4 hydrate stability field, and 
ix- exit CO2 hydrate stability field. Both experiments are conducted using 
de-ionized water and research purity gases. 
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5.4.1 Water droplet 
A water droplet (initial mass 36.1mg) rests on a hydrophobic PTFE substrate and 
forms a quasi-semispherical body (~2.5mm radius). Air is evacuated from the chamber 
by imposing a partial vacuum, followed by CH4 pressurization (P=5.9MPa, T=293K, Fig 
5.3-b) and subsequent cooling. Some water evaporates into the methane atmosphere; we 
predict a ~1.2mg water mass loss from the droplet (based on solubility information in 
Table 5.3-b). Given a water density of ~1000 kg/m3 (Table 5.1-c), this agrees with the 
volume reduction we measured after 5 days (±0.1mg precision). The first hydrate 
formation event follows transient ice formation. Later, we dissociate this CH4 hydrate by 
heating (not shown in Fig. 5.3-b), and we cool the sample back into the CH4 hydrate 
stability field. CH4 hydrate nucleates again in the form of a hydrate film that grows at the 
water-gas interface and propagates along the interfac  at a velocity of ~0.02mm/s, 
forming a complete hydrate shell in less than 5 minutes (data shown in the auxiliary 
material). For this growth velocity, heat transfer models predict a hydrate film thickness 
greater than 40µm [Mochizuki and Mori, 2006]. We estimate the initial film thickness is 
equal to ~60 µm based on the droplet volume expansion Vfinal/Vinitial=1.016 and the 
theoretical volume change from water to hydrate Vhyd/Vw=1.234 (Table 5.1). Stable P-T 
conditions are maintained for ~2 days; during this period, further hydrate growth is 
controlled by CH4 diffusion through the hydrate layer (Fig. 5.4-a). The shell remains 
stable (Note: shell depressions were observed in hydrate-coated droplet experiments by 




Liquid CO 2CH4 gas
1mm
CH4 gas
(a) -2539min – Before repla-
cement, in CH 4 atmosphere
(b) During liquid CO 2 flooding 
(rising from the bottom)
(d) 18min – In liquid CO 2
(c) 0min – Immediately after 
liquid CO 2 flooding
(e) 36min – In liquid CO 2 (f) 186min – In liquid CO 2




Figure 5.4.  Droplet experiment: time evolution of the CH4 hydrate shell after flooding 
with liquid CO2. Pressure is 6MPa and the chamber temperature stays a  
274±1K, after point (iv) in Fig. 5.3-b. This sequenc  of images suggests 
that liquid CO2 “dries” the water either in the hydrate shell and/or inside 
the hydrate droplet. 
 
We flood the chamber with liquid CO2, displacing CH4 gas through a vent (Fig. 
5.4-b); the pressure and temperature conditions are inside the CH4 hydrate stability field 
(P=7±1MPa, T=275±1.5K during the short injection period). The amount of water needed 
to saturate the liquid CO2 in the absence of any hydrate in the chamber is ~45mg (based 
on solubility data in Table 5.3-a). We measure ~15mg of water migration from the 
droplet to the surrounding liquid CO2 in a period of 2 days; this is a form of “drying” in a 
CO2 atmosphere (Fig. 5.4). Thereafter, the droplet size remains constant for ~4 days 
under stable P-T conditions (P=6MPa, T=274±1K; Fig. 5.4-i). These measurements 
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suggest a lower solubility of water in CO2 in the presence of hydrate than the value 
reported in the absence of hydrate (similarly to gas solubility in water, Table 5.3-a). 
While we assume replacement is taking place, no CH4 gas bubbles form in the liquid CO2 
due to the high solubility of CH4 in CO2 (Table 5.3-a). We depressurize the chamber 
gradually. The hydrate shell remains stable after CO2 vaporizes and also across the CH4 
hydrate phase boundary. We hold stable P-T conditios above the CO2 hydrate boundary 
for ~30min. Finally, we depressurize the chamber further and hydrate dissociates across 
the CO2 hydrate phase boundary at ~1.8MPa and 276.5K. 
 
5.4.2 Water meniscus 
In this second study, the water droplet rests betwen two water-wet hydrophilic 
transparent glass surfaces, creating a cylindrically-shaped body of water similar to a 
water meniscus between two grains (8.7mm diameter, 1.97mm in height; and 120mg 
water mass). Fig. 5.3-c shows the P-T trajectory imposed during the test. The evolution of 
the droplet is observed through the lower plate (Fig. 5.5-a). We trigger nucleation by 
causing transient ice formation (Fig. 5.5-b). Methane hydrate starts forming at the 
interface (similar observation in [Stern et al., 1998]). Hydrate does not grow 
homogeneously but advances in the form of lobes that inv de the water meniscus (Fig. 
5.5-c,d – Note: needle-type growth is observed in the results reported by [Subramanian 
and Sloan, 2002]. Volume expansion during hydrate growth (Vhyd/Vw=1.234 - Table 5.1) 
causes water to flow out of the meniscus along the hydrophilic glass surfaces, readily 
forming a thin hydrate layer on the glass plates (Fig. 5.5-c,d,e). The hydrate growth rate 
inside the meniscus is between 0.05mm/hour and 0.11mm/hour. This fast growth rate 
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suggests that gas reaches the water through cracks in the hydrate shell rather than by 
diffusion through the hydrate layer.  
The injection of liquid CO2 is expected to trigger CH4-CO2 replacement and water 
dissolution into the liquid CO2 (the amount of water needed to saturate the liquid CO2 in 
this chamber is 171mg, Table 5.3-a). Hence, the CO2 hydrate film observed coating the 
glass plates in Fig. 5.5-f appears to be thinner (i. ., more transparent) than the CH4 
hydrate film in Fig. 5.5-d-e. Once again, CH4 gas bubbles are not observed. The lobular 
hydrate structure remains inside the meniscus, that is, the overall geometry of the solid 
hydrate mass is preserved. Depressurization from liquid CO2 to gaseous CO2 causes the 
water dissolved in liquid CO2 to precipitate as CO2 hydrate on the glass plate (Fig. 5.5-g). 
Depressurization out of the CH4 phase-boundary has no “observable” effect on the 
hydrate phase within the meniscus or coating the glass surfaces (Fig. 5.5-h). Finally, 
hydrate dissociates during depressurization below the CO2 hydrate phase boundary.  
 
5.4.3 Summary  
These two experiments reveal marked differences in CH4 hydrate formation 
behavior on hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates, and show the significance of mutual 
solubilities during CH4-CO2 replacement. There is no visual evidence of CH4- O2 
replacement when the CH4 atmosphere is changed for CO2 gas or liquid, i.e., there is no 
bubbling, volume change or alterations in the solid phase. The final depressurization 






[8MPa, 275K], Fig. 5.3-c(ii) 
(b) 140min 
[3.8MPa, 261K], Fig. 5.3-c(iii) 
(c) 213min - In CH4 
[8.1MPa, 275K], Fig. 5.3-c(v) 
(d) 901min – In CH4 
[8.1MPa, 275K], Fig. 5.3-c(v) 
    
(e) 1728min – In CH4 
[8.1MPa, 275K], Fig. 5.3-c(v) 
(f) 1729min – In liquid CO2 
[7.2MPa, 275K], Fig. 5.3-c(vi) 
(g) 2086min – In gas CO2 
[2.9MPa, 274K], Fig. 5.3-c(vii) 
(h) 2090min – In gas CO2 
[1.8MPa, 274K], Fig.5.3-c(viii) 
    
Figure 5.5.  Meniscus experiment. (a) Water droplet – Scale: 8.7mm diameter, (b) Ice formation, (c)-(e) CH4 hydrate formation and 
growth, (f) Injection of liquid CO2, (g) Depressurization from liquid CO2 to gas CO2, (h) Image for P-T conditions 




5.5 Analysis – Sediment scale implications 
Analyses and experimental results presented in previous sections allow us to 
anticipate potential thermo-hydro-mechanical coupled processes during CH4-CO2 
replacement in hydrate bearing sediments. 
 
5.5.1 Molecular scale CH4-CO2 replacement process 
Molecular scale observations (Section 5.2), diffusion rates (Table 5.1 and 5.4), 
and experimental results (Table 5.5) point to a “loca ” solid-liquid-solid transition during 
CH4-CO2 replacement. Inside the stability field, CH4 hydrate in equilibrium is constantly 
forming and breaking down at the interface, releasing and capturing CH4 molecules [See 
molecular dynamics insight in Baez and Clancy, 1994; Baez and Clancy, 1995; Walsh et 
al., 2009]. In a CO2-rich medium, freed CH4 molecules may be replaced by CO2 
molecules, forming CO2 hydrate and releasing excess heat [William F. Waite, personal 
communication]. This released heat causes a positive feedback by locally raising the 
temperature of neighboring hydrate cages towards the CH4 hydrate phase boundary to 
facilitate the atomic-scale solid-liquid-solid CH4-CO2 replacement in a form of “chain-
reaction”.  
This hypothetical replacement process allows us to identify two end-member 
replacement scenarios. First, constant hydrate break down and formation make CH4-CO2 
replacement possible within the CH4 hydrate stability field (zone A in Fig. 5.2); in this 
case, reaction rates will be strongly dependent on the contact area between CO2 and CH4 
hydrate. Second, excess heat liberated in the CH4-CO2 replacement transformation may 
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sustain a high solid-liquid-solid reaction rate; in this case we anticipate a lower reaction 
rate as P-T conditions are further inside the CH4 hydrate stability field. 
  
5.5.2 Bound for excess heat-assisted reaction within the CH4 stability field 
The second end-member is analyzed next, taking into consideration all the phases 
involved. We assume that local P-T conditions reach the CH4 hydrate dissociation 
boundary driven by the excess heat liberated in the total reaction (Section 5.2, Table 5.1). 
How far inside the stability field can the hydrate b aring sediment be to experience this 
excess heat-assisted reaction? 
Consider CH4 hydrate at initial pressure Po, temperature To and surrounded by 
CO2 (liquid in zones A and C; and gas in zone B, Fig. 5.2), water and the mineral 
structure of the host sediment. Let’s also assume that all hydrate cages undergo gas 
replacement so that the liberated heat is proportional to the difference between the heat of 
dissociation of CH4 hydrate, H
d
CH4hyd[kJ/kg], and the heat of formation of CO2 hydrate, 
HfCO2hyd [kJ/kg]. We consider isobaric conditions and 100% replacement to calculate the 
increase in temperature ∆T from the in situ condition T0 to the temperature Tb on the CH4 
hydrate stability boundary corresponding to pressure P0, 
( )









where subscripts for specific heat c and mass M, are m for mineral and w for water. In 
this analysis, we do not consider changes in P-T phase boundary conditions for gas 
mixtures (refer to Section 5.2e-1). All masses M convert to volume V through the 
corresponding bulk densities ρ, and partial volumes are related to the total sediment 
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volume VT through the sediment porosity φ, and the volumetric fractions of hydrate Shyd, 
water Sw, and gas Sg (CH4 gas or CO2 gas/liquid) in the pore space,  
 ( ) TmTggTwwThydhyd VVVSVVSVVSV φφφφ −==== 1   ,   ,   ,  (5.2) 
where Shyd+Sw+Sg=1. A simple close-form analytical expression is obtained assuming that 
the heat stored in CO2 and CH4, and hydrates is similar before and after replacement 
ρCO2SCO2φcCO2 + ρCH4hydShydφcCH4hyd ≈ ρCH4SCH4φcCH4 + ρCO2hydShydφcCO2hyd. Then, the CH4-
CO2 replacement rate within the sediment will be maximized if the initial temperature of 



















−=  (5.3) 
Numerical results are presented in Fig. 5.6 for a CH4 hydrate volume fraction 
Shyd=0.5. This equation is a lower bound for the excess heat-assisted CH4-CO2 
replacement, since we assume that the liberated heat warms up the whole sediment 
mixture. The upper bound corresponds to the CH4- O2 replacement for pure hydrate (line 
on the upper left corner in Fig. 5.6). Local heating during replacement is between these 
two bounds. 
 
5.5.3 Hydrate dissolution in liquid CO2 
Liquid CO2 will draw water and methane from the CH4 hydrate until it reaches the 
solubility limit of water in CO2 yCO2
H2O (Section 5.2e-2). The change in hydrate 








































  (5.4) 
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where the m represents molar mass, n the stoichiometric ratio, and ρCH4hyd and ρCO2 are 
the mass densities of CH4 hydrate and liquid CO2 at the prevailing P-T conditions. A 
change in hydrate saturation of ∆Shyd~0.001 is estimated for reservoir conditions Shyd<0.3, 
P=5-to-8MPa, and T=273-to-278K. While this is a small number, continuous flow of 
pure liquid CO2, can cause significant hydrate dissolution, for insta ce near the CO2 
injection well. 
 
Figure 5.6.  Pressure-temperature upper and lower bounds for initiating excess heat 
CH4-CO2 hydrate replacement by raising the local temperature to the CH4 
hydrate dissociation boundary. The temperature increases due to the heat 
released after CH4 hydrate dissociation and CO2 hydrate formation. Upper 
bound: the reaction can begin far inside the CH4 hydrate stability zone for 
a solid hydrate mass (upper bound ~10K from the CH4 hydrate 
dissociation boundary). Lower bound: the reaction must begin closer to 
the CH4 hydrate phase boundary in hydrate bearing sediments where 
minerals and water absorb liberated heat. Bounds are computed using 





CH4hyd =440kJ/kg, ρCO2hyd=1100 
kg/m3, and ρCH4hyd=930 kg/m
3. Note: this analysis does not consider 
intermediate hydrate phase boundaries for hydrate grown from gas 
mixtures (Section 5.2e-1). 
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5.5.4 Methane gas bubble formation 
CH4-CO2 replacement releases CH4 into the pore space. The critical CH4 hydrate 
saturation S*hyd required to cause CH4 bubble formation depends on the bubble point 
molar ratio RBP for the CH4-CO2 fluid mixture at the specific P-T conditions. The value 



















































For reservoir conditions P=7.25MPa and T=278.15K, the bubble point is RBP=0.12 
[Donelly and Katz, 1954], and the critical hydrate saturation for gas bubble formation is 
S*hyd ~0.21 (See Fig. 5.7-b). 
 
5.5.5 Fluid volume expansion during CH4-CO2 replacement 
 Above bubbling conditions CH4-CO2 replacement involves either volume 
change at constant fluid pressure, or pressure change u der isochoric conditions. Let’s 
compute first the change in volume during hydrate formation as a function of the 


























  (5.6) 
where the density of water is ρw=1000kg/m
3, and molar masses are mw=18g/mol, 
mCH4=16g/mol and mCO2=44g/mol. As shown in Fig. 5.7-a, an initial volume of water 
expands by Vhyd/Vw=1.234 to form CH4 hydrate (n=6, ρCH4hyd=930kg/m
3), and 




The volume change of the hydrate mass during CH4- O2 replacement can be 
analyzed following a similar formulation and using experimentally measured macroscale 
quantities n and ρ (Note: ρ is a function of n). Let’s assume all CH4 in hydrate exchanges 
























⋅+=  (5.7) 
The volume occupied by the hydrate mass expands about 1-to-6% after CH4-CO2 
hydrate replacement (nCH4=6, nCO2=6, and pressure-dependent mass densities 
ρCH4hyd=910-940kg/m
3, ρCO2hyd=1090-1110kg/m
3). The change in lattice size ~2.9% is in 
agreement with this macroscale analysis (refer to values in Table 5.1). 
 
On the other hand, released CH4 gas after replacement occupies a volume that is 
strongly dependent on pressure and initial hydrate s uration. The final volume occupied 
by the released methane Vg
CH4 which did not dissolve into the liquid CO2, relative to the 













































































     (5.8) 
There is a very pronounced increase in pore fluid volume associated with CH4-CO2 
replacement at constant pressure. The volumetric ratio Vg
CH4/Vl
CO2 is plotted in Fig. 5.7-b 
as a function of Shyd for reservoir conditions P=7.25MPa, T=278.15K, RBP=0.12 [Donelly 
and Katz, 1954]; for example Vg
CH4/Vl
CO2~390% for Shyd=50%. Conversely, a marked 
increase in fluid pressure and decrease in effectiv stress will take place if constant 
volume is imposed during CH4-CO2 replacement. Field conditions will be between these 
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two extreme scenarios. If replacement conditions result in a CH4/CO2 mixture, the 























Figure 5.7.  Volume change analysis. (a) During hydrate formation/dissociation, i.e. 
Eq. 5.7 (b) During CH4-CO2 replacement, i.e. Eq. 5.8 (P=7.4MPa, 
T=281.4K, ρCO2=906kg/m
3, bubble point for CH4/CO2 mixture RBP= 12% 













5.5.6 Sediment volume change during CH4-CO2 replacement  
A soil subjected to an increase in effective stress ∆σ` from an initial effective 
stress σo` to a final stress σo`+∆σ` experiences a volumetric strain 
εvol=Cc
* log[(σo`+∆σ`)/σo`] that is proportional to the compression index Cc*. The 
presence of hydrates stiffens the soil skeleton so that lower values of the compression 
index are expected for hydrate bearing sediments than for the same sediment without 
hydrates [Lee et al., 2010]. The stiffening effect of hydrate depends on the pore habit: 
pore-filling (smallest effect), load-bearing and cementing (largest effect) [Waite et al., 
2009]. While CH4-CO2 replacement involves transient “local” dissociation, preliminary 
experimental evidence we have gathered using cementing CH4 hydrate-bearing sands 
with hydrate saturation Shyd=5-to-10% shows no significant change in global stiffness 
when wave propagation velocity data are gathered during CH4-CO2 gas replacement. 
Thus, low volumetric strains should be expected during CH4-CO2 replacement under 
free-draining flow conditions. Fluid volume change may affect sediment stability if free-
draining conditions are lost during replacement. The following sequence of events may 
take place [Santamarina and Jang, 2009]: fluid volume expansion during the CH4-CO2 
replacement causes an increase in fluid pressure, a d crease in effective stress, and a loss 
in sediment strength leading to shear failure, gas driven fractures, and/or collapse of the 
sediment skeleton.  
 
5.5.7. Mixed fluid flow 
CO2 is considerably less viscous than water, and CO2 will tend to produce viscous 
fingering in excess-water reservoirs. Some recent numerical simulations show finger-like 
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patterns when CO2 invades water-saturated formations [Kang et al., 2005; Qi et al., 
2009], while other simulations show minimal CO2 fingering [Chang et al., 1994].  The 
analysis of pore scale capillary and viscous forces suggests higher tendency to viscous 
fingering in the near field of the injection well where flow velocities are high 
[Lenormand et al., 1988]. 
 
5.5.8 Anticipated sediment-scale emergent phenomena  
Four different injection scenarios are identified in Table 5.6 in terms of  P-T 
conditions that control either liquid CO2 or gas CO2 injection (zones A and B in Fig. 5.2), 
and either excess-water (gas-limited) or excess-gas (water limited) hydrate-bearing 
sediments. Phenomena and properties listed above help us identify the following 
processes that may take place during injection: 
• The release of CH4 above the bubble point leads to gas formation Sg>0 and lowers 
the relative permeability of the liquid phase [van Genutchen's equation as in 
Kleinberg et al., 2003].  
• A low velocity of the invading CO2 front, compared to the rate of CO2 hydrate 
formation, will promote the growth of new CO2 hydrate in excess-water 
reservoirs, occlude regions with CH4 hydrate, prevent the direct contact of CH4 
hydrate with CO2, and hinder CH4-CO2 replacement (see numerical simulation of 
CO2 hydrate clogging in [Kang et al., 2005]).  
• The replacement rate in both excess-gas and excess-water reservoirs will be 
controlled by the spatial distribution of CO2 during injection and the replacement 
reaction rate.  
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Clogging by CO2 hydrate formation can be analyzed by comparing the velocity of the 
invading CO2 advective front and the growth velocity of CO2 hydrate at the water-CO2 
interface. The advection fluid velocity in pores vA[m/s]= q/(2πrHrφ) is determined by the 
injection flow rate q[m3/s], the distance from the well to the front r, the hydrate-bearing 
reservoir thickness Hr [m], and the sediment porosity φ. The velocity of diffusion-
controlled growth of the hydrate plug in pores is approximately vD=D/δ, where D is the 
diffusion coefficient [m2/s] of CO2 through hydrate and δ[m] the length of the hydrate 
plug. The ratio of these two velocities vD/vA=2πDrHφ/(δq) determines whether hydrate 
clogging (vD/vA >>1.0) or unconstrained advection (vD/vA << 1.0) will take place. For 
example, clogging is not anticipated in sandy sedimnts and sandstones near the injection 
well during continuous injection, (assuming δ~10-4m, i.e., the plug length is similar to the 
pore size). However, a stagnant CO2 fluid front will promote hydrate formation and a 
differential pressure pCO2-pw will be needed to break the CO2 hydrate seal in order to 
continue injecting CO2. Assuming cylindrical pore geometry, the additional CO2 pressure 
is pCO2-pw=4βδ/d where β is the hydrate-mineral bonding strength, d is the pore diameter 
and δ the plug thickness. For plugs d≅δ and a bonding strength β~250kPa, the differential 
pressure to re-initiate pumping is pCO2-pw~1MPa.  
The complex interaction among coexisting processes may give rise to emergent 
bifurcation phenomena such as viscous fingering and gas-driven fractures. On the other 
hand, self-homogenizing effects may also arise; for example, CH4 gas production during 
CO2 injection will reduce the local permeability and hinder CO2 fingers formation. 
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Table 5.6.  Anticipated sediment scale phenomena during CH4-CO2 gas replacement  
  Reservoir Type 






• Gas buoyancy affects invasion a 
• Slow gas replacement rate due 
to low gas activity b 
• Expect viscous fingering of CO2 
gas c,d 
• CH4 hydrate is found at 
contacts e. 
• Low hydrate volume expansion 
(1-to-6%) *1 
• High CO2 gas permeability 








• Released CH4 gas lowers the 
mixture bulk modulus (if above 
bubble point concentration) g 
• Large fluid volume expansion if 
released methane exceeds 
bubble point concentration*2 





• Some of the water in CH4 
hydrate will dissolve into the 
liquid CO2 and the final 
hydrate saturation will 
decrease; in fact, liquid CO2 
might “dry” hydrate near the 
injection well *3 
• Some CH4 gas will remain 





















• Replacement rate is limited by 
spatial invasion of gas/liquid 
CO2 
• At low injection rates or due to 
flow interruptions, CO2 will 
react with the excess water to 
form hydrate during injection, 
plugging the formation and 
shielding CH4 hydrate at 
reservoir and pore scales b,c 
• Hydrate saturation increases and 
hydraulic conductivity decreases 
h  
• Water acidifies i
• The sediment is water limited 
so it does not clog by forming 
new hydrate 
 
a - [Lu et al., 2009]; b - [McGrail et al., 2007]; c - [Kang et al., 2005]; d - [Lenormand et al., 1988]; e - 
[Waite et al., 2009]; f - [Donelly and Katz, 1954]; g - [Span and Wagner, 1996; Trusler and Zarari, 1992]; 
h - [Kleinberg et al., 2003]; i - [Kneafsey and Pruess, 2010]; *1– this study, equation 5.7; *2 – this study, 
equation 5.8; *3 – this study, section 5.4, Fig. 5.4.  
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5.6 Conclusions 
The replacement of CH4 by CO2 in hydrate bearing sediments involves multiple 
coexisting processes, such as mass and heat transpot, heat liberation, dissolution, gas 
production, and fluid volume change. 
The CH4 hydrate cage must separate to release the CH4 molecule and trap the CO2 
molecule. This transient and local solid-liquid-solid transition within the stability field is 
assisted by the excess heat liberated during CH4- O2 replacement and can extend as far 
as  ~10K inside the stability field. The presence of minerals, water, and excess gas can 
limit this self-sustaining reaction to within ~3K of the CH4 hydrate boundary. While 
available data are limited, experimental and theoretical considerations suggest that 
replacement rates increase near the CH4 hydrate phase boundary, with increasing pore 
fluid pressure until the CO2 liquefies, and, when CH4 hydrate masses are small so the 
surface available for CO2 exchange is high. 
New experimental results highlight the high solubility of water and CH4 in liquid 
CO2. Hydrate forming water dissolves into liquid CO2, so that lower hydrate saturation is 
expected after CH4-CO2 replacement in water-limited reservoirs. The transie t in hydrate 
stiffness that should accompany local solid-liquid-solid CH4-CO2 replacement has a very 
small effect on macro-scale skeleton stiffness and the sediment should experience low 
volumetric strains during CH4-CO2 replacement under drained conditions. 
Processes and properties reviewed in this manuscript allow us to anticipate 
various reservoir scale phenomena during CH4- O2 replacement, including: potential 
decrease in water saturation, decrease in the liquid relative permeability, pronounced 
increase in fluid volume when a CH4 gas phase is formed, CO2 hydrate clogging when 
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the velocity of the invading front is low and there is enough water to supersaturate the 
CO2, and the possibility of CO2 fingering leading to CH4 hydrate occlusion within the 
reservoir. Excess-gas methane hydrate reservoirs should be more amenable to CH4-CO2 
replacement because of high permeability to CO2, large interface between CH4 hydrate 
and CO2, and no early CO2 hydrate clogging. Volume-pressure changes associated to 
CH4-CO2 replacement in excess-water reservoirs may cause incr ase in fluid pressure, 
decrease in effective stress and strength loss, volume expansion, and gas-driven fractures 











The simultaneous injection and geological entrapment of CO2, along with 
enhanced hydrocarbon recovery may increase the efficiency and sustainability of fossil 
fuels. Examples of these combined processes are CO2 enhanced oil recovery, and CO2 
enhanced coal bed methane recovery. In this study, we focus on CH4-CO2 hydrate 
replacement whereby methane is recovered from hydrate-bearing sediments with the 
concurrent entrapment of CO2. 
Published theoretical studies and laboratory-scale experiments have shown the 
successful release of CH4 as a result of the replacement reaction caused by CO2 injection 
[Hirohama et al., 1996; Kvamme et al., 2007a; Lee et al., 2003; McGrail et al., 2007; 
Tegze et al., 2007]. Pore scale phenomena include heat release and diffusion controlled 
reactions, dissolution of fluid phases, gas production, and porefluid volume expansion 
[Note: a comprehensive review of phenomena relevant to CH4-CO2 replacement can be 
found in Jung et al., 2010]. The first reservoir-scale trial test has been planned for the 
Alaska North Slope in 2011 (DOE - project DE-NT0006553).  
P-waves provide insight into the stiffness evolution of hydrate-bearing sediments. 
The stiffness evolution affects the mechanical stabili y of production wellbores and gas 
hydrate reservoirs. P-wave methods have been used to monitor CO2 field injection tests 
[Arts et al., 2004; Daley et al., 2008; James et al., 1995; Spyros and Bruce, 1997; Spyros 
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et al., 1995; Xue et al., 2006] and to assess CO2 transport and saturation in laboratory 
experiments [Angeli et al., 2009a; Lei and Xue, 2009; Sarout et al., 2009; Shi et al., 
2007]. In this study we use P-waves to monitor the evolution of CH4 hydrate formation, 
CO2 flooding, CH4-CO2 replacement, and final hydrate dissociation in sand . The 
properties of CO2 and CH4 are reviewed first. This is followed by the experimental study 
and complimentary analyses.  
 
6.2 Review of CO2 and CH4 properties 
The physical and chemical properties of CO2 depend on pressure-temperature PT 
conditions. The critical point of CO2 is at P=7.38MPa and T=304.1K. The density of 
liquid CO2 is usually lower than that of water, but there may be a density reversal at high 
pressure, such as in deep-sea settings (at 277.15K, ρCO2>1035kg/m
3 when pressure is 
above ~28MPa). The bulk compressibility of liquid CO2 is an order of magnitude higher 
than that of water [Span and Wagner, 1996]. The most important properties of CO2 
relevant to transport-conduction processes are: (a) very low viscosity, typically 10 times 
lower than that of water [µCO2=10-4 Pa·s at 10MPa and 280K - Fenghour et al., 1998]; 
(b) high diffusivity of water into liquid CO2 [D≈2-to-20×10-8m2/s at 7-20MPa and 
~300K - Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010c],  (c) significant solubility of water in liquid 
CO2 [0.05mol/kg at 10MPa and 285K  - Spycher et al., 2003], and (f)  high solubility of 
CO2 in water [0.83mol/kg at 6.6MPa and 274K in the presence of hydrate - Hashemi et 
al., 2006].  
The critical point of CH4 is at P=4.60MPa and T=190.6K, therefore, CH4 does not 
form as a liquid phase in geological reservoir applications. The mass density of gas CH4 
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can be approximated with a cubic equation of state [Se  parameters in Table 1 - Peng and 
Robinson, 1976]. The mass density and viscosity of CH4 are low at reservoir conditions 
when compared to water; for example, ρCH4=232kg/m
3 and µCH4=2.7×10
-5Pa·s at 
P=30MPa and T=280K [NIST, 2010]. 
Both, CO2 and CH4 can form gas hydrates at high pressure and low temperature. 
Water molecules form a polyhedral structure, which allows them to host the 
corresponding gas molecules [Sloan and Koh, 2008]. Even though both CO2 and CH4 
form hydrate structure I, their solubility in water, cage occupancy in the hydrate, and 
thermodynamic stability inside hydrate cages differ significantly [Adisasmito et al., 1991; 
Anderson et al., 2003; Servio and Englezos, 2001; 2002]. Mixed CH4-CO2 gas conditions 
cause a shift in stability boundaries which depends on the CH4/CO2 mass ratio 
[Adisasmito et al., 1991; Seo and Lee, 2001]. 
Gas hydrates form in the pore space of sediments at the bottom of the ocean and 
at great depths in permafrost where P-T conditions are within the hydrate stability zone 
and CH4 is abundant [Kvenvolden, 1988]. The pore habit of hydrates in sediments has a 
large impact on the physical properties of hydrate-bearing sediments [e.g. pore filling, 
segregated lenses, and cementing - Waite et al., 2009].  
 
6.3 Design of experiments 
We use P-waves to assess the evolution of hydrate in s diments. We purposely 
localize hydrate growth at contacts by using a partially saturated sand pack, so that all of 
the water is found at interparticle menisci. Therefo , the granular medium acts as a 
“sensor” that amplifies the signature of the physical processes taking place at tens of 
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thousands of grain contacts. In particular, sand grains work as Hertzian stiffness sensors 
that can reflect minor changes in contact conditions. Thus, compressive and shear wave 
velocities increase significantly even with small changes in hydrate saturation (Note: 
hydrate nucleates on grain surfaces and grows into the pore in water saturated sediments; 
much lower changes in stiffness take place in this case). 
Materials. Ottawa Sand #20/30 is the host sediment [round grains, d50=0.72mm 
and d60/d10=1.2, where dx is the diameter for the x-p rcentile in the distribution - details 
in Cho et al., 2006]. Fluids include research purity CO2 and CH4 gases, and distilled 
water. 
Apparatus. The tests are conducted within a high-pressure chamber equipped with 
multiple ports for fluid injection, electronics connections, and pressure measurement 
devices (transducer Omega PX303-GV). A sapphire window allows for direct 
observation into the pressure chamber. Inside the chamber, we place a spring-loaded 
sediment cell (25mm diameter and ~20mm height - Fig. 6.1) designed to apply a 100kPa 
effective axial stress at zero lateral strain conditions. The cell is equipped with 
piezoelectric transducers (5mm radius, 0.2mm thickness) to generate and receive P-waves 
(Fig. 6.1). The piezoelectric transducers are connected to a signal generator BK 
PRECISION 4012A and an oscilloscope HP54600B. The input signal is a step function 
that repeats every 20ms. The output signal is passed through a 300kHz low-pass analogue 
filter and is sampled at 5Mhz. A total of 32 consecutive signals are averaged to increase 
the signal-to-noise ratio, and stored every 30s (Note: we observe the waveforms on the 
oscilloscope screen continuously during critical processes). A thermocouple (Copper 
Constantan, Conax Buffalo) placed inside the sediment c ll measures the pore-fluid 
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temperature within the sand specimen. The sediment cell is perforated (0.5mm diameter 
holes) to retain the sand grains and but to allow the free flow of CH4 and CO2. 
 
Figure 6.1.  Experimental devices. The spring-loaded s diment cell is housed inside 
the pressure chamber (shown with a dashed line). The spring applies a 
constant effective axial stress σ’≈100kPa to the sand. The piezoelectric 
transducers attached to the lower and upper plates of the cell are used to 
generate and measure the compressive P-waves. A thermocouple (bottom 
right corner in the cell) measures the sediment temperature.   
 
Experimental procedure. The sand is mixed with distilled water, packed inside the 
sediment cell, and loaded to a constant effective axial stress. Then, we place the sediment 
cell inside the pressure chamber, briefly apply a partial vacuum, and flush the system 
with CH4 gas at least five times in order to remove the air inside of the chamber and 
specimen pore space. Immediately after, we start to log pressure, temperature, and P-
wave arrivals. 
 We run a total of seven multi-stage tests using the same sand, at the same 
effective stress, but with different initial values of water saturation. We subject each 
specimen to a pre-specified pressure-temperature PT time history to gain detailed 
information related to hydrate formation, CH4-CO2 replacement, and subsequent 
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dissociation. Ice and hydrate formation PT paths are chosen to facilitate hydrate 
formation and to gain physical insight. The PT histories during CO2 flooding represent 
two plausible scenarios: (a) flooding inside the CH4 hydrate stability field is expected to 
be safer but slower, while (b) CO2 gas injection coupled with depressurization may be 
quicker but may be accompanied by sediment compaction. PT paths that induce hydrate 
dissociation allow us to confirm PT conditions at phase transition for either CO2 or CH4 
hydrate. Finally, successive CO2 flushing is relevant to anticipate the response of hydrate-




The main stages in the various PT time histories ar shown in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.3 
shows typical waveform cascades measured during the different stages. The dominant 
frequency of the transducer-sediment coupled system is in the ultrasonic regime and 
ranges from ~20kHz (sand pack in air) to 150kHz (cemented by ice or hydrate). Specific 
observations for each PT stage are summarized next. 
 
6.4.1 Ice and hydrate formation 
(a) Specimen cooling and ice formation at grain contacts (path a1 in Fig. 6.2). Ice 
formation lasts from 30-to-350s for water saturation Sw=0.045-to-0.37 
(exothermic-heat transport controlled). A pronounced increase in stiffness 
accompanies ice formation (e.g. Fig. 6.3-a, initial Sw=0.045). 
(b)  CH4 hydrate formation from ice in an excess-CH4 atmosphere (paths a2 and b in 
Fig. 6.2). The ice-bearing sediment is pressurized with CH4 (path a2) and warmed 
outside of the ice stability field (path b). We observe that CH4 hydrate nucleates 
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as ice melts. While hydrate formation at each meniscus is CH4 diffusion-limited, 
the volume average P-wave velocity remains higher tan in the unfrozen sediment 
at all times (Fig. 6.3-b is a continuation of Fig. 6.3-a - initial Sw=0.045). Hydrate 
continues growing for ~12h and the sediment mixture continues to increase in 
stiffness (only 45min shown in Fig. 6.3-b). 
(c) CH4 hydrate formation from water in an excess-CH4 atmosphere (path c in Fig. 
6.2). In this case, the initial sediment temperature is above that of the hydrate 
phase boundary, and the hydrate is formed by cooling (Fig 6.3-c). This process is 
much longer than ice formation because the growth is not governed by heat 
transfer but instead by the CH4 diffusive transport through the hydrate layer that 
forms at the interface between the pendular water and the bulk CH4 gas (for 
Sw=0.10, ice formation takes place in less than 30 seconds, yet hydrate formation 
requires about 24h). The duration of hydrate formation increases with the initial 
water saturation Sw.  
 
6.4.2 CO2 flooding 
(d) CO2 flooding and displacement of CH4 (path d in Fig. 6.2). After CH4 hydrate 
forms at grain contacts, we flood the pore space with gaseous, then, liquid CO2 
while the PT conditions remain within the CH4 hydrate stability field. CH4 is 
slowly vented while CO2 is pumped into the chamber. The liquid phase formation 
is observed through the sapphire window; the interface rises to eventually fill the 
chamber as the injection of CO2 continues. From PT conditions and bubble point 
data, we estimate that less than 10% of the methane remained in the chamber, 
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mostly above the sediment cell [see CH4-CO2 phase equilibria in Donelly and 
Katz, 1954]. Fig. 6.3-d shows the results gathered during the liquid CO2 flooding 
of a CH4 hydrate-bearing sand at a hydrate saturation of Shyd~0.045; based on the 
evolution of P-wave velocity to an asymptotic value and on the time for diffusion-
controlled growth (Section 6.5.3), we assume all water has converted to hydrate at 
this point. P-T conditions remain within the CH4 hydrate stability field. There is 
no significant stiffness change.  
(e) Liquid-gas-liquid CO2 cycle at Shyd ~0.045 (path e in Fig. 6.2). We renew the CO2 
in the pore space by imposing a liquid-gas-liquid CO2 cycle, to simulate extensive 
flushing of the sediment with pure liquid CO2. Fig. 6.3-e1 shows the first of ten 
CO2 flushing cycles. The wave velocity does not change si nificantly when the 
pore-fluid is changed from liquid CO2 to gaseous CO2.                                                                
Liquid-gas-liquid CO2 cycle at Shyd<< 0.045 (same as path e in Fig. 6.2). When 
hydrate saturation is very low, the difference in bulk stiffness when pores are 
filled with liquid CO2, as opposed to gaseous CO2, is evident (Fig. 6.3-e2): as soon 
as CO2 vaporizes, the waveform shifts to having long travel time (~20 µs to 
>40µs) and low frequency.  
 
6.4.3 Hydrate dissociation 
(f) Dissociation of CH4 hydrate (path f in Fig. 6.2). Fig. 6.3-f shows CH4 hydrate-
bearing sand in CH4 gas as it is heated beyond the hydrate stability feld. The 
dissociation of CH4 hydrate takes ~20min for initial Shyd~0.10 (Fig. 6.3-f). As 
soon as the specimen crosses the CH4 hydrate dissociation boundary, the P-wave 
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velocity starts to decrease. After complete dissociation, the effective stress acting 
on the granular skeleton dominates the sediment stiffness (Note: Fig. 6.3-c is a 
continuation of Fig. 6.3-f). 
(g) Dissociation of CH4 hydrate in the presence of CO2 (path g in Fig. 6.2). In this 
experiment, we take a specimen of CH4 hydrate-bearing sand in CH4 gas beyond 
the CH4 hydrate stability field and simultaneously inject CO2 in order to reach the 
region bound by the CH4 and CO2 hydrate phase boundaries. Upon continued CO2 
injection, the CO2 gas becomes liquid CO2. From PT conditions and dew point 
data, we estimate that less than 10% methane stayed in the chamber, mostly above 
the sediment cell [see CH4-CO2 phase equilibria in Do elly and Katz, 1954]. The 
P-wave velocity hardly changes during the process (Fig. 6.3-g, Shyd=0.27, during 
the time shown and afterwards. We observe this “hydrate preservation behavior” 
at low hydrate saturation as well (Shyd=0.03 - not shown in Fig. 6.3).  
(h) Hydrate dissociation after CO2 flooding (path h in Fig. 6.2). Fig. 6.3-h shows the 
dissociation of originally pure CH4 hydrate in sand (Shyd~0.10) ~48h after the 
injection of liquid CO2. During depressurization, the specimen goes through the 
CH4 hydrate phase boundary first; but the P-wave velocity remains almost 
constant until the CO2 hydrate phase boundary is reached. A rapid loss of tiffness 
occurs once the PT conditions are beyond the CO2 hydrate stability field, and the 
sediment stiffness returns to the original water-wet condition. Complete 





(a) Freezing and pressurization 
(b) CH4 hydrate formation from ice
(c) CH4 hydrate formation from water






















(e) CO2 liquid-gas-liquid cycle
(f)  CH4 hydrate dissociation
(g) CO2 flooding outside CH4 HSZ




Figure 6.2.  Pressure-temperature time histories. The arrows show the PT conditions 
followed in various tests, not necessarily in chronol gical order (letters 
match datasets in Fig. 6.3). Phase boundaries are shown for CH4 and CO2 
hydrate, the liquid-vapor boundary for pure CO2  and the water-ice 
boundary as a dashed line [equations in Ju g et al., 2010]. Initially, we 
freeze the water in a CH4 atmosphere (a1) and then increase pressure by 
injecting CH4 gas (a2). We formed hydrate from ice to hydrate (b) and 
from liquid water (c). CO2 injection is shown as loops, first CO2 flooding 
(d), followed by liquid-gas-liquid CO2cycles (e). The CH4-CO2 
replacement is sought during the first CO2 flooding inside the CH4 HSZ 
(d) or during the excursion outside the CH4 hydrate stability field (g). We 




 (a1,a2) Freezing and pressurization   (b) Hydrate formation  from ice (c) Hydrate formation from water  
 
 
 (d) CO2 flooding of CH 4 HBS                     (e1) Liquid-gas-liquid CO 2 cycle #1        (e 8) Liquid-gas-liquid CO 2 cycle #8 
 
 
 (f) CH4 hydrate dissociation                       (g) CO 2 flooding outside CH 4 HSZ         (h) Depressurization and dissociation 
 
Figure 6.3.  P-wave measurements in hydrate-bearing sa d (void ratio e~0.7, effective 
confining stress σ`~100kPa, and mean particle size d50=0.72mm). 
Waveforms from time-lapse P-wave monitoring: x-axis, o cilloscope time 
[µs]; y-axis, experimental time from the top to the bottom [min]. 
Waveform voltage in colors, white denotes the signal pe ks and black the 
signal troughs. Each frame represents a different process (results from 
various tests – Refer to Fig. 6.2 and Section 6.3). Notice the high contrast 
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in frequency and amplitude between water unsaturated nd either ice or 
hydrate-bearing sediments. Notes: HPB hydrate phase boundary, * 
increased contrast to show low amplitude waveforms. Summary of PT 
histories for experiments shown in this figure: 1) initial Sw=0.045 (a1, a2, 
b, d, e, and h); 2) initial Sw=0.10 (a1, a2, b, f, c, d, h); and 3), initial 




Figure 6.4.   Reduction of hydrate-bearing sand stiffness during successive flushes of 
pure liquid CO2, as liquid-gaseous-liquid CO2 cycles inside the CH4 
hydrate stability field. The vertical axis represents the ratio between the P-
wave velocity at experimental time t and the initial P-wave velocity at 
time t0 before ice and hydrate formation. Each liquid-gas-liquid CO2 cycle 
replaces 0.030kg of pure CO2 every ~3 days, which is equivalent to 8.5 
times the pore space of the sand specimen. Note: (*) During the CO2 
liquid-gase-liquid cycles, we show the VP ratio for the specimen in gas 
CO2 to highlight the effect of cementing hydrate on the granular skeleton. 
The sand does not show any evidence of cementation fter the 8th liquid-
gas-liquid CO2 cycle (28
th day in the figure). 
 
6.4.4 CO2 flushing 
We flush the CO2 in the sediment by imposing the CO2 pressure cycles sketched 
as path e in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.4 shows the complete stiffness evolution for a hydrate-bearing 
sand (Shyd~0.045) subjected to ten CO2 flushing cycles (Note: this is a 35 day long 
experiment; ice formation, hydrate formation from ice, and CH4 displacement by liquid 
CO2 are shown for completeness). The granular skeleton s iff ess decreases gradually 
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with each CO2 flushing cycle. The P-wave velocity at the eighth flushing cycle is the 
same as for the water-wet sand pack at 100kPa. We dismantled the chamber and 
recovered only dry sand from the sediment cell. 
 
6.5 Complimentary analyses and discussion 
Earlier physico-chemical arguments at the lattice-sale suggested that a solid-
liquid-solid transition is required for CH4-CO2 replacement [Jung et al., 2010]. However, 
macroscale experimental results presented here showalmost constant sediment stiffness 
during CH4-CO2 replacement. It is concluded that the solid-liquid-solid transition takes 
place locally at a scale small enough that the sedim nt volume average properties remain 
unchanged. Clearly, hydrate dissolution in liquid CO2-saturated reservoirs will be 
accompanied by stiffness loss (e.g. near the injection well), while new hydrate formation 
in excess-water reservoirs will increase the sediment stiffness (typically in the far field of 
the injection well).   
The following complimentary analyses permit extracting additional information 
from these experiments and provide an approach to assess changes in the geological 
formation.  
 
6.5.1. Frequency effects 
The piezoelectric transducers used in this study have a high resonant frequency in air. 
Once buried in the sand, the resonant frequency is strongly dependent on the sand 
stiffness and the sediment mass within the near field of the transducer. Assuming a 
parallel stiffness model, we can estimate the effectiv  natural frequency of the coupled 
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sand-transducer system fc [underlying expressions in Bevlins, 1979;  an analogous 












































≈  (6.1) 
where β=2 (first mode of vibration) and η~1.6 [Poulos and Davis, 1974] are geometry 
related factors, and Ep and νp are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the 
transducer. The sediment stiffness Es determines the resonant frequency of these buried, 
thin transducers (thickness much smaller than the radius, t/r<<1). Indeed, experimental 
results show that at an effective stress of σ’=100kPa, the dominant spectral frequency 
ranges from 20kHz (sediment without ice or hydrate) to 150kHz (sediment with ice or 
hydrate). These values are readily corroborated by time series shown in Fig. 6.3. In all 
cases, the wavelength λ is greater than 20 times the grain size d50 and satisfies the 
equivalent continuum assumption. The wavelength λ remains significantly shorter than 
the travel distance in all measurements.  
The frequency content of P-waves in the sand saturated with liquid CO2 (refer to 
Fig. 6.3) often exceeds Biot’s characteristic frequncy [Biot, 1956] for our experimental 







φµ=  (6.2) 
The ratio between the high and low frequency P-wave velocity is ~1.07 [equation 
in Santamarina et al., 2001a] and has a minor effect in these results and analysis. In view 
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of field applications, we continue the analysis of P-wave velocity for the low frequency 
regime. 
 
6.5.2. P-wave velocity – changes during liquid CO2 flooding 
In the low-frequency regime, the mixture bulk compressibility Bmix can be estimated 
using the low frequency  Biot-Gassman equation [Bourbie et al., 1987; Mavko et al., 
2009], while the mixture mass density ρmix is computed as a volume average. The general 





























































φφ  (6.3) 
 mhydhydCHCHCOCOwwmix SSSS ρφρρρρφρ )1()( 4422 −++++=  (6.4) 
where φ is the sediment porosity and S is the relative saturation with subindeces w for 
water, CO2, CH4, and hyd for hydrate. A similar expression can be used for ice by 
replacing Shyd, Bhyd and ρhyd with Sice, Bice and ρice. The physical and mechanical properties 
of water, CO2, CH4 and solids (i.e., quartz, ice, and hydrate) are summarized in Table 6.1; 
notice that the bulk stiffnesses sort as Bm>Bice>Bhyd (m: mineral). A proper equation of 
state is used for the fluid phase to account for variations in pressure and temperature (see 
Table 6.1).  
Equation 3 disregards the stiffening effect of capill ry forces in mixed fluid 
conditions, such as water-CO2 mixtures; this approximation is adequate for coarser 
sediments and/or high effective stress levels. If needed, the value of Bsk can be increased 
as a function of suction and saturation [Rebata-Landa, 2007].  
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Table 6.1.  Physical and mechanical properties of hydrate-bearing sediment 
constituents. The following constants and equations are used to predict P-
wave velocity for the multiphase fluid-sediment system using the Biot-
Gassman equation (Equations 6.3 and 6.4). 
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Equation L 3870 D 3780 D 6060 M 
S-wave velocity, 
VS [m/s] 
0 0 0 1949 D 1963 D 4110 M 
Shear Modulus, 
G [GPa] 







† f(VP, ρ) 
† f(VP, ρ) 






~0.5 ~0.5 ~0.5 0.33 D 0.32 D ~0.08 M 
A- [Duan and Sun, 2003b]; B- Peng-Robinson parameters: Tc=191.15K, Pc=4.641MPa, ω=0.0115; 
C- [Mavko et al., 2009]; D- 31MPa effective stress and 273.15K [Helgerud et al., 2009]; E [Sloan 
and Koh, 2008]; F- [Aya et al., 1997] ; G- [Fenghour et al., 1998; Vesovic et al., 1990]; H- At 
298K, 10-to-20MPa [Bicher and Katz, 1943]; I- Brine at 293K [Netherton et al., 1977]; J- [Span 
and Wagner, 1996]; K- [Trusler and Zarari, 1992]; L- [Belogol'skii et al., 2002; Mavko et al., 
2009]; M- [Gueguen and Palciauskas, 1994]; and † means computed value. 
  
The constrained modulus of the skeleton Msk can be determined from VP 
measurements in gas saturated sands Msk=VP
2
ρsk. From the theory of elasticity, the bulk 
and shear modulus of the skeleton are Bsk=1/3[(1+ νsk)/(1-νsk)]Msk and Gsk= [(1-2 νsk)/(2-
2νsk)]Msk, where the small strain Poisson’s ratio for the granular skeleton is low νsk=0.1 
[Santamarina et al., 2001a]. Knowing Bmix (Equation 3), Gsk and ρmix (Equation 4), the 











=  (6.5) 
Fig. 6.5 shows the ratio β between the P-wave velocity predictions for the 
sediment saturated with a water-CO2 mixture (Sw+SCO2=1), and the same sediment 
saturated with water only (Sw=1). Values of β are shown as a function of CO2 saturation 
for different skeletal stiffnesses VPsk, fluid pressures, and porosities. Parameters used in 
each pane are selected to match the conditions in our experiments and other published 
studies; data are superimposed on the graphs.  The β-ratio is always less than one because 
the P-wave velocity of liquid CO2 ranges between ~300m/s (7MPa, 300K) and590m/s 
(10MPa, 280K) as compared to that of water VP-water~1500m/s. The β-ratio is most 
sensitive to the stiffness of the skeleton Bsk and Gsk, and it tends to β=1 as the stiffness of 
the skeleton increases. The β-ratio changes significantly with PT conditions and CO2 
saturation SCO2. Similar trends apply to brine-saturated media (P=10MPa; T=280K; 
S=10%; Bw= 2.11GPa; Bbrine= 2.64GPa; ρw= 1004kg/m
3 ; ρbrine= 1075 kg/m
3). 
An immediate implication of this analysis is that the injection of liquid CO2 into 
water-saturated sediment in the field replaces high bulk stiffness water for the more 
compressible liquid CO2 and a lower P-wave velocity is anticipated. Also we note that 
due to the low P-wave velocities of gas CH4 and both gas and liquid CO2 compared to the 
P-wave velocity of the hydrate-bearing sand (VP ~900m/s at 100kPa vertical effective 
stress), P-wave velocities measured in this study closely track the evolution of skeletal 
stiffness. 
While the forward prediction of VP is viable, flat trends in Fig. 6.5 indicate that 
the estimation of CO2 saturation from VP measurements will be inaccurate, especially in 
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stiff, low porosity sediments where marked changes in CO2 saturation have almost no 





Figure 6.5.  Ratio of compressive P-wave velocities for liquid and supercritical CO2-
water saturated sediment and the same sediment saturated with water as a 
function of CO2 saturation. The effects of (a) Skeletal stiffness as 
represented in VPsk; (b) pore-fluid pressure P; (c) temperature T; (d) 
porosity φ. The bulk modulus and density of CO2, and water are calculated 
with equations of state as a function of pressure and temperature (Table 
6.1). Laboratory and field results are superimposed. 
 
6.5.3 Time evolution: Formation Rate 
Diffusion controlled hydrate growth is anticipated at menisci (excess-gas conditions). 
CH4 hydrate formation is limited by methane gas transfer through the hydrate layer 
thickness s that forms around the menisci (excess-gas sediment). At steady state, the flux 
of gas Fg from the pore space (concentration Cbulk) to the water inside the meniscus 
(concentration Caq ) is 
(Shi et al., 2007) 










=  (6.6) 
where D is the diffusivity of CH4 through CH4 hydrate. The concentrations 
Cbulk=ρCH4[mol/L] and Caq depend on pressure and temperature conditions [Servio and 
Englezos, 2002; Servio et al., 1999]. The gas concentration in hydrate is Chyd=7.3mol/L 
(full occupancy n=5.75; lattice size 12Å). For a quasi cylindrical geometry, the evolution 









= 2  (6.7)  
We estimate the time required for hydrate formation form in pendular water at interparticle 














=  (6.8) 
Experimental diffusion values D=3.4-to-7.6×10-13 m2/s [Davies et al., 2008], combined 
with Equation 6.8 lead to the conclusion that water in submillimetric menisci converts to 
hydrate in few days. Similar rates are expected to happen in diffusion controlled CH4-
CO2 replacement processes. 
 
6.5.4 Water solubility in liquid CO2 and hydrate dissolution 
Both CO2 and CH4 hydrates tend to dissolve in liquid CO2 that is not water saturated, as 
confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 6.4 [see also Jung et al., 2010]. An estimated 
~30mg of water could be dissolved into liquid CO2 given the void space in our chamber 
under the experimental conditions in this study. Alternatively, only ~3mg of water can 
dissolve into the CO2-filled pore space of the sediment cell.  The experim nt shown in 
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Fig. 6.4 starts with 180mg of water in the sediment; i.e., Sw=0.045. Thus, ~180mg/30mg 
= 6 to ~180mg/3mg = 60 flushing cycles of CO2 are needed to dissolve all hydrate-
forming water into the surrounding liquid CO2. Nine CO2 flushing cycles were sufficient 
in the experiment documented in Fig. 6.4.  
 
6.6 Conclusions 
CH4-CO2 replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments presents a unique opportunity 
to address increasing energy demands within the context of climate change. Considerable 
research efforts are needed to understand the complexity of underlying processes leading 
to commercial scale technological developments. 
We designed an experiment that takes advantage of the contact-dependent sand 
stiffness to follow CH4 hydrate formation, CO2 flooding and gas replacement, and 
subsequent hydrate dissociation. The test design amplifies the process signatures by 
simultaneously measuring phase reactions that take place at thousands of interparticle 
menisci.  
Hydrate growth in excess-gas sediments is controlled by CH4 diffusion through 
the intermediate hydrate shell that separates bulk gas and free water. 
  After CO2 flooding, the hydrate mass dissociates at the CO2 hydrate dissociation 
boundary, which confirms the successful CH4-CO2 replacement.  
The hydrate-bearing sediment retains its stiffness during CO2 flooding and gas 
replacement. Therefore, while a lattice-scale solid-liquid-solid transition is required for 
CH4-CO2 replacement, the reaction is local and does not cause n appreciable effect on 
the macroscale mechanical properties of the hydrate bearing sediment.  
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The mutual solubility and diffusivity of water, CO2, and CH4 components play a 
crucial role in the process of CH4-CO2 replacement. Liquid CO2 will dry water from the 
existing hydrate, causing a decrease in both hydrate s turation and sediment stiffness in 
regions subjected to extensive CO2 flow, such as near the injection wells. This may lead 
to volume contraction, trigger borehole instability, and facilitate sand production. 
The bulk modulus of CO2 at reservoir conditions is lower than that of water. 
Therefore, P-wave velocity decreases as CO2 displaces water from the pore space. The 
change in P-wave velocity is small in hard rocks and stiff sediments. This observation 




CLAY INTERACTION WITH LIQUID AND SUPERCRITICAL CO 2:  
THE RELEVANCE OF ELECTRICAL AND CAPILLARY FORCES 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Carbon capture and geological storage have been proposed to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions into the atmosphere. CO2 would be captured at concentrated point sources 
(typically power plants), and then compressed and ijected into nearby geological 
formations [IPCC, 2005]. Most carbon storage target sites, such as deep saline 
formations, consist of high permeability rocks or lose sands which act as repositories for 
pressurized and buoyant CO2, overlaid by a low permeability formation which serv s as a 
sealing cap rock (See Fig. 7.1 [Dooley et al., 2006; Gale, 2004]). Two important macro-
scale characteristics of good seal layers are continuity and ductility [Downey, 1984]: 
faults, fractures, and existing wellbores are major discontinuities and may result in 
preferential paths for CO2 leakage; on the other hand, ductility allows cap rock 
deformation without fracturing.  
Shales and evaporites commonly serve as cap rocks for natural hydrocarbon 
accumulations; similarly these rocks are considered as potential seal layers for CO2 
storage.  Table 7.1 shows a compilation of petrographical properties of shale cap rocks at 
selected carbon storage sites; clay minerals are a major component of these rocks. 
Evaporite seal layers serve as CO2 cap rocks at Weyburn, the K12-B project, and the Salt
Creek CO2 injection site [Benison and Goldstein, 2000; Chiaramonte et al., 2008; Li et 




Figure 7.1  Carbon capture and geological storage. (a) A power plant equipped with 
carbon capture technology delivers CO2 to the storage site where CO2 is 
injected into a porous formation overlaid by a cap rock. (b) Close-up of 
shale-sandstone interface where pressurized buoyant CO2 is retained by 
capillary fringes. 
 
The sealing efficiency of intact shale cap rocks is dominated by high specific 
surface clays [Chapter 3]. Fine grained clays can resist high capillary entry pressures, but 
are more susceptible to changes in electrical forces. Capillary forces and changes in 
electrical interactions will inherently arise as CO2 invades the cap rock because of the 
CO2-water interfacial tension, water acidification, and the nonpolarity of CO2. 
Eventually, capillary and electrical phenomena upscale, causing mechanical couplings 
which will affect porosity, sediment fabric, hydraulic conductivity, compressibility, and 
the sediment shear strength [e.g. NAPL and clays in  Jo et al., 2001; Kaya and Fang, 
2005; Montoro and Francisca, 2010; Santamarina et al., 2001b]. Yet, the interaction 
between clay minerals and CO2 is poorly understood. Apart from a few polymer 
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manufacturing investigations [Serhatkulu et al., 2006; Urbanczyk et al., 2010], there are 
no experimental studies of clay behavior when invaded or surrounded by CO2.  
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In this study, we explore the particle-scale interactions between liquid and 
supercritical CO2 with clay minerals to discern the role of electrical and capillary forces 
on potential cap rock performance (Note: CO2 dissolution and water acidification effects 
on clay surfaces are not addressed in this manuscript). The research approach seeks to 
gain insight into complex phenomena relevant to CO2 storage conditions. The study starts 
with an assessment of electrical and capillary forces in clay-water-CO2 systems; then 
experimental evidence gathered in simple and well constrained experiments is presented. 
Finally, the study concludes with an analysis of anticipated geomechanical and 
hydrological implications for CO2 storage sites that involve clayey cap rocks.  
 
7.2 Review on clay-water-CO2 systems 
7.2.1 Clay minerals and shales 
Shales are sedimentary rocks made of clay minerals, fine-grained quartz, feldspar 
and carbonates, with  particles size typically lessthan 60 µm [Gueguen and Palciauskas, 
1994]. Burial, chemical diagenesis, and cementation reduce the pore size of these fine-
grained deposits. Chemical reactions and even changes in clay mineralogy at the high 
temperature and pressure conditions can result in further chemical compaction [Nygard et 
al., 2004].  
Clay minerals are phyllosilicates that crystallize, typically in small-size platy 
grains <10µm [Mitchell and Soga, 2005; Sposito, 1989]. Clay minerals control the 
mechanical and transport properties of shales. The mean pore size of shales ranges from 
5nm to 100nm, porosity from ~1% to 12%, and permeability from 10-22m2 to 10-19m2 
[Armitage et al., 2010; Katsube and Williamson, 1994; Watson et al., 2005]. 
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The forces acting on clay particles can be grouped into [Santamarina, 2001; van 
Oort, 2003]: (1) mechanical, including effective stress, eepage-drag, capillarity, and  
cementation forces; and (2) electrical, including van der Waals attraction, electrostatic 
Born repulsion, and electrical forces due to surface hydration and osmotic effects. 
Because of their physico-chemical nature, electrical forces depend on the pore fluid 
chemistry. 
 
7.2.2 Electrical forces 
The surface charge of clay particles is pH dependent: the abundance of H+ at low 
pH promotes protonation leading to positively charged surfaces ([Lyklema, 1995; 
Santamarina et al., 2001a; Stumm, 1992]. Note: implications of acidification, such as in 
CO2 storage, on clay fabric are discussed in [Palomino and Santamarina, 2005]). 
 Hydrated ions are attracted to the charged clay surfaces and form the diffuse 
counter-ion cloud; the ensuing interparticle repulsion increases with the pore fluid 
relative permittivity κ’ and it is inversely proportional to the pore fluid ionic strength c0. 
When water-saturated clay dries, counter ions bind to the particle surface and excess salts 
precipitate. The discrete nature of molecules, short-range Born repulsion and periodically 
varying hydration forces must be considered at interparticle distances smaller than ~2nm 
[Israelachvili, 1991; van Oort, 2003]. Finally, van der Waals interactions give rise to 
attraction forces between clay minerals; this force is proportional to the Hamaker 
constant which is a function of the permittivity of the fluid and minerals involved. 
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 Changes in pore fluid chemistry (ionic concentration c0, pH, relative permittivity 
κ’ ) and their impact on electrical interactions have complex consequences on the 
sediment hydraulic and mechanical properties. Clearly, the role of these surface 
phenomena is proportional to the specific surface of the clay sediment. 
 
7.2.3 Capillary forces: interfacial tension and contact angle  
The water-CO2 interfacial tension is pressure-temperature dependent. It decreases 
from Ts~72 to 25 mN/m as the pressure increases from 0.1MPa to 6.4MPa at ~298K. 
Eventually Ts reaches a plateau at Ts =25±5 mN/m in the supercritical CO2 state; high 
salinity can increase the interfacial tension by up to 10 mN/m [Chalbaud et al., 2009; 
Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a]. The contact angle formed by the CO2-water interface 
on the mineral surfaces also varies with fluid pressure in response to changes in CO2-
water interfacial tension: as the fluid pressure increases to reservoir conditions, the 
contact angle increases on oil-wet amorphous silica (θ~85° to 95°), coal (θ~50° to 120°) 
and mica (θ~40° to 60°) and slightly decreases in water-wet amorphous silica and calcite 
surfaces (θ~40°) [Chalbaud et al., 2009; Chi et al., 1988; Chiquet et al., 2007; Dickson et 
al., 2006; Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a]. Together, interfacial tension Ts and contact 
angle θ determine the magnitude of capillary phenomena (Ts·cos θ). The interaction 
between capillary phenomena and mechanical stress is critical to evaluate hydro-
mechanical couplings [Alonso et al., 1990]. 
 
7.2.4 Particle forces and strains 
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Let’s estimate the effect of water displacement by CO2 on interparticle 
interactions. The capillary force computed for a water meniscus between two platy 
particles thickness t, slenderness β=l/t and specific surface Ss=2(1+2/ β)/tρ in a shale with 
porosity n is (assume contact angle θ~0°), 
 















TSF  (7.1) 
The average force carried by a particle with slender ess β being part of the granular 
skeleton subjected to an effective stress σ’ i
 




















F  (7.2) 





















cap  (7.3) 
On the other hand, the colinearity of electrical forces and skeletal forces hinders a force-
based comparison. Instead, let’s estimate the impact of a reduction δ in interparticle 
separation s as a result of the decrease in electrical repulsion forces and increase in van 
der Waals attraction. The corresponding strain is 
  ( )nSs −= 1
2
ρδ
ε  (7.4) 
Fig. 7.2 shows a plot of the force ratio Fcap/Fsk and of the shrinkage strain ε versus 
specific surface in the context of carbon geological storage. We identify two zones: 
• Reservoir domain: grains are large (d>10-6m), rotund, and the specific surface is 
low. Contact forces Fsk due to effective stress prevail (Note: capillarity and mixed 
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fluid flow conditions do affect fluid flow in this regime). Electrical forces effects 
are negligible. 
• Cap rock domain: Capillary forces and physico-chemical interactions gain 
relevance when small particles are involved as in the cap rocks (d<10-6m). 
Specific surface Ss=2/(d·ρm) [m
2/g] is an adequate physical quantity for 
characterizing platy fine grained sediments and it is ntimately linked to the clay 
composition in the cap rock (e.g., Ss~400-700 m
2/g for montmorillonite, 50-100 
m2/g for illite and 5-10m2/g for kaolinite [Mitchell and Soga, 2005; Santamarina 
et al., 2002; Van Olphen, 1977]). 
Cap rock conditions at CO2 storage sites currently being considered are superim osed on 
the figure. It can be concluded that physico-chemical effects must be taken into 
consideration when high specific surface clayey rocks are selected as cap rocks for CO2 
storage. 
 
7.3 Study of electrical forces - Sedimentation tests 
Observations in the previous section showed the importance of physico-chemical 
effects in clayey cap rocks. The purpose of this section is to further explore differences in 
clay behavior in non-polar CO2 versus polar water. Sedimentation tests are used to 







Figure 7.2  Particle scale analysis of CO2 storage formations: ratio of capillary to 
skeletal forces (Eq. 3) and strain due to reduction in i terparticle distance 
with changes in electrical forces (Eq. 4 – initial porosity 0.3) versus 
specific surface. The response of high specific surface clay particles that 
form the cap rocks is governed by capillary and electrical forces. The 
interaction between the coarser particles that form the reservoir is 
governed by interparticle contact forces that result from effective stress. 
The symbols represent conditions of cap rocks at Frio (○), Sleipner (×), 
Krechba (□) and Otway (◊), SACROC (*), Rousse (), Carnarvon (+), 
Ketzin (). In each case, the specific surface is estimated from reported 
clay composition, and the effective stress is estimated from the overburden 
depth (details and references in Table 7.1). The particle slenderness is 
assumed to be β for Ss<1m





7.3.1 Device, materials, and experimental procedure 
Sedimentation tests were conducted in a polycarbonate tube (effective height 
95mm, ID = 6.35mm and OD = 19.0mm) held between alumin m caps, and sealed with 
buna-N o-rings (Fig. 7.3-a). Pressure transducers and thermocouples track pressure-
temperature conditions. Time-lapse photography is used to monitor and record all 
experiments. 
Two clays were selected for this study: kaolinite SA1 (1:1 clay provided by 
Wilkinson; details in [Palomino, 2003]) and calcium montmorillonite (2:1 clay, 
montmorillonite-rich bentonite provided by the American Colloid Company). 
Sedimentation tests were conducted with different polar and non-polar fluids including 
deionized/deaerated water, brine consisting of 2M NaCl aqueous solution, heptane 
(Fisher Scientific), and research grade CO2 (Airgas). Table 7.2 and 7.3 summarize the 
physical properties of the clays and fluids used in these experiments. Depending on the 
selected fluids, we performed experiments at atmospheric pressure and at 7-12MPa (see 
Table 7.3). 
The experimental procedure consists of five sequential steps: (1) fill the tube with 
clay (~0.060g, i.e., the solids volume fraction is le s than 0.01), (2) remove adsorbed 
water on the clay with vacuum and heat, (3) fill the ube with the selected fluid (2-3 ml), 
(4) shake the cell to thoroughly mix the fluid and clay into a colloidal suspension, and (5) 
place the tubes vertically, allowing the clay to settle at the bottom of the tubes. This 
procedure is repeated several times for each clay-fluid combination (2 clays and 5 fluids, 
see Table 7.4). We measure the settling rate, sedimentation height, and observe particle 
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Figure 7.3  Schematic views of experimental devices. (a) Sedimentation tube 
(ID=6.35mm): the transparent polycarbonate tube is held between by two 
aluminum caps with buna-N o-rings; external transducers measure 
pressure and temperature. (b) High pressure chamber equipped with a see-
through sapphire window: the clay slurry is placed on a glass slide; the 
large volume of the chamber compared to the volume of the slurry allows 
a significant water mass to dissolve into the scCO2 that fills the chamber. 
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Table 7.2  Physical properties of the clays used in these experiments. 
Physical property Kaolinite Montmorillonite  
Mineralogy 1:1 2:1 
Specific surface* Ss[m2/g] 50-55 610-670 
Particle thickness** t [m] 15×10-9 1×10-9 
Specific gravity Gs [ ] 2.6 2.7 
Liquid limit*** LL [%] 45 250 
Relative permittivity  κ’ (a) 5.1 5.5 
Refractive index n (b) 1.56 1.5 
Notes:  (*) measured with methylene blue spot technique [Santamarina et al., 2002] 
 (**) estimated from t~2/(SsρwGs) 
 (***) fall cone test 
Refs.: a- [Robinson, 2004] 
 b- [Leach et al., 2005; Weidler and Friedrich, 2007] 
 












Liquid CO 2   
(7 MPa, 298K) 
Density ρ 
[kg/m3] 
997 1072 (a) 680 (g)(b) 719 (c) 745 (c) 
Viscosity η 
[Pa·s] 
0.90×10-3(a) 1.08×10-3 (a) 0.386×10-3 (b) 0.059×10-3 (d) 0.0620×10-3 (d) 
Polarity Polar Polar Non-polar Non-polar Non-polar 
Relative permittivity 
κ’ at 1-10 GHz [ ] 78.5 (e) 56 (f) 1.92 (g) 1.43 (h) ~1.4 (m) 
Refractive index n 1.333 (e) ~1.36 (n) 1.385 1.167 (h) 1.167 * 
Solubility of water 
[mol H2O / mol fluid] NA NA 0.5-0.6×10
-3 (k) 4.5×10-3 (j) 2.9×10-3 (j) 
Interfacial tension with 
water Ts [N m] 
NA NA 0.051 (o) 0.028 (p) 0.030 (q) 
Note.:  (*) Assumed 
Refs.:  a - [Zhang and Han, 1996];  
 b - [Aucejo et al., 1995];  
 c - [Span and Wagner, 1996];  
 d - [Fenghour et al., 1998];  
 e - [Israelachvili, 1991];  
 f - [Buchner et al., 1999; Santamarina et al., 2001b];  
 g - [Friiso and Tjomsland, 1997];  
 h - [Obriot et al., 1993; Sun et al., 2003];  
 j - [Spycher et al., 2003];  
 k - [Polak and Lu, 1973; Susilo et al., 2005] 
 m - [May et al., 2005];  
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 n - [Maykut and Light, 1995]. 
 o - [Zeppieri et al., 2001]  
 p – [Kvamme et al., 2007b] 
 q – [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a] 
 
7.3.2 Results 
Sedimentation patterns, such as final sediment height, floc size and sedimentation 
mode, change noticeably with different pore fluids; these characteristics are summarized 
in Table 7.4. For example, montmorillonite remains i  suspension for days in distilled 
water, but it aggregates and settles in a matter of seconds in supercritical CO2 (Fig. 7.4).  
Details follow. 
 
(a) Montmorillonite in distilled water 
P=0.1MPa and T=298K 
(b) Montmorillonite in scCO 2 




Figure  7.4  Pictures of montmorilonite settling (a) in distilled water and (b) in 
supercritical CO2. Notice the pronounced difference in time scales. 
Montmorillonite particles remain dispersed in suspension for days when 
the pore fluid is deionized water, however,  they radily form 50-150µm 
size observable flocs in scCO2 and settle in few seconds. This pronounced 
difference reflects the role of governing electrical nterparticle forces. 
 
 
Flocculation/Aggregation. Clay particles remain dispersed in distilled water, but 
flocculate in brine. The diameter of kaolinite and bentonite aggregations in brine is 
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inferred from Stokes’ law (laminar regime expected at low sedimentation velocity), 
deq=[18vsµg
-1(ρfloc- ρfluid)
 -1]1/2 = 50-to-140 µm, and it is two orders of magnitude larger 
than the actual particle size. In this estimations, the assumed floc density is ρfloc=ρfn+ρ(1-
n), where ρf is the fluid mass density, ρ is the mineral mass density and  is the final 
sedimentation porosity).  
Both kaolinite and montmorillonite show extensive particle aggregation when 
suspended in low permittivity fluids (heptane, liquid CO2 and supercritical CO2 - see 
Table 7.4 and Fig. 7.4 and 7.5). Due to fast sedimentation, floc sizes are determined from 
image analysis and range from ~90-to-600µm for kaolinite and up to 160µm for 
montmorillonite. 
 
Sediment final porosity. The final sediment height is used to compute the sedim nt final 
porosity from the total volume VT corresponding to the final sedimentation height h and 















−=−=   (7.5) 
where Mclay is the clay mass, ρ is the mass density of the clay mineral, and D is the tube 
inside diameter. Results are plotted in Figure 7.5. Salient remarks follow: 
(a) Kaolinite. The final porosity n~0.9 does not show a consistent trend with changes 
in fluid permittivity κ’ or ionic concentration c0. Flocculation in heptane or CO2 
creates large void spaces. (Note: porosity results for scCO2 are biased because 
increased attraction forces produce particle attachment to the walls of the 
polycarbonate tube). 
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(b) Montmorillonite. The sediment porosity is maximum n~0.99 for clays submerged 
in deionized water. Porosity decreases for low fluid permittivity k’ or high ionic 
concentration c0.  
 
Table 7.4  Summary of sedimentation results. 
Fluid Water Brine Heptane Liquid CO 2 Supercritical CO2 
Kaolinite Mclay =0.060g 
Number of 
experiments 12 6 4 5 2 
















sedimentation Flocculated Flocculated free 
Flocculated free 
(flocs attach to 
polycarbonate) 
Flocculated free 




experiments 5 3 3 4 4 
















Sedimentation Flocculated Flocculated Flocculated free Flocculated free 
Note:  * see sedimentation mode details in [Palomino, 2003] 
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Figure  7.5  Sedimentation test results: floc size and final porosity. The floc size in 
water and brine is computed using Stokes’ law and it is evaluated by direct 
visual measurement in heptane and CO2. The Hamaker constants for 
mineral-fluid-mineral systems are calculated using Lifschitz theory 
(permittivity and refractive index values in Table 7.1). Notice the low 
sedimentation porosity of montmorillonite in supercriti al CO2. 
Significant particle flocculation is observed in both kaolinite and 




Forces between suspended clay particles are governed by lectrical interactions. 





= 2016   for large t> 2 nm (7.6) 
* 
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Where d is the diameter of the disk-shaped particles [m], t is the distance between discs 
[m], R=8.314 J/(mol·K) is the ideal gas constant, T is absolute temperature [K], c0 is the 
bulk fluid ionic concentration [mol/L], and ζ is the Debye-Hückel length for a 1/e decay 
of the Stern potential [Mitchell and Soga, 2005; Santamarina et al., 2001b]. This length 







RTκεζ =  (7.7) 
where ε0=8.854·10
-12 C2J-1m-1 is the real permittivity of the vacuum, κ’ is the relative 
permittivity of the solution, z is the valence of the ion, and F=96485.3 C/mol is the 
Faraday constant.  
On the other hand, the van der Waals electrostatic attraction force FAtt between 
two disc-shaped clay particles with diameter d suspended in a fluid with Hamaker 








AF hatt =       (7.8) 
where t is the separation between the two particles. The Hamaker constant Ah depends on 
the dielectric permittivity of the medium which can be estimated from Lifschitz theory in 
terms of the relative permittivity κ' and the refractive index nm,f of the mineral m and the 





































-23 J/K  is Boltzmann’s constant, T[K] temperature, h=6.626×10-34 J·s is 
Planck’s constant, and νe~3×10
15 Hz is the assumed relaxation frequency. The calculted 
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values for the various clay-fluid systems under consideration including montmorillonite 
and kaolinite in water, brine, heptane, and CO2 are shown in Fig. 7.5.  
The two electrical forces Frep and Fatt control the tendency for clay particles to 
agglomerate. Repulsion Frep vanishes in non polar fluids (i.e., salts do not dissolve and 
ions do not hydrate). On the other hand, the Hamaker constant and Fatt are higher in CO2 
than in water (mainly due to differences in the refractive index n). While a higher 
Hamaker constant explains the flocculation of kaolinite and montmorillonite in CO2, 
significant kaolinite and montmorillonite flocculation is observed in heptane regardless of 
the computed low Hamaker constant due to the absence of repulsive double layer effects. 
Indeed, the combined Frep and Fatt forces predict a decrease in repulsion with increasing 
c0 and decreasing κ'. In particular, flocculation in non-polar fluids stems from high 
attractive forces in the absence of repulsive double layer forces.  
The mean interparticle distance t can be approximated from the sediment porosity 









In the case of montmorillonite, the mean interparticle distance is t~100 nm for the high 
porosity sediment in deionized water (n=0.99) and t=2 nm for the low final porosity 
measured in heptane and CO2 (n~0.7) assuming wmont~1nm. In the case of kaolinite, the 
mean interparticle distance is t~135nm for the high porosity sediment in deionized water 
(n~0.88) and t=35nm for the low porosity measured in heptane and CO2 (n~0.7) 
assuming wkaol~15nm. Therefore, volumetric contraction is expected as CO2 displaces 
water from the clay pore space. 
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7.4 Study of capillary forces - Desiccation tests 
The particle level analysis presented earlier suggested the emergence of relevant 
capillary phenomena in clayey cap rocks in the presence of water and CO2. A special test 
is designed to corroborate the emergence of capillary phenomena within the sediment as 
the water-CO2 interface invades the sediment pore space. In these tests, “water drying” 
results from the solubility of water in supercritical CO2, as ~5×10
-3 mol of water can 
dissolve per mol of CO2 at 16MPa and 313K, this is ~1.5g of water per liteof CO2.  
 
7.4.1 Device, materials, and experimental procedure 
Three independent experiments were carried out in astainless steel chamber 
equipped with a see-through sapphire window at temperatures ranging from 308-to-313K 
and pressures ~16MPa. The internal volume of the cylindrical chamber is 210 cm3 – Fig. 
7.3-b. A pressure transducer and a thermocouple are used to monitor pressure and 
temperature conditions inside the chamber and time-lapse photography is used to observe 
the evolution of the clay paste. 
  The test procedure follows: (1) place a 1.5cm3 montmorillonite paste mixed with 
a 0.1M NaCl, at an initial water content =1000%, on a glass slide inside the chamber 
(initial volume ~1.5 cm3), (2) remove air and inject “dry” CO2 (research grade - Airgas), 
and pressurize to the target pressure-temperature conditions (supercritical), (3) monitor 
changes in the clay paste at steady temperature and pressure. Periodically, we replaced 




The clay paste contracted and cracked in the three exp riments. Snapshots in Fig. 
7.6 show images gathered at various stages in one test. During the first 48 hours, water 
dissolves into  CO2 and causes a significant volume contraction withou cracking (not 
shown in the figure); later on, as more water dissolves into the supercritical CO2, 
desiccation cracks gradually emerge (Fig. 7.6). 
For the specific case shown in Fig. 7.6, the initial height of the clay slurry patch is 
~4mm, with an initial void ratio e0 = ωGs/S = 10×2.7/1 = 27. After desiccation, the 
thickness of the thin clay crust is ~0.4mm and shows a horizontal contraction of ~20%. 
Thus, the volume has contracted almost 12 times. The final void ratio of the clay crust 




The initiation mechanism for desiccation cracks can be explained within an 
effective stress framework [Shin and Santamarina, 2010]. The initial sediment 
compaction during desiccation follows 1D consolidation: suction causes the water-CO2 













Cee  (7.11) 
where the consolidation parameters for this montmorillonite clay are Cc = 0.46 and e1kPa = 
3 (blue line in Fig. 7.6-b). Eventually, as the differential pressure between water and CO2 
increases, the increasing clay stiffness prevents fur her consolidation; instead, the water-
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CO2 interface invades the water saturated clay. The capillary entry value for parallel clay 
platelets, is computed using Laplace’s equation andthe separation between platelets 









=−  (7.12) 
where the coefficient 10α accounts for the pore size distribution within the clay mass 
α=log(d*)/log(dmean). Clay particles remain water-wet in the presence of CO2 (hydrophilic 
with θ~40 to 60° in silica surfaces – section 7.1.3). Capillary forces are primarily normal 
to the water-CO2 interface in the funicular regime. Then, CO2 invasion alters the 
distribution of particle forces from vertical-domina t during consolidation, to transverse-
dominant at invasion points leading to crack formation. 
a - (+24 h) 
Water saturated slurry 
b - (+44.5h) 
Onset of CO 2 invasion 
c - (+60.0h) 
Extensive localized CO 2 
invasion 
d - (+73.5 h) 
CO2 desiccated clay 
   
Thresholded images 
Side view schematics 
Figure  7.6  Montmorillonite-water slurry subjected to a supercritical CO2 atmosphere 
(15MPa, 311K). Time lapse photography and associated sk tches show 
the evolution of desiccation and the formation of capillary-driven 
fractures. The water-CO2 interface initially “compresses” the sediment 
until supercritical CO2 invades the sediment locally and triggers 
desiccation cracks.  
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Fig. 7.7 shows in red a set of capillary entry value curves for different values of 
α>0 (capillary entry always starts at the largest voids). We can conclude that: (1) 
capillary entry and crack initiation cannot be explained considering a uniform pore size 
distribution (α=0) in these experiments as PCO2-Pw should exceed 40MPa; (2) CO2 
capillary entry starts at the largest voids, such as surface imperfections; (3) non-cracked 
clay patches remain water saturated; and (4) CO2 capillary drying reduces the clay 
porosity to levels equivalent to thousands of meters of overburden.  
 
 
Figure 7.7  Effective stress analysis of desiccation crack initiation. The clay slurry 
starts at a high void ratio (point a which corresponds to Fig 7.6-a) and 
follows the clay normal consolidation line (blue line) as it is compressed 
by the CO2-water interface. The water-CO2 interface invades the sediment 
when it reaches conditions that satisfy the capillary entry curve (red lines 
for different α values where 10α takes into account a log normal pore size 
distribution). Eventually, higher water suction forces the water-CO2 
interface to invade the sediment pore space (say point b for α=0.7). 
Interface invasion occurs at larger pores first, hence, these are nucleation 
sites for fracture initiation. The process ends when the mutual CO2- water 
solubility is reached (point d which corresponds to Fig. 7.6-d). Capillary-
driven fractures will not form if the original effective stress is higher than 
the effective stress where the capillary entry curve and the normal 
consolidation line meet. 
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7.5 Discussion and implications 
7.5.1 Implications for geological carbon storage sit s 
The buoyancy of scCO2 in water creates a static overpressure of 0.27MPa to 
0.4MPa for a 100m column of CO2 where ρCO2 depends on in-situ pressure-temperature 
conditions (ρCO2~720kg/m
3
 at P=16MPa and T=324 K; ρCO2~590kg/m
3
 at P=16MPa and 
T=339K). The CO2 column height depends the reservoir thickness, geometry, and 
injectability (capillary and viscous effects). The additional injection overpressure may 
gradually dissipate in time, in part due to CO2 dissolution in water, reservoir 
hydrogeology and convective effects. The pressure discontinuity at the seal layer must be 
resisted by the seal layer. 
Fractures, faults, and existing wellbores are major discontinuities that favor CO2 
leakage. In addition, the cap rock sealing capacity might be compromised by: (1) 
hydraulic fracture, (2) fault reactivation by reservoi  overpressure [Chiaramonte et al., 
2008; Rutqvist and Tsang, 2002], (3) aqueous CO2 diffusion into water at the cap rock 
(without bulk CO2 invasion) and consequent water acidification and mineral dissolution 
[Berne et al., 2010; Gaus et al., 2005; Gherardi et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2008]; and (4) 
CO2 invasion into the cap rock, capillary breakthrough, and CO2 advection [Angeli et al., 
2009b; Hildenbrand et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; Wollenweber et al., 2010]. The 
assumptions of seal structural integrity lead to an “upper bound seal capacity” estimate.  
The experimental study presented above highlight tha additional electrical and 
capillary effects that may be involved in CO2 invasion of the cap rock and offer insight 
related to changes in electrical forces and the emergence of capillary suction. 
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Summary of electrical effects in the cap rock. Published studies and new results presented 
in this manuscript are combined to anticipate potential effects of CO2 on cap rocks:  
• The double layer thickness tends to be thin on cap rock minerals surrounded by 
high salinity water ~1 to 2M [pore fluid characteristics from Gaus et al., 2005; 
Gherardi et al., 2007]. 
•  Water will be displaced from the large pores by the invasion of CO2 and locally 
reduce the osmotic repulsion effects. 
• Free ions will migrate with the displaced water, yet counterions will remain to 
satisfy electroneutrality in addition to brine in the form of residual saturation in 
smaller pores [see molecular simulations in Cole et al., 2010]. 
• The residual interparticle water dissolve in CO2, the ionic concentration will 
increase, osmotic repulsion decrease, and excess salt  will precipitate. CO2 and 
precipitated salts will fill the interparticle space and dominate the interaction 
between clay platelets. 
• There will be a four-fold increase in the Hamaker constant for clay-CO2-clay as 
compared to clay-water-clay systems. 
• Water will acidify due to CO2 dissolution in water, and changes in pH will modify 
the surface charge of clay particles. Changes in pH, ionic concentration, and 
Hamaker constant combine to cause fabric changes that can be analyzed in a pH-
c0 fabric map [Santamarina et al., 2001b].  
While these effects are magnified in high specific surface clays like montmorillonite, the 
same effects will take place  in other clays but moderated by particle size, and possible 
differences in surface charge (silica and gibbsite fac s).  
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Summary of capillary effects in the cap rock. Desiccation tests show the effects of mutual 
water-CO2 solubility, interfacial tension, the emergence of suction, and the ensuing 
capillary-driven contraction and possible open-mode fracture development. Capillary 
driven fractures will not develop in high effective stress and low porosity cap rocks (to 
the right of the capillary entry curve – Fig. 7.7). Given typical values of clay 
consolidation parameters (e1kPa, Cc) and specific surface Ss [Burland, 1990a; Santamarina 
et al., 2001a] and disregarding diagenetic cementation, we anticipate that capillary-driven 
fractures will not happen in kaolinite-, chlorite- or illite-rich shales at a burial depth 
greater than 1km. However, smectite-rich shales may be prone to capillary-driven 
fracture at depths less than ~4km. The sequence of possible events is captured in Fig. 7.8. 
• The water-CO2 interface reaches the cap rock and the sediment compresses,  
• capillary pressure overcomes the entry pressure for CO2 pCO2(entry) at surface 
imperfections and invades the largest pores;  
• desiccation fracture nuclei may develop depending on effective stress conditions;  
• a percolating CO2 path forms and CO2 breaks through the medium, this path 
typically connects pores bigger than the mean [Chapter 3], 
• Further CO2 flow into the pore space will occur through CO2 advection, water 
dissolves into scCO2 (cap rock dehydration), suction increases further, 
accompanied by additional sediment contraction, and i terparticle water 
eventually vanishes causing salt precipitation. 
 
Related effects relevant to reservoir rocks. A relatively small fraction of clay minerals 
can affect the performance of reservoir rocks in CO2 storage projects. Fines control 
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hydraulic properties if they exceed a critical clay mass fraction where clay particles fill 
all the voids between the coarse-grained sediment skeleton; this critical clay mass 















Critical clay mass fractions can be as low as mclay/mtotal = 10% for montmorillonite and up 
to 20% for kaolinite. 
 
 
Figure  7.8  CO2 invasion into water saturated cap rocks: capillary p essure and 
relative CO2 saturation. As suction increases: (1) the sediment compresses, 
(2) capillary pressure overcomes the entry pressure; (3) desiccation 
fracture nuclei may develop, (4) a percolating path forms and CO2 breaks 
through the medium, (5) water dissolves into scCO2, suction increases 




The injection of CO2 into reservoirs may favor clay detachment from mineral 
surfaces (acidification and change in surface charge) or attachment (increased Hamaker 
constant). CO2 may also open clay-filled pores by capillary driven contraction. Overall, 
we expect an increase in permeability in clayey sand tones during CO2 invasion. In fact, 
experimental evidence shows that the permeability of clay rich sandstones increases 
almost six fold when flushed with CO2 instead of water [Rimmele et al., 2010]. The 
permeability of clay-filled fractures and faults will also be adversely affected by clay 




CO2 geological storage is one alternative for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
Evaporites and shales will act as seal layers and retain pressurized and buoyant CO2. The 
assumptions of seal structural integrity and homogeneity lead to upper bound estimates of 
the sealing capacity from intact non-fractured rock properties. Clay minerals play a 
fundamental role in shale seal layers. Because of the charged surfaces of clay, the pore 
fluid between clay platelets can readily affect the hydraulic and mechanical properties of 
shale, e.g. permeability and osmotic repulsion. 
  Sedimentation experiments and analyses show that:(1) clay flocculates when 
submerged in CO2, (2) montmorillonite sedimented in CO2 has a lower porosity than 
montmorillonite sedimented in brine as a result of decreased osmotic repulsion, and (3) 
there is a four-fold increase in the Hamaker constant from clay-water-clay to clay-CO2-
clay systems which indicates higher attraction forces when CO2 invades clay rich rocks. 
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Desiccation experiments and analyses show that: (1) the capillary forces that 
develop upon fluid invasion can trigger open-mode fractures if the effective stress is 
lower than the effective stress at which the capillry entry value curve and normal 
consolidation line meet, (2) pore size distribution plays a critical role in the initiation of 
fractures, and (3) cap rock may be moderately dehydrate  upon the injection of dry CO2. 
Despite the apparent high sealing capacity of shale, CO2 might breakthrough the 
cap rock at elevated pressure gradients, facilitated by the low CO2-water interfacial 
tension at high pressure. Once it breaks through, continuous flow will be determined by 
the cap rock permeability and low CO2 viscosity. We anticipate that CO2 invasion, 
breakthrough, and continuous flow will likely be accompanied by (1) volumetric 
contraction, because of increased suction and reduced osmotic repulsion, (2) increased  
permeability because of clay platelet tighter aggreation, (3) cap rock dehydration, and 
(4) capillary-driven fractures under low effective stress conditions. These consequences 
may hinder the sealing capacity of cap rocks. 
Phenomena discussed in this manuscript have been individually 
confirmed/observed using either experimental or theoretical methods. Yet, the complex 
interplay between chemo-hydro-mechanical processes may lead to positive feedback 
mechanisms that can either degrade (e.g., platelet co lapse  increase in pore size  
further fluid conduction) or self-stabilize (e.g., water dissolution in CO2  salt 
precipitation from brine  porosity reduction) the cap rock seal capacity.  
We can conclude that good shale seals have a high specific surface, are subjected 
to a high effective confining stress, have low porosity and uniform pore size distribution, 
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CO2 BREAKTHROUGH IN CLAY BARRIERS - IMPLICATIONS 
FOR CAP ROCK SEALING CAPACITY AND INTEGRITY IN 
CARBON GEOLOGICAL REPOSITORIES 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Carbon geological storage is one alternative to help mitigate the emission of 
greenhouse-gas carbon dioxide CO2 into the atmosphere [IPCC, 2005]. Carbon capture 
and geological storage involves CO2 capture at large point sources, transportation, and 
injection into a suitable geological formation. Most carbon storage target sites considered 
to date involve high permeability rocks and unconsolidated sands, as CO2 repositories, 
overlaid by a low permeability formation that serves as a sealing layer. Although the gas 
and oil industries currently possess the technology t  inject CO2 underground, significant 
improvements in the understanding of trapping mechanisms, chemo-hydro-mechanical 
coupled effects, and leak estimations are needed before carbon geological storage can be 
decisively adopted.  
CO2 is lighter than water at the pressure and temperature conditions in most target 
formations. The uppermost part of the formation closest to the CO2 injection well will 
have high CO2 saturation while the lower and lateral boundaries will contain mostly CO2 
acidified water [Kneafsey and Pruess, 2010]. CO2 buoyancy creates a differential 
pressure proportional to the CO2 plume thickness and mass density difference, e.g. 
0.27MPa (if ρCO2~720kg/m
3) to 0.4MPa (if ρCO2~590kg/m
3) for a 100m column of CO2, 
where ρCO2 depends on in-situ pressure-temperature conditions (Fig. 8.1-a). The shape of 
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the CO2 pool depends on the reservoir physical and geometric properties (e.g., entry 
value, permeability, layering, homogeneity, and dipping), and injection conditions (e.g. 
fingering). An additional excess pressure remains in the CO2 after injection unless water-
extraction wells are operated concurrently with CO2 injection [Bergmo et al., 2011; 
Ehlig-Economides and Economides, 2010]. Buoyancy and injection-related excess-
pressure must be resisted by the overlying sealing formation or cap rock. 
 
 
Figure 8.1  Carbon geological storage. (a) Schematic of a fossil fuel plant equipped 
with CO2 capture technology and CO2 delivery to the injection point: deep 
geological formation overlaid by a cap rock. (b) CO2-water capillary 
menisci form the repository meets the cap rock; these menisci at small 
pore throats hold the buoyant CO2. (c) Capillary tube analogy in water-wet 
minerals. 
 
Cap rocks are the critical component for long-term CO2 sequestration 
underground. For example, a leak of 3 kg/m2 per year is enough to saturate in a time 
frame of ~100 years the pore water in a shallow 100m column of soil with porosity ~0.4; 
this will drive the pH to ~3.5 and trigger mineral dissolution. However, the thickness of 





good seal layer are continuity and ductility [Downey, 1984]. Faults, fractures, and 
existing wellbores are major discontinuities and may result in preferential paths for CO2 
leakage. Ductility allows cap rock deformation without fracturing.  
Flow through the “intact” cap rock is hindered by capillary and viscous forces 
(Fig. 8.1). However, the cap rock sealing capacity may degrade in time due to: (1) 
hydraulic fracture and fault reactivation by reservoir overpressure [Chiaramonte et al., 
2008; Rutqvist and Tsang, 2002], (2) aqueous CO2 diffusion into cap rock water (without 
bulk CO2 invasion) and consequent water acidification and mineral dissolution [Berne et 
al., 2010; Gaus et al., 2005; Gherardi et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2008]; and (3) CO2 
invasion into the cap rock, capillary breakthrough, and CO2 advection [Angeli et al., 
2009b; Hildenbrand et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; Wollenweber et al., 2010]. For example, 
extensive mineral dissolution and precipitation has been reported at natural CO2 
reservoirs [Allis et al., 2001; Watson et al., 2004], and evidence of remineralization has 
been observed in the time frame of decades at enhanced oil recovery sites [Emberley et 
al., 2004; Gunter et al., 2000; Kaszuba et al., 2005]. Other less known couplings include: 
(1) reactivity of water dissolved in CO2 [McGrail et al., 2009], (2) changes in electrical 
balance between clay particles due to water acidification and water displacement by CO2, 
(3) emergence of capillary forces, and (4) cap rock dehydration and volumetric 
contraction [in this thesis - Chapter 7].   
CO2 may be transported by advection or diffusion through the intact cap rock. 
Furthermore, the development of a percolating CO2 phase, and cap rock permeability and 
thickness are critical factors for assessing post-breakthrough CO2 transport [Fleury et al., 
2010; Gherardi et al., 2007]. The low viscosity of CO2 and the low interfacial tension of 
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water-CO2 interfaces inherently enhance the risk of leaks. Clay and shale cap rocks, 
commonly assumed as perfect seals, may present non-negligible CO2 conductivity.  
The purpose of this study is to analyze the transport of CO2 through well-
characterized consolidated sediments, estimate potential leaks in cap rocks, and explore 
geotechnical implications. To reach these objectives, we run a parametric CO2 pressure 
breakthrough experimental study involving various sediments saturated with water and 
brine, and developed analytical models. Finally, we us  the new findings to anticipate 
reservoir scale implications. In this study we assume that the seal is structurally sound 
and homogeneous; these simplifications allow us to estimate an “upper bound seal 
capacity”. Degradation of the cap rock sealing prope ties may lead to CO2 leaks.  Such 
failure would facilitate the escape of CO2 to overlaying layers and destabilize other 
trapping mechanisms (CO2 dissolution and mineral trapping).  
  
8.2 Fundamental concepts, physical properties, and previous studies 
8.2.1 CO2-water properties 
The physical properties of CO2 depend on pressure and temperature conditions. 
CO2 mass density ρCO2 varies widely and can be calculated with a proper equation of state 
[Span and Wagner, 1996]; values at reservoir depths greater than 1000m range from 
~500 kg/m3 to 800kg/m3. Other important pressure-temperature dependent properties of 
CO2 include high bulk compressibility typically an order of magnitude higher than that of 
water, and  very low viscosity, typically 10 times lower than that of water, µCO2=10
-4 Pa·s 
at 10MPa and 280K [Fenghour et al., 1998]. CO2 is electrically non-conductive [Tanaka 
et al., 2008]. 
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The water-CO2 interfacial tension is pressure-temperature dependent. It decreases 
from Ts~72 to 25 mN/m as the pressure increases from 0.1MPa to 6.4MPa at ~298K, and 
eventually plateaus at Ts =25±5 mN/m when CO2 is in the supercritical state [Kvamme et 
al., 2007b]. High salinity levels can increase the interfacial tension by 10 mN/m 
[Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a]. The contact angle formed by the CO2-water 
interface on mineral surfaces also varies with fluid pressure in response to changes in 
CO2-water interfacial tension: as the fluid pressure increases to reservoir conditions, the 
contact angle increases on oil-wet amorphous silica (θ~85° to 95°), coal (θ~50° to 120°) 
and mica (θ~40° to 60°) and decreases slightly in water-wet amorphous silica and calcite 
surfaces (θ~40°) [Chalbaud et al., 2009; Chi et al., 1988; Chiquet et al., 2007; Espinoza 
and Santamarina, 2010a].  
CO2 dissolves in water to form aqueous carbon dioxide. The solubility of CO2 in 
water xCO2 [mol/L] can be estimated using Henry’s law xCO2 = kH φ PCO2, where the 
Henry's coefficient is approximately kH≈0.035 and the fugacity coefficient φ≤1 can be 
estimated with an equation of state [Stumm and Morgan, 1996]. Water at room 
temperature and 0.1MPa may contain up to xCO2≈0.03-to-0.04 mol of CO2 per liter of 
water. Solubility increases by two orders of magnitude xCO2≈1-to-2 mol/L as pressure and 
temperature increase to reservoir conditions.  
 
8.2.2 Cap rocks and clay minerals 
Shales and evaporites commonly serve as cap rocks for hydrocarbon 
accumulations. The trapping ability of cap rocks depends on physical and geometrical 
properties: high capillary pressure, ductility, homogeneity, lateral continuity, and 
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thickness [Downey, 1984]. Different types of trapping configurations i clude: anticlines, 
fault traps, stratigraphic traps, and other diagenetic traps, such as tar and gas hydrate seals 
[Dikkers, 1985; Downey, 1984]. Table 8.1 shows a compilation of petrographical 
properties of shale and evaporite cap rocks at selected carbon storage sites. Shales are 
sedimentary rocks made of clay minerals, fine-grained quartz, feldspar and carbonates, 
with particle size less than 60 µm [Gueguen and Palciauskas, 1994].  
Table 8.1  Petrographical properties of cap rocks at selected carbon storage sites. 
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Notes:  * capillary threshold pressure converted from mercury (Ts Hg-air=0.485 N/m) to CO2 (Ts CO2-water=0.025 N/m) 
† converted from nitrogen (Ts N2-brine=0.057 N/m) ) to CO2 (Ts CO2-water=0.025 N/m)  
 
Clay minerals are phyllosilicates that crystallize in small-size platy grains 
(<10µm) [Mitchell and Soga, 2005; Sposito, 1989]. The surface charge of clay particles is 
pH dependent: low pH promotes protonation, leading to positively charged surfaces 
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[Lyklema, 1995; Santamarina et al., 2001a; Stumm, 1992]. Hydrated ions are attracted to 
charged clay surfaces, form a diffuse counter-ion cloud, and promote interparticle 
osmotic repulsion. One dimensional consolidation parameters (e1kPa, Cc), and the specific 
surface Ss of clays allow us to estimate porosity and pore-size at a given effective stress 
[Burland, 1990b; Santamarina et al., 2001a]. A cursory analysis readily shows that clay 
minerals control the mechanical and transport properties of shales because of their high 
specific surface. 
Burial (mechanical compaction), chemical diagenesis, and cementation reduce the 
pore size and throats of these fine-grained deposits. Chemical reactions are favored at the 
high temperature and pressure conditions found at great depth, and result in further 
chemical compaction; for example, smectite changes to illite at temperatures higher than 
~60°C and kaolinite may transform to illite or chlorite at 135°C under the right pore fluid 
conditions [Nygard et al., 2004]. The porosity of shales ranges from ~1% to 12%, the 
mean pore size ranges from 5nm to 100 nm, and permeability ranges from 10-22m2 to 10-
19m2 [Armitage et al., 2010; Katsube and Williamson, 1994; Watson et al., 2005]. 
 
8.2.3 CO2-water in natural porous media – Chemo-hydro-mechani al phenomena 
Breakthrough pressure.The capillary entry pressure (PCO2-Pw) for a water-CO2 interface 






2 =−  (8.1) 
where Ts is the interfacial tension between water and CO2 and θ is the contact angle 
formed by the water-CO2 interface on the mineral surface. The CO2 displaces the water 
and breaks through the medium when (PCO2-Pw) is exceeded. Real sediments and rocks 
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have a non-uniform pore size distribution. Most sediment pore structures follow a log-
normal distribution. Some fine grained sediments exhibit a dual porosity made of micro 
and nanopores [Lloret et al., 2003]. Thus, the critical pressure for breakthrough depends 
on the pore size distribution and connectivity. Table 8.2 shows a compilation of 
breakthrough studies and results.  
 







[10-21 m2] Reference 
Bentonite blocks He 2.6-6.25 † 5-30 [Horseman et al., 1999] 
Claystone and 
mudstone 




CO2, CH4 and 
N2 
0.1-4.9 ~0-89 [Hildenbrand et al., 2004] 
Limestone and clay 
rich marl 






[Wollenweber et al., 
2010] 
Evaporite 
CO2, CH4 and 
N2 
21-5 6-70 [Li et al., 2005] 
Marl CO2 and N2 >7.6 20 to <1 
[Tonnet et al., 2010; 
Tonnet et al., 2011] 
Shale CO2 3.5 to 4 60 [Angeli et al., 2009b] 
† Converted from nitrogen (Ts N2-water=0.057 N/m) or Helium (Ts He-water=0.068 N/m), to CO2 (Ts CO2-water=0.025 N/m) 
 
 
The CO2 breakthrough pressures are less than ~7MPa in clayey rocks and less 
than ~21MPa in evaporite rocks. Higher capillary pressures could be anticipated in these 
tight sediments, assuming mean pore size in Eq. 8.1, however, these breakthrough 
experimental data gathered for various types of rocks point to the fact that breakthrough 
percolating paths connect pores larger than ~5nm. Further analysis of these results shows 
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that the percolating path that breakthroughs clays typically connects pores with diameters 
greater than the mean pore size [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a] 
 
Mineral dissolution. Quartz presents the lowest reactivity to acidified water. Carbonates 
are among the minerals with highest reaction rate wh n exposed to low pH and may 
experience significant dissolution. Minerals such as anorthite, phlogopite, and kaolinite 
show intermediate chemical reactivity with CO2-acidified water when compared to calcite 
and quartz [Li et al., 2006; Shao et al., 2010]. Silicates yield more dissolved cations than 
carbonates do, but their reaction rates are slower [Gunter et al., 2000]. The reactivity of 
evaporites and CO2  is negligible - see [Dusseault et al., 2004]). 
 
Electrical forces. Cap rocks are water saturated. Clay-forming cap rocks react to changes 
in the surrounding pore fluid. As opposed to water, CO2 is a non-polar, low permittivity 
fluid. Hence, a change in the electrical equilibrium of the forces acting on clay particles is 
expected as CO2 fills the pore space, including: a reduction in osm tic repulsion, residual 
water dissolution in CO2 and salt precipitation, and a four-fold increase in the Hamaker 
constant for clay-CO2-clay as compared to clay-water-clay [this thesis – Chapter 7]. 
These effects take place in all clays and are magnified in high specific surface clays like 
montmorillonite. 
 
Suction and volumetric changes. The mechanical properties of clay sediments are 
sensitive to water saturation, dependent suction, leading to phenomena such as swelling 
during wetting [Alonso et al., 1990; Sánchez et al., 2005] and volumetric contraction and 
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even desiccation cracks during drying [Espinoza et al., 2011; Shin and Santamarina, 
2010]. A change in suction ds produces a change in the void ratio de that it is 
proportional to the  suction compressibility coefficient κs (generally κs<0.01 for clays) 
and inversely proportional to the current suction [Alonso et al., 1990], 




−= κ   (8.2) 
Where pat=0.1MPa is the atmospheric pressure. 
 
Relative permeability and residual saturation. The sediment permeability, water 
saturation, and viscosity control the advective transport of CO2 after breakthrough. The 
residual water saturation is a critical parameter [Pentland et al., 2011]. The relative 
permeability of CO2 in cap rocks is commonly assumed because there is a lack of 
experimental data. 
 
8.3 Device, materials, and experimental procedure 
8.3.1 Device 
We designed a multi-cell high-pressure oedometer system to apply a constant 
vertical effective stress σ’ v [MPa] up to 3MPa, and withstand pore-fluid pressure up to 
20MPa (Fig. 8.2). The oedometers are machined out of s ainless steel rods and sealed 
with buna-N o-rings. Effective stress is provided by a steel spring. These cells are 
designed to impose a radial fluid pressure gradient, from the periphery towards the 
drainage tube at the center of the specimen. This design seeks to minimize leaks between 
the specimen and chamber walls in standard 1D permeameters. The chamber 
accommodates sediment specimens with diameter dc~40mm and height h~35mm. We 
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measure: (1) the input CO2 pressure Pin[MPa] = PCO2 at the periphery at the reservoir 
side, (2) the exit pressure Pout[MPa] = Pw, i.e., the water side (before breakthrough), (3) 
the amount of water displaced during CO2 invasion mw [m
3], (4) the flow of CO2 through 
the sediment qCO2 [m
3/s], and (5) the vertical deformation of the sediment specimen ∆z to 
cumpute volumetric strain εv=∆z/h. An auxiliary water-filled transparent pressure cell 




We prepared homogeneus specimens made of: fine sand F110 (U.S. Silica), 
precipitated calcium carbonate PCC (Imerys), crushed calcium carbonate CCC 
(Hubercarb), kaolinite SA1 and RP2 (Wilkinson), and bentonite (GEL - PureGold). Some 
specimens were mixed with deionized water and others with brine (2 mol of NaCl per kg 
of water). CO2 research grade purity (Airgas) was used in all tests. Table 8.3 summarizes 







Figure 8.2  Experimental device. (a) Specimens are compacted within a high pressure 
oedometer to impose a zero lateral strain bound conditi . The space 
above the piston hosts a heavy-load spring which applies constant vertical 
effective stress to the sediment, serves as a CO2 “reservoir”. The 
complimentary observation chamber on the right allows for CO2 flow rate 
estimations. Pressure tranducers, dial gauges, and pipettes are used to 
measure pressure Pin, Pout, settlement ∆z, water displacement mw, and CO2 
flow rate qCO2. (b) Close up of the sediment plug boundary conditions. 
 
8.3.3 Procedure 
The water/brine and soil mixture is first consolidated in stages to an effective 
stress σ`v~0.4MPa. Sediment pieces are cut to fit the pressur cell. Filter paper is placed 
in between the oedometer walls and the specimen to create homogeneus peripheral 
boundary flow condition. A sealing grease that is non-reactive with CO2 (Goop, 
Swagelok) is placed on the lower and upper pistons  prevent transport through these 
interfaces. Once in the cell, the specimen is consolidated to an effective stress σ`v~2MPa. 
Then, we increase the inlet pressure Pin to cause CO2 radial invasion into the sediment. 
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After each injection-pressurization cycle, the inlet valve is closed and the inlet pressure 
Pin is monitored in time. Each pressure stage finishes when the settlement ∆z and the 
volume of displaced water mw approach an asymptotic trend. Eventually, CO2 
breakthroughs, and CO2 flow rate qCO2 are monitored thereafter. Most experiments were 
carried out with an atmospheric backpressure at the outl t port Pout=0.1MPa.  
 
After breakthrough, CO2 is circulated through the sediment to measure the 
evolution of CO2 permeability kCO2. Finally, selected specimens are subjected to high
resolution local electrical resistivity profiling (more details in [Cho et al., 2004]) and 
magnetic resonance imaging MRI 3D (Bruker Pharmascan 7T – bme.gatech.edu/mri)  to 
analyze the spatial distribution of CO2 within the pore structure. The electrical resistance 








=  (8.3) 
where the imposed input voltage is Vin=1Vpp (100kHz sinusoidal wave), and the known 
resistance used is Rknown=2.2kΩ. The needle is driven at 2mm/min and data are colle ted 
at rate of 12 samples/min. Thus, the spatial resolution is ~150µm. 
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Void ratio at 
breakthrough 
e 
Sand F110 0.02 2650 110 µm Deionized 
water 
5 0.85 
CCC 0.25 2700 8µm Deionized 
water 
3 0.60 
PCC 10 2710 1 µm Deionized 
water 
1 1.2 
Kaolinite clay SA1 13 2600 1.1 µm Deionized 
water 
5 0.6-0.7 
Kaolinite clay RP2 21.9 2600 0.36 µm Brine 2M 1 0.73 
Montmorillonite clay 320 2500 - Brine 2M 4 0.69 
 
 
8.4 Results and analyses 
A total of 12 experiments were completed as part of this study. A typical time-
response is presented first, followed by a compilation of results to identify common 
trends and behavior. Fig. 8.3 shows typical system signatures, which are explained in the 
next sections. 
8.4.1 Typical response - breakthrough pressure 
Let’s define the breakthrough pressure P* as the minimum pressure that causes 
CO2 to percolate through the sample. In order to identify this threshold value, the 
pressure gradient is gradually increased in stages. Following each differential pressure 
increase, the CO2-water interface compresses the sediment and squeezes water dmw/dt >0. 
If the differential pressure ∆P is below the breakthrough pressure ∆P, ∆P<P*, volume 
contraction and water displacement decay gradually towards dmw/dt~0 and dz/dt~0. 
When the differential pressure exceeds the breakthrough pressure ∆P>P*, CO2 breaks 
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through, there is a rapid decrease in ∆P and CO2 starts leaking through the exit pipe 
qCO2>0.  
Fig. 8.3 shows the response of a kaolinite specimen. The CO2 pressure is 
gradually increased in stages (Fig. 8.3a). At low pressures; the clay plug contracts but 
does not allow for CO2 flow so that it performs as a perfect seal (Fig. 8.3b). The pressure 
finally reaches ∆P>P*after day ~70, there is a sudden rise in CO2 flow (Fig. 8.3c) and 
water flow vanishes (Fig. 8.3b). The CO2 flow rate reaches a peak and then decays due to 
the decrease in the pressure gradient (no additional CO2 is injected into the reservoir 
tank). 
Fig. 8.3d shows the evolution of the volume average void ratio with time, which 
is computed from the sediment strain εz= ∆z/h and initial void ratio e0, e=e0 - εz(1+e0). 
The change in void ratio depends on the sediment compressibility (parameters Cc and 
e1kPa). 
 
8.4.2 CO2 advective flow after breakthrough 
We estimate water permeability kw from the time rate of consolidation during 
initial loading and early CO2 pressurization stages before breakthrough. The sediment 
permeability to CO2 after pressure breakthrough kCO2 is estimated using the measured 
CO2 flow rate qCO2[kg/s] and assuming axisymmetric flow towards the central collecting 
pipe, 

















where µCO2[Pa s] is the average CO2 viscosity (typically 1.6×10
-5Pa·s to 1.7×10-5Pa·s at 
laboratory temperature and P<5MPa), ρCO2[kg/m
3] is the CO2 average mass density 
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across the specimen, h is the specimen height, Pin and Pout are the upstream and 
downstream pressures, dc~40mm is the specimen diameter, and dp=3.17mm is the 
collecting pipe diameter. 
Fig. 8.3c shows the measured CO2 flow rate qCO2 and Fig. 8.3e the estimated CO2 
permeability kCO2 for a kaolinite specimen. Notice that permeability increases after 
breakthrough because CO2 flushing gradually decreases the specimen water sau ation. 
  
8.4.3 Post-test forensic analysis 
We carefully inspected all specimens after dismantling the oedometers. All but 
bentonite specimens exhibited visual and mechanical integrity. One bentonite specimen 
showed a visually observable crack at the base. Electrical resistivity profiles and 
magnetic resonance data follow. 
 
Electrical resistivity profiles. A 1D electrical needle probe (diameter 1.27mm; electrode 
separation ~0.3mm), is used to gather high resolution electrical resistivity profiles of the 
sediment plugs after breakthrough.  The sediment elctrical resistivity Ωsed increases with 





Ω=Ω  (8.5) 
Where Ωw is the resistivity of the aqueous solution. 
Results for a kaolinite plug are shown in Fig. 8.5. Higher resistivity values are 
measured towards the center of the specimen where t CO2 flow rate is higher (radial 
flow conditions). These electrical resistivity profiles in this and most other tested 
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Figure 8.3  Typical experimental signals. From top  bottom: differential pressure 
ΔP=Pin-Pout (Pout is the back pressure); displaced water mass mw; CO2 flow 
rate qCO2, specimen void ratio ∆e=f(∆z), and CO2 permeability kCO2. As 
CO2 pressures increases, it invades the porous medium and displaces 
water mw>0; eventually CO2 percolates and flows freely through the 
specimen qCO2>0. Capillary suction promotes volumetric contraction 





MRI. Fig. 8.4 shows MRI images obtained for a kaolinite plug specimen that underwent 
CO2 breakthrough and extensive CO2 fluid flow after breakthrough. These images have a 
350µm pixel size; The spatial resolution is coarser due to regularization strategies used 
for tomographic inversion. We observe a lower signal i tensity at the top of the 
specimen, which is a result of local higher CO2 saturation or lower porosity, or both. The 
water moisture gradient is symmetric and smooth. No localization of CO2 flow is 
apparent from these images.  
 
8.4.4 Parametric study 
Breakthrough data. Breakthrough pressure results from all 12 experiments with different 
sediments are plotted as a function of the estimated v rage pore diameter µ (Fig. 8.5). 
Data are shown as intervals to capture the uncertainty in pressure gradient at the time of 
breakthrough. The breakthrough pressure increases as the mean pore size decreases. 
Capillary breakthrough values computed using Laplace’s equation are superimposed on 
the figure,  
 
µ
θψ cos* sTP =  (8.5) 
where the estimated average mean pore throat diameter is µ=2e/(Ss·ρ) for fine grained 
sediments and µ=0.15·d50 for coarse grained sediments (cubic tetrahedral packing). The 
interfacial tension is calculated as function of pressure for the 298K isotherm and contact 
angle is assumed constant θ=40° [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a]. The parameter Ψ 
captures particle shape and fabric, and pore size distribution. Fig. 8.6 shows that a good 
match is obtained with Laplace’s equation for Ψ=4 (rotund grains – tube model) and Ψ=2 
























































xz plane yz plane 
  
Figure 8.4  Post test completion forensic analysis of two kaolinite specimen. (a) 
Electrical needle probe characterization (Each signal pair 1-4, 2-5, and 3-6 
are in the same plane with the center of the specimen and distributed every 
120°). Desiccation near the central discharge pipe is vident from the 
higher electrical resistivity. (b) Tomographic reconstruction using 
magnetic resonance imaging; brighter colors correspond to higher water 
content. Water desiccation is higher in the upper part of the specimen 
which experiences higher CO2 advective rates (radial flow). 
 
Lower Ψ values matching experimental values means that either breakthrough happens in 
pores larger than the mean or ensuing fractures facilitate CO2 breakthrough. In fact, the 






low breakthrough values observed in bentonite are consistent with the presence of 
fractures observed during the forensic study. We also p ot the minimum pore size ~5nm 
which satisfies the highest breakthrough pressures (as much as ~21MPa) measured in 
various rocks in the literature. We emphasize that Eq. 8.5 may predict high values of 
capillary breakthrough pressure P* for high specific surface and low void ratio sediments, 
but experimental data show that P* is much lower. 
 
Permeability data. Fig. 8.6 shows all the water and CO2 experimentally determined 
permeability data gathered in this study. The overall trend is a decrease in permeability as 
the mean pore size decreases. The CO2 permeability of the clayey sediments tested in this
study ranges from 10-21 m2 to 10-18m2 after CO2 flushing. Note that the measured CO2 
permeabilities depend on water saturation. The final water saturation after breakthrough 
and CO2 flushing in kaolinite ranged from Sw=0.48 to 0.92 depending on the magnitude 
of the applied CO2 pressure (higher CO2 pressure correlates with lower water saturation). 
The final saturation of montmorillonite specimens ranged from Sw=0.82 to 0.89. 
Theoretical as well as empirical predict a change of permeability with the square 
of pore size. Let’s consider Kozeny-Carman equation and the Hazen equation for fine- 


















k    Kozeny-Carman (8.6) 
 210dCk h=          Hazen (8.7) 
A straight line with slope 2:1 in the log-log space superimposes to the experimentally 
measured permeability. We observe that the experimental values of permeability for 
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bentonite lie outside the theoretical trend and point to the presence of higher conductivity 
channels, such as fractures. 
Most measured CO2 permeabilities fall below the measured water permeabilities, 
implying relative CO2 permeabilities after breakthrough and during a CO2 flush are 10 to 
100 times lower. This is not the case for bentonite sp cimens in which fluid-driven 
fractures may have developed during CO2 pressurization. 
 
8.4.5 Analyses of state of stresses 
Low breakthrough pressure, high kCO2, and observed fractures in the 
montmorillonitic specimens raise concerns about the potential effects of test geometry 
and boundary conditions on the evolution of uneven strain fields that may facilitate flow 
localization.  
A numerical simulation of the state of stresses of the sediment plugs is performed 
using CODE_BRIGHT, to capture the effect of vertical lo ding during consolidation and 
the radial loading due to capillary pressure at the CO2-water interface on the sediment 
periphery before CO2 invasion. We use the non-linear, plastic cam-clay model with 
parameters Cr=0.0384, Cc=1.67, e1kPa=5.68 , M=1.2.  
Fig. 8.7 shows that there is an increase in porosity at the edge of the collection 
pipe and high local shear stress; conversely, lower porosity is observed on top of the 
collection pipe. High local porosity and shear stress level subsist upon radial CO2 
pressurization. However, these porosity and stress fi lds provide no clear justification for 
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Figure 8.5  Experimental breakthrough pressures (valued bounded by empty circles) 
for different sediments (bounded by empty circles) a  a function of mean 
pore size. Laplace’s formula is superimposed for different values of the 
geometric fabric factor Ψ (Eq. 5). Notice that much higher breakthrough 
pressure is expected from Laplace’s equation for high specific 
montmorillonite sediments than the ones measured experimentally.  The 
theoretical prediction bends at high breakthrough pressure because of 
lower interfacial tension (Ts: 298K isotherm). We added two experimental 
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Figure 8.6  Water permeability (filled circles) and CO2 permeability after 
breakthrough and after CO2 flushing (empty squares connected by solid 
line) for different consolidated sediments. 2:1 slope curves in the log-log 
space predicted by Kozeny-Carman and Hazen models are uperimposed. 
Note: CO2 permeability increases after breakthrough mainly due to a 





(a) Vertical displacements and porosity after consolidation (vertical load) 
       
(b) Mean stress and porosity after capillary compression (lateral loading) 






Figure 8.7  FEM analysis of the porosity and stress field in the clay specimen using a 
modified cam-clay model (parameters Cr=0.0384, Cc=1.67, e1kPa=5.68, 
M=1.2). The simulation has two stages: (a) vertical loading – 
consolidation, and (b) lateral capillary loading. Results show the 




8.5 Implications - Cap rock integrity and CO2 leaks 
8.5.1 Order-of-magnitude estimation of leaks 
Consider a formation overlaid by a cap rock of thickness th, diffusion coefficient 
D* , and intrinsic permeability k. Let’s estimate CO2 transport through the cap rock, both 
by diffusion without breakthrough and then by advection after breakthrough.  
The time to achieve steady state diffusive flux is proportional to Tdiff*= t
2/D* , e.g., 
~32 years for a 1m cap rock and ~3200yr for a 10m cap rock, assuming D*=10-9m2/s. 









−=  (8.8) 
Where xCO2 is the concentration of CO2 in water and φ the cap rock porosity (the 
tortuosity coefficient is neglected in this approximation). Fig. 8.8 shows the diffusive flux 
for various cap rock thicknesses, assuming ∆xCO2=1mol(CO2)/kg(water), D*=10
-9m2/s, 
n=0.1. The diffusive flux is qdiffCO2~10
-1kg/m2/yr or lower. High temperature conditions 
increase the diffusion coefficient and high pressure increases the solubility of CO2 in 
water (effects not accounted in Fig. 8.8).  











2  (8.9) 
While these flow rates correspond to constant pressu  gradient conditions, the pressure 
at the CO2 repository will drop as CO2 escapes (and CO2 dissolves/convects in the 
reservoir). Fig 8.7 shows the results for a cap rock with a relatively high permeability 
k~10-19m2 as compared to values in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 and Fig. 8.6. The advective flow 
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rate can be as high as 10 kg/m2/yr considering a thin cap rock (th=1m) subjected to a high 
pressure gradient (∆P=10MPa). For more realistic field conditions, advective flow rates 
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Figure 8.8  Order of magnitude analysis of CO2 leaks for a cap rock thickness th. (a) 







-4Pa·s). Notice that the 
time to achieve steady state diffusive flux is proportional to th
2/D*; (b) 
upper bound advective flow rate estimate for different CO2 stotage sites 
due to buoyancy and a 1MPa pressure gradient. (Note: Kozeny-Carman 
equation is used to evaluate permeability when permeability data is not 
available from Table 8.1) 
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Let’s estimate the rate of advection after CO2 breakthrough due to CO2 buoyancy 
∆P=h(ρw- ρCO2)g for several existent and planned CO2 storage sites. Cap rock 
permeabilities are based on reported values or reported rock descriptions (Table 8.1), 
assuming a CO2 pool thickness equal to the reservoir thickness, and  mass density 
difference ρw-ρCO2=300kg/m
3. Fig. 8.7 shows the calculated advection rates. While values 
vary linearly with order-of-magnitude ranges in perm ability, a post-breakthrough leak 
rate lower than 0.1kg/m2/yr appears as an adequate upper bound in the absence of flow 
localization features. 
This leak rate 0.1 kg/m2/yr would release 100 kg/m2 in a thousand years. This 
amount of CO2 is equivalent to a ~0.5m reduction in the CO2 pool thickness in a reservoir 
rock with porosity 0.2. For comparison, ~315kg/m2 of CO2 is needed to saturate and 
decrease pH to ~3.5 in a 100m water column in a potential shallow water aquifer with 
porosity 0.4 (disregarding the buffering effects of minerals).  
Contrary to advective flow, diffusion is not affectd by buoyancy, pressure 
difference (except pressure-dependent solubility), or small pore size in the cap rocks. In 
long term, the pressure-difference will vanish, and CO2 diffusive transport will remain. 
Advective and diffusive fluxes are in the same order of magnitude when the pressure 
difference is small, i.e., thin CO2 pools ∆P=h(ρw- ρCO2)g; from equations 8.8 and 8.9, 
∆P<(n/krCO2/ρ)(µD*∆xCO2/k). 
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8.5.2 Storativity rating – dimensionless parameters 
Let’s compare values to define the sealing capacity of carbon geological storage 
systems as a function of pool and cap rock characteristics.  
The capillary entry pressure C is an intrinsic cap rock property parameter 
C~Tscosθ/[e/(Ssρm)·10
α] (from Eq. 8.5 – fine-grained sediments), where α takes pore size 
distribution into consideration ; if α>1, breakthrough happens along pores larger than the 
computed mean 2e/(Ssρm).  
The buoyancy pressure ∆P depends on the thickness of the CO2 pool h, ∆P=h(ρw- 
ρCO2)g. (Note: the CO2 pool thickness h may be thinner than the reservoir thickness due 
to lateral spreading, or thicker such as in the cas of an anticline system).  
Let’s define the “sealing ratio” as the π-ratio between capillary breakthrough 
















==  (8.10) 
Sealing ratios π1>>1 are sought for safe storage. Fig. 8.9 shows π1 for different 
carbon storage sites and the range of uncertainty in these value. Upper and lower bounds 
are calculated considering maximum and minimum capillary and buoyancy pressures.  
The maximum capillary pressure is computed with the estimated mean pore diameter, 
adopting a minimum pore diameter of ~5nm in view of experimentally measured 
breakthrough pressures reported in Table 8.2. The minimum capillary pressure is 
computed assuming that CO2 breakthrough connects pores ~30 times larger than e 
estimated mean [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010a]. The maximum buoyancy pressure is 
calculated assuming that the CO2 pool height could be higher than the reservoir thickness 
in thin reservoirs (complex geo-plumbing), and signif cantly lower in thick reservoirs. 
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Extreme scenarios plotted in Fig. 8.9 consider the CO2 pool height 0.1h for thick 
reservoirs, h>50, and 3h for thin reservoirs h<50.  Results in the previous section show 
that  most clayey cap rocks exhibit breakthrough pressures between 1 to 5MPa while a 
100m column of CO2 develops a buoyancy pressure ∆P~0.2MPa to 0.4MPa). Additional 
injection pressure may change this pressure balance during the early life of the storage 
system. 
The second evaluation of a CO2 geological storage system addresses its 
mechanical stability. Changes in effective stress can trigger fault reactivation, and fluid-
driven open-mode fracturing. Let’s compare the initial in-situ vertical effective stress at 
















==  (8.11) 
Where subindices correspond to sediment ‘sed’, water ‘w’, and CO2.  
Small changes in effective stress, π2>>1, are preferred to avoid mechanical 
instabilities. The stability ratio is computed for some field cases listed in Table 8.1; 
uncertainty in the CO2 pool height (see π1-analysis) and overburden depth (z±0.2·z) are 
included in the ranges shown in Figure 8.9. Once again,additional injection pressure 



































































































Figure 8.9  Analysis of sealing capacity at existent a d target CO2 storage sites in 
dimensionless ratios: π1 ratio of capillary pressure over buoyancy pressure. 
Eq. 8.10, and π2 ratio of effective stress over buoyancy pressure, Eq. 8.11. 
The error bars represent uncertainty in capillary pressure, buoyancy and 
effective stress (refer to text). Overburden, cap rock thickness, and CO2 






• The cap rock is the fundamental component of carbon geological storage systems.  
Most target storage sites are capped by shales, evaporites, or a combination of 
both. Clay minerals play a fundamental role in the performance of shales as cap 
rocks. Small pores in clayey cap rocks create high capillary pressure and generate 
high viscous drag to hinder the migration of buoyant CO2. 
• Low CO2 mass density, CO2 viscosity, and CO2-water interfacial tension facilitate 
CO2 leaks. 
• Breakthrough pressure, ensuing CO2 permeability, and specimen volumetric 
deformation were measured on sediment plugs using specially designed high 
pressure oedometers. Results show that the breakthroug  pressure increases as the 
pore size decreases (1:1 slope in log-log space), and it is 1MPa<P*<3MPa for 
kaolinite and bentonite plugs consolidated to σ`v~2MPa.  
• CO2 permeability arises after breakthrough and increases by orders of magnitude 
with continued CO2 advection. Most specimens showed a final water saturation of 
0.7-0.9. 
• Bentonite plugs developed fluid-driven open-mode fractures that limited the 
capillary entry and breakthrough pressur. Higher CO2 permeability than 
anticipated followed. 
• Flow-localization may be favored by reservoir geometric conditions. For 
example, the numerical model of plugs tested in this study showed an increase in 
porosity and shear at the edge of the drainage pipe.
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• The sediment dries during CO2 transport. Electrical resistivity and magnetic 
resonance data show higher drying close to the drainage pipe (radial flow). 
• Order of magnitude analyses show that leaks in most storage sites will be 
advection-controlled once percolation takes place (in the absence of high 
conductivity geological features). Diffusive and advective CO2 leaks through non-
fractured cap rocks will be minor and will not compromise the storage capacity of 
CO2 injection sites. 
• A rating system is proposed to evaluate potential sorage sites. The rating system 
is based on a comparison of the buoyancy pressure caused by the CO2 pool, the 
capillary breakthrough pressure of the cap rock, and the effective stress at the 








 This research investigated phenomena related to carbon geological storage, 
including the possibility of CH4-CO2 replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments. The 
scope of the work included data compilation from published studies, and new 
experimental results related to interfacial properties in CO2- and CH4-water-mineral 
systems, mechanisms involved in CH4-CO2 replacement in hydrate-bearing sediments, 
and the sealing capacity of clayey sediments to retain CO2 underground. Complimentary 
numerical and analytical analyses extend the applicabi ty of the results to reservoir 
conditions and anticipate geotechnical implications. The main conclusions are presented 
separately for each study. 
 
 CO2 Geological Storage - Geotechnical Implications.  
• The physical properties of CO2 such as density, viscosity, interfacial tension and
bulk compressibility are pressure-temperature dependent 
• Geometric boundaries, spatial variability, flow conditions and the emergence of 
viscous fingering affect the volume of the geological formation injected with CO2. 
• Water acidification in the presence of CO2 enhances mineral dissolution.  
• Complex hydro-chemo-mechanical interactions, which lead to emergent 
phenomena, may hinder the storativity of injected carbon dioxide. 
• The contrasting physical properties of CO2 and water support the application of 
geophysical monitoring methods based on elastic and electromagnetic waves. 
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Water-CO2-mineral systems: interfacial tension, contact angle and diffusion –
Implications to CO2 geological storage.  
• CO2-water interfacial tension decreases significantly from 72mN/m to ~25mN/m 
as pressure increases to reservoir pressure-temperature conditions.  
• Contact angle varies with CO2 pressure in response to changes in CO2-water 
interfacial tension.  
• Water solubility and diffusivity in liquid CO2 govern the evolution of interparticle 
pendular water.  
• Pressure-dependent interfacial tension and contact angle affect injection patterns 
and breakthrough mechanisms. 
  
Water-CH4-mineral systems: interfacial tension and contact angle – Implications to 
natural gas geological systems.  
• CH4-water interfacial tension decreases up to 20mN/m fro  atmospheric pressure 
to high pressure relevant to reservoir conditions. 
•  Minor changes in contact angle are measured upon CH4 pressurization.  
Amorphous silica, calcite, coal, and PTFE substrates show receding contact 
angles θ<90° (water-wet); calcite, coal and PTFE show advancing contact angles 
θ>90° (gas-wet).  
• While stable displacement is expected during gas recovery from natural gas 
conventional reservoirs, gas fingering and high residual water saturation are 
expected from the depressurization of coal beds and hydrate-bearing sediments. 
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Properties and phenomena relevant to CH4-CO2 replacement in hydrate bearing 
sediments.  
• The CH4 hydrate cage must separate to release the CH4 molecule and trap the CO2 
molecule. This transient and local solid-liquid-solid transition is assisted by the 
excess heat liberated during CH4-CO2 replacement. 
• Hydrate forming water dissolves into liquid CO2, so that lower hydrate saturation 
is expected after CH4-CO2 replacement in water-limited reservoirs.  
• Volume expansion, CO2 hydrate clogging, and CO2 fingering leading to CH4 
hydrate occlusion within the reservoir are expected during CH4-CO2 replacement.  
 
P-wave monitoring of hydrate-bearing sand during CH4-CO2 replacement.  
• CH4-CO2 replacement within the stability field occurs without loss of stiffness in 
the granular medium.  
• CO2-flooded sandy reservoirs can remain mechanically stable during and after 
CH4 gas production.  
• Continued sediment flushing with dry CO2 dissolves the hydrate, opens the pore 
throats, and weakens the granular skeleton. 
  
Clay interaction with liquid and supercritical CO2: the relevance of electrical and 
capillary forces.  
• Clay minerals determine the properties of shales as se l layers. 
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• Clay flocculates when sedimented in CO2, and may attain lower porosity than 
when it is sedimented in brine. A four-fold increas in the Hamaker constant 
predicts higher attraction forces. 
• The cap rock may become dehydrated upon the injection of dry CO2. Capillary 
forces that develop upon CO2 invasion can cause contraction and may eventually 
lead to the formation of desiccation cracks.  
 
CO2 breakthrough in clay barriers - Implications for cap rock sealing efficiency and 
integrity in carbon geological repositories.  
• The breakthrough pressure is less than ~2MPa for sediments consolidated to 
σv`=2MPa, except for smectite rich sediments.  
• Relative permeability increases suddenly after CO2 breakthrough and advection. 
• The advective and diffusive transport through intact cap rocks is not negligible, 
yet it does not significantly affect the storativity of CO2 over millennia. 
• The geometric properties of target formations and cap rock physical properties  
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